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“STIFF AND AGILE SPEED MACHINE THAT BLENDS TRAIL ANGLES WITH XC CAPABILITY.

  CLIMBS LIKE A DEMON.”  - MBR, NOVEMBER 2015

THE ALL-NEW 

HABIT
GET INTO THE HABIT 

The Habit delivers the best kind of MTB performance - pure, simple, idiot-grin fun!

Composed and capable enough to run with bigger-travel bikes, yet light and lively enough to put

the hurt on the leg shavers, we could have called it the “Sweet Spot.”

If you’re looking for one bike to do it all, pick up a Habit.

SEE THE RANGE AT CANNONDALE.COM
MODEL SHOWN HABIT CARBON 1 - £4,499.99 SRP

RANGE FROM £1,299.99 - £6,999.99 SRP





RedBull Rampage™ 2015. Sam Reynolds winning 
“Best Trick” while riding LG1r Carbon Wheels,
Carbon Crankset and Carbon Chainguide.
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E D I T O R ’ S L E T T E R

Heading off on 
new adventures

Mountain bikers by their very definition
have a bigger sense of adventure than
most. But within that there are of course
varying degrees. So which end do you find
yourself at? Do you consider yourself
testing the boundaries if you’ve been for a
blast of your usual loop but worn a slightly 
brighter pair of riding socks than you’d
normally dare? Or are you not satisfied

until you’ve completed a self-supported fatbike traverse of
desert, volcano and snow in under 24 hours, dining on
nothing but barbecued mule dung and bathing in your own
urine along the way? Wherever you find yourself within that
spectrum, now is the time of year to start thinking about
what you’re going to do different in the months ahead. Ifff
you’re not sure where to start, then take the advice of our
seasoned adventure expert Dan Milner on page 62. He shows
you the best ways to plan your trip, how to come up with

t ways to
y travels!serve barbecued mule dung. Happy

I N S T A N T  I N D E X

57 T-MO’S REMEDY
Find out what makes three-time
enduro world champion Tracy
Moseley’s bike so special.

62 BIG ADVENTURES
Everything you need to know to
plan your ultimate mountain bike 
experience this year. 

82 WIN A TREK SESSION
The story of the iconic downhill 
bike – plus win a Session 9.9 
worth £7,300!

106 PLUS BIKES TESTED
Are the new breed of plus-size 
bikes all marketing hype or do 
they add up to more riding fun? 

132 LOVE YOUR BIKE
New bike for Christmas? Here’s 
how to care for it and keep it 
running like new for longer.

142 SMOOTHER SHIFTS
Easy-to-follow guide to
winter-proofing your gearing 
and fitting new cables.

Rider James Risker Bike Norco  
Torrent 7.1 Photo Mick Kirkman

THE STUFF
YOU HAVE TO
GO TO FIRST!

lterDanny Wa MBUK Editor in ChiefK
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Where will your adventurous spirit 
take you this year? Hopefully not 
through a rack of wind-dried fish!
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THE FIVE STORIES LEADING 
THE WAY THIS MONTH
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R I S E O F T H E F R E E R A C E R

U
nless you’ve been hiding

under a rock or your phone line

is a piece of string connected

to a cup, you’ll almost certainly

have heard of Rémy Métailler

(pictured) and been impressed by his

rowdy, racer-style take on freeriding.

The Frenchman was the only rider to

pedal aggressively off the start line at

Red Bull Rampage and has been

dropping edits so big they’ve been

making holes in the floor!

Rémy’s fast, balls to the wall style

really gets us excited here at MBUK,

and he’s just one of a new breed of

‘freeracers’– think Brendan

Fairclough, Bernard Kerr, Eliot Jackson

– who are fast enough to qualify for

World Cups (and in Brendog and

Kerr’s cases, even crack the top 10)

but also make the huck-jockeys of old

look dated, combining racer speed

and freeride steeze to really push the

boundaries of the sport.

Check out Rémy’s latest ‘shredit’

at www.tinyurl.com/jvcrolv and get

motivated to get out there and send

it with style!

Steeze over seconds!

Mountain Biking UK 17
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D I R T F A C T O R Y I N D O O R B I K E P A R K

I
ndoor bike riding is something we

normally associate with skate

parks and the one-of-a-kind

Woodward training facility in the

USA. Given what a wet country we

live in, it’s a bit of a surprise that the

UK doesn’t have any covered bike

parks. After all, there are only so many

muddy rides and washing machine

loads you can bear before deciding

it’s time to just drink tea on the sofa!

So when Dan Makin got in touch

with us about his plans for the Dirt

Factory Indoor Bike Park in Greater

Manchester we were keen to find out

more. Dan is touting an action-packed

experience, with a cross-country loop,

pump tracks galore, foam pits, North

Shore sections, jump lines and skills

areas. Using old shipping containers

will help him and his team add

elevation to the riding and, most

importantly, the trails will be made

from real dirt. We wonder if there’ll be

authentic mud sections just to remind

you that you’re riding in the UK?

They’re promising cafes, bars, bike

rental, a bike shop and performance

rooms to get you away from the gym. 

Whether you’re into cakes or 

press-ups, it sounds like there’ll be 

something for you. Oh, and don’t 

forget the bike riding!

To turn this awesome concept  

into a reality, Dirt Factory are 

launching a crowd funding scheme  

on Crowd Cube in February – check 

out www.dirtfactory.org for details.  

If you live nearby and don’t get  

behind this project we never want to 

hear you complain about riding in  

the rain again! 

Say goodbye to wet rides!

18 Mountain Biking UK
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OU’VE HEARD OF

the straw that broke

the camel’s back?

Well these could be

the ‘straws’ that

protect your back. We first

saw Koroyd – a honeycomb

structure made up of thin

plastic tubes (resembling

drinking straws) that are

thermally welded together

– in Smith’s Forefront

helmet. Now it’s been

picked up by Endura, POC

and UFO for use in back

protectors. And on paper

this makes a lot of sense.

Koroyd’s makers claim it

crushes in a controlled

manner under impact,

absorbing 30 per cent more

crash energy than the

expanded polystyrene (EPS)

used in most bike lids and

reducing trauma to the body.

So far, so good.They also

say the hollow‘straws’are

very effective at letting hot

air out – so no more sweaty

backs. Our testers’main

complaint with the Forefront

was that it didn’t channel

enough cooling air in, but

that’s not a problem on a

spine guard that sits behind

you, out of the airflow.

POC have chosen to

integrate the technology

into a jersey, while UFO have

gone with a traditional

armour jacket and Endura

will be debuting it in their

new MT500 pack. Ian

Young, brand manager at

the British company,

explains: “The construction

is extremely lightweight and

breathable, which we feel is

critical in a backpack

designed for serious all-day

riding.”We’ll be testing one

of these packs when they

become available in

February,and our sources at

Koroyd tell us there are

plenty more exciting

projects in the pipeline.

Ex-straw-dinary protection

K O R O Y D
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Koroyd’s thermally 

welded plastic tubes  

are designed to crush  

in a controlled manner, 

absorbing impact energy
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H
enley-on-Thames based Early

Rider say they have one goal

– to make the best kids’ bikes

on the market. With balance

bikes from £99.99 and pedal

bikes from £279.99, they also want to

make their machines accessible to as

many little shredders as possible.

Seen here is their top-end model,

the Belter 20” Trail 3S. This pint-sized, 

20in-wheeled ‘proper mountain bike’

for discerning nippers is equipped just

like dad’s, with an aluminium frame,

air-sprung fork, (cable) disc brakes

and Maxxis tyres.

A belt-driven singlespeed drivetrain

keeps things simple and oil free (no

gears to worry about and no

shredded/stained trouser legs), while

sealed bearings throughout should 

keep maintenance to a minimum, so

those little legs can keep spinning.

The complete bike is 9.45kg

(20.83lb), with a 69.5-degree head

angle and 450mm top tube. Early

Rider say it’s suitable for ages six to

nine. Best get junior measured up!

£579.99 Fisher Outdoor Leisure  

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

A Belter of a kids’ bike

E A R L Y  R I D E R

The 6061 alloy frame

keeps weight down,

and the raw finish

should help hide the

inevitable scratches!

The Spinner fork offers

50mm of air-sprung

travel. A lighter rigid fork

is available for £100 less

20 Mountain Biking UK
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T
he Great Divide Mountain Bike

Route is a monstrous

2,745-mile trail down the spine 

of the Rocky Mountains,

beginning in Canada and

ending in New Mexico. Every June

cyclists from all over the globe gather

to race the Tour Divide, dubbed the

world’s hardest mountain bike race.

It’s got a fair claim to the title too –

competitive ‘Dividers’ must endure

relentless 20-hour-plus days of riding

and 200,000ft of climbing along the

unmarked and remote route, totally 

unsupported. that’s equivalent to

summiting Mount Everest from sea

level seven times!

Josh Kato, a registered nurse from

Washington state, began his love affair

with the race in 2009. On his first

attempt in 2014 he crashed, breaking

his leg, but rode another 1,000 miles

before admitting defeat. Undeterred,

the 40-year-old returned the next

year with his fully-laden Salsa Fargo,

determined to complete the route.

The American describes his 2105

Tour Divide as “beautifully simple and 

meditative, just riding alone and as

hard as you can”. It was still no easy

feat to finish the race though. Just 50

miles from the finish Josh found

himself cramping and out of water, so

he resorted to drinking from a murky

roadside puddle. It did the trick, and

he crossed the line after 14 days, 11

hours and 37 minutes, smashing the 

previous record by a whole day.

Josh says it felt like a “bizarre

dream” – an experience so much

bigger than him that he’s still trying to 

capture it in his thoughts. 

Bridging the Great Divide

J O S H  K A T O
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Going the Extra Mile
www.chainreactioncycles.com
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Mexican urban DH racing
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W
ith a whole new year to look forward to,
it’s time to ask ourselves what we want to
achieve over the next 12 months. What
cycling goals do we have? What adventures

can we embark on that’ll guarantee the grandkids’
undivided attention when we’re old and grey?

One click of the mouse button gives access to an
information superhighway packed with ideas, and
dreaming and planning is the perfect way to wile
away those cold, boring January nights. Alongside
the New Year’s resolutions, give some thought to
that bucket list. If it’s empty, why not come up 

with three achievable goals for the year? How
about entering your first race, riding in another
country or even competing in the infamous
Megavalanche Alpe d’Huez? There are no rules,
anything goes here – it’s your bucket!

If your pail is already overflowing, why not
pick the three best ideas and develop a plan to
make those dreams a reality? You might not
think of yourself as a bucket list kind of person,
or maybe you already have one full to the brim.
Whatever your agenda, make 2016 the year  
that really counts!� 

It’s time to get dreaming, scheming and planning for a big year!

Bucket List

Mountain Biking UK 25

36 ONE MAN & HIS CAT

Introducing Swarf Cycles
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PRO’S EYE

VIEW

INNES

GRAHAM
WORLD CUP DOWNHILL RACER

If you’re active

on social media

it’ll probably have

crossed your mind

how unexciting the pros’ accounts

have become this winter. That’s no

coincidence. For those who don’t

earn a living from riding [and that’s

most World Cup racers ~ ed], life

is filled with hours of work to fund

the coming season’s unforeseen

expenses (overweight baggage,

overpriced airport food, forgotten

plug adapters) and the huge amount

of training needed to be competitive.

I know of many riders making the

switch to enduro for 2016. My heart

is still set on downhill, but after

three years riding for MS Mondraker

the time has come to part ways. It’s

a sad but exciting

time for me. It’s

been an incredible

journey and I’ve

been privileged

to see such a

fast-growing

industry from

a totally new perspective. But I’m

stoked to have landed a deal with

a well established, UK based team

and I’m really looking forward to

having new motivation. I’ll be joining

Phil Atwill and the most stylish

Norwegian around, Isak Leivsson, for

the full 2016 World Cup tour.

Right now I’m concentrating on

having fun and riding my bike as

much as possible at home in the

Tweed Valley. The abundance of

trails here and the riding talent to

train with is amazing.

Miles make smiles, and

smiles make good

results. That’s my

theory anyway!

26 Mountain Biking UK

Three Brits with an appetite for 

big air journeyed to Mexico for 

the most anticipated urban race 

of the year – Downhill Taxco. 

Massive senders and narrow 

alleyways meant the final round 

of the City Downhill World Tour 

wasn’t an event for the 

faint-hearted. We wanted to get 

inside the head of these fearless 

air merchants so we asked 

them for their standout 

impressions of the race. There 

was no conferring but the 

answers were surprisingly 

similar, proving that it’s not just 

the course or competitors that 

make events a success. 

Ben Moore

PRIVATEER 

“Taxco is a place where injuries 

occur and dreams are made! 

The magical feeling of the city 

is pumped into the atmosphere 

by the locals – they really are 

welcoming to all the riders. The 

course is just as intense as 

you’d expect. Every jump is 

high-risk yet gives you an 

incredible feeling when you land 

perfectly. Thanks for having us 

Taxco – see you in 2016.”

Bernard Kerr

PRO WORLD CUP RACER

“Downhill Taxco is unlike any 

other event I go to. The place, 

the smells, the dogs, the old  

VW Beetle taxis and the people 

are all so overwhelming, it’s  

just insane! Everything is 

escalated – thoughts of 

crashing, hitting a brick wall, 

sliding on cobble stones or a 

dog running out in front of you 

make it pretty scary! That  

being said, at the last couple  

of jumps where the main crowd 

is it goes off like at no other 

race. It’s like being a celebrity 

for a day!”

Chris Smith

FREERIDER

“I’ve been to plenty of contests 

all over the world and nothing 

compares to all the crazy people 

lining the course screaming at 

you on your run! From seven to 

70 years old, they’re all there 

supporting the race. We signed 

hundreds of autographs and 

posed for loads of selfies. The 

course was so cool too – pretty 

scary in places, but I loved the 

big drop into the town plaza. To 

round it off with a top 10 result 

in an international event really 

topped it off for me. I can’t wait 

to go back next year!”

Brits hit the Mexican finale of the City Downhill World tour 

And the crowd goes wild…

“THE TIME HAS 
COME TO PART.
WAYS. IT’S SAD 
BUT EXCITING”
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Orange’s founders,

Lester Noble and Steve

Wade, wanted to create a

bike that was suitable for

everyday riding as well as

racing the all round

range of riding or

(abbreviated, in a Yorkshire

accent) O range.

Their first bike, the

Clockwork (named after

the book/film A Clockwork

Orange) was launched in

1998. A regular on the start

lines of both XC and DH

races, this steel hardtail

with relatively relaxed

angles and tough but light

Tange Infinity tubing was

ahead of its time and has

maintained a cult

following, with retro

enthusiasts paying a small

fortune for original bikes.

 Sponsoring Steve Peat in

the early 2000s propelled 

them onto the world stage, 

and Orange now make 

every bike you could ever 

need, from the 324 

downhill rig to road bikes. 

It’s the Five trail bike that’s 

made the biggest impact 

though. Boasting their 

trademark single-pivot 

rear end and slab-sided 

swingarm, it first hit the 

market over a decade ago 

and is still a firm favourite 

with many riders today, 

offering sorted geometry, 

low maintenance and 

no-nonsense performance 

on a wide range of terrain.

  Orange continue to 

make all of their 

full-suspension models  

in their Halifax factory, 

even constructing their 

own tooling so they can 

build the bikes exactly  

how they want and  

without compromise.  

O  Orange 

Mountain 

Bikes
The Orange brand 

is synonymous with 

UK mountain biking, 

famous for simple, 

well engineered, high 

performance bikes 

designed in Halifax to 

stand up to the worst 

British weather. 

OF MOUN TA IN BIK ING

TO

GET OFF  
THE BRAKES!

W I T H J O E R A F F E R T Y

SECOND COACH

6

Dragging your brakes around berms 
and corners totally kills your flow, and 

it means you have to stamp hard on 
the pedals when you exit to get back 

up to speed. 
Repeating the drill opposite will make 

you better at judging the speed at 
which you can go around a corner off 
the brakes. As you get better you can 

start braking later and later, which is a 
key technique for faster riding.

 The Drill:  

Practise doing all of 

your braking 10m before 

corners and then letting 

them off all of the way 

around the turn. 



ACCOMMODATION

For an MTB friendly 
bunkhouse that won’t hit the 

wallet too hard, try The 
Vagabond (www.thevagabond.

co.uk). Stables Lodge (www.
stableslodge.net) offers a little 

more luxury in the centre of 
Betws-y-Coed and the bistro 

bar means dinner after a hard 
ride is sorted. If the riding 

takes its toll, check out The 
Waterloo Hotel (www.

waterloo-hotel.info) complete 
with spa! For nights under 
canvas there’s Riverside 

Touring Park (www.
morris-leisure.co.uk)

TRAILS

The Marin trail is a 25km red 
route and one of the earliest, 
purpose-built trails in the UK, 

with awesome views of the 
mountains of Snowdonia. Its 

neighbour, the red Penmachno 
trail (30km), has tight 
singletrack and a real 

wilderness feel. Alternatively, 
get out onto the moors. Here 
bridleways run in the shadow 
of Moel Siabod and drop into 
the next valley, Dolwyddelan. 

Buy a map and make your  
way back to the Llugwy Valley 

via the Sarn Helen, an old 
Roman road.

ENTERTAINMENT

If the trails haven’t sapped all 
your energy there are plenty of 

après bike activities, from 
hiking, rock climbing and 
scrambling to canyoning, 

coasteering and kayaking. For 
something more relaxing 
there’s the Conway Valley 

Maze about 20 minutes to the 
north. Head to the 

Betws-y-Coed website for 
more info (www.betws-y-coed.

co.uk). In the evenings the 
Stables Bistro Bar (www.

stables-bistro.co.uk) has a 
weekly music night and is the 
place to go to watch live sport.

FOOD

The Spar shop in the centre of 
Betws-y-Coed has a big 

selection of cakes and pasties 
to fill your riding pack with. 

The crispy batter at the town’s 
fish and chip shop, Hen Siop 

Pont-Y-Pair, gets rave reviews. 
Alpine Coffee Shop (www.

alpinecoffeeshop.net) at the 
railway station has yet more 
cakes and cracking coffee, 
making it an ideal place to 

begin a ride. The town has a 
large tourist footstep so 

finding something to eat in the 
evening won’t be a problem 

– just follow your nose! 

Z
 Z

Z Z Z
 Z

THE LOCAL
Claire 

Bennett 
Claire won the Open 
category of the 
national enduro 
series in 2014, 
moving her up to Elite 
for 2015, where she 
was a regular podium 
finisher. Sponsored 
by local shop 
Evolution Bikes (www.
evolution-bikes.
co.uk), Betws is the 
perfect place for her 
to train, with 
everything from trail 
centre loops to 
moorland bridleways 
and ‘off-piste 
woodland gold’.

BETWS- 
Y-COED

Betws-y-Coed is the principal 

village of Snowdonia National 

Park, so you’re guaranteed 

great views and epic trails. The 

valley is surrounded by Gwydyr 

Forest, home to the Marin and 

Penmachno trails, plus many a 

beautiful bridleway. The town 

and its gift shops may be  

popular with the blue-rinse 

brigade but there are plenty of 

eateries for post-ride grub, plus 

canyoning and zip-lining if 

you’re not done with adrenaline!

THE  
BEST 
OF...
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The modern enduro bike is basically a harder hitting trail
bike that’s light enough and has enough gears to be pedalled up

the steepest tracks in order to get to the technical descents  
where these machines love to be thrashed.

650b wheels

Mid-size wheels are

the default choice for

enduro bikes, offering

better rollover than

26in hoops and a

stiffer, more agile ride

than most 29ers. 

Single ring

Lightweight and

simple, a 1x10 or 1x11

transmission with

wide-range cassette

gives a big enough

gear spread to winch

up the hills without

spinning out on the

way down. Many riders

run a top chain guide

for extra security.

Short stem

Downhill confidence

and control are

paramount, so stubby

30 to 55mm stems

are the order of the

day. They have to be

stiff and strong, but

the need to pedal

back up means they

also need to be light.

Long travel

Enduro bikes typically

have a bit more travel

than trail bikes – 150

to 170mm – so they

can tackle rough

terrain at speed. The

suspension has to

suck up the big hits

while remaining

supple over the

smaller stuff.

Tyre dilemmas

The enduro racer has

to balance grip and

rolling speed with

weight and puncture

protection when

choosing tyres. At a

race you’ll see a full

spectrum of rubber,

from semi-slicks to

dual-ply DH tyres.

B I K E P E D I A

Can’t tell a dirt jump bike from a

downhill race rig? We’re here to help!

ENDURO BIKE

YT CAPRA AL

An amazing frame and parts
spec for the price, as long as
you don’t mind buying direct.

Approx £1,615 (w/o shipping)
www.yt-industries.com

E N D U R O B I K E S

All you need 

to know…

What to wear: Tough but

light trail or downhill kit

will keep you cool on the

way up and protect you if

you crash. Bright colours

are very enduro, and

nothing divides opinion like

wearing goggles with an 

open-face helmet!

Where to ride: These bikes

define ‘all mountain’ riding

and can handle everything

from techy UK trails to the 

Alps and Pyrenees.

Who to watch: Martin

Maes, the young sensation

from Belgium, started

racing the Enduro World

Series aged just 17 and has

turned up and won the

Junior World Cup at Fort

William twice, despite not

riding a DH bike all year.

B E S T O F B R E E D

Three to

consider

NUKEPROOF

MEGA 275 PRO

Combines a burly alloy frame
with some hard-hitting kit and

a seriously bright paintjob.
£3,200 www.hotlines-uk.com

YETI SB6C 30TH

ANNIVERSARY

Ready-to-race superbike with
a lightweight carbon frame
and top-flight components.

£6,999 www.silverfish-uk.com

1 2 3 4 5
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F L A S H B A C K

THIS IS NOW!
T H AT WA S T H E N

#63 Heavy hitting single-crown forks

TODAY
ENDURO

EARLY ’00s 
FREERIDE

The Multi-Directional Impact

Protection System is a relatively

new innovation in helmet tech

that’s designed to reduce the

twisting and rotational forces

from angled impacts that can

cause brain trauma.

Essentially the lid is divided

into two parts – the inner liner,

which cradles the rider’s head,

and the outer shell, which is

designed to absorb impact

energy – separated by a

low-friction layer.This creates a

‘slip plane’system, where the

inner is able to slide within the

outer in the event of a crash,

stopping the head coming to

a sudden halt.

The Swedish company behind

MIPS was set up in 2001 by five

members of the Royal Institute of

Technology in Stockholm.

They’ve licensed the technology

to helmet manufacturers

including Bell, Fox, Giro, Lazer,

POC, SixSixOne and Sweet

Protection. The extra protection

comes at a (financial) price, but if

you value your grey matter, it’s

definitely worth looking for a lid

with the little yellow MIPS sticker

on its shell.

MIPS

T H A N K  G O D  F O R . . .

TODAY’S LONG-TRAVEL 

single-crowns, such as 

the Fox 36 and RockShox 

Lyrik, have similarly 

beefy dimensions to 

the overbuilt freeride 

forks of days gone by, 

with chunky dropouts, 

35mm+ stanchions 

and stiffness-boosting 

through-axles. They’re a 

lot lighter though, thanks 

to new materials and 

manufacturing methods, 

and boast state-of-the-art 

damping, making them fit 

for enduro race use.

THERE WAS A time when 

the only riders who’d 

consider running a  

single-crown fork with 

more than 150mm (5.9in) 

of travel were freeriders. 

Heavy-duty – and often 

just plain heavy – offerings 

such as the RockShox 

Totem and Manitou 

Sherman were developed 

so riders could rip down 

the mountain and still 

throw in barspins over the 

jumps (something that 

wasn’t possible with  

dual-crown DH forks).

For a post-ride meal, not much comes close to 

the pulled pork ciabatta with apple coleslaw and 

homemade barbecue sauce from the Woods Cafe.  

All of their ingredients are locally sourced, and 

it’s a warm and friendly place to enjoy some food 

with your riding buddies. Finish the feast off with a 

homemade brownie, and all washed down with a  

pot of Cornish Tregothnan tea. Heaven!

#8 Pulled pork ciabatta 

Cardinham Woods, Cornwall

TRAIL 
TUCKER
Our favourite post-ride 

treats from the UK’s  

top riding spots





per month

£85.00
Bike Cost: £3,399.99

Deposit: £339.99

Number of Months: 36

Lapierre Zesty XM 527 Ei 2016

Buy Your Dream Bike
With Upto 36 Months

0% APR
10% DepositOnly

•REMAINING 2015 BIKES REDUCED DAILY, CALL FOR DETAILS

Cannondale Trail 2 2016

Spend Spend Spend Spend

to qualify for to qualify for to qualify for to qualify for

and
up

and
up

and
up

and
up£300 £500 £1000 £1500

6 Months 12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

0% APR 0% APR 0% APR 0% APR www.formbycycles.co.uk

Representative example:
Bike..................  £1,499.99

Deposit..................  £149.99

Representative APR.. 0% APR

36 monthly payments of £37.50

Total amount of credit £1,499.00

Interest rate.......... 0% Fixed

Duration of loan........... 36 months

Total payable................ £1,499.99

Get Everything You Need On 0% APR  Including Clothing, Helmets, 
Gloves,Go Pro Cameras, Heart Monitors, Absolutely Everything!!!

per month

£37.50
Bike Cost: £999.99

Deposit: £99.99

Number of Months: 24

Specialized Stumpjumper FSR Comp 650B 2016

per month

£55.00
Bike Cost: £2,199.99

Deposit: £219.99

Number of Months: 36

Giant Stance 27.5 Mountain Bike 2016

per month

£37.50
Bike Cost: £999.99

Deposit: £99.99

Number of Months: 24

Whyte T-130S (2016)

per month

£57.50
Bike Cost: £2,299.99

Deposit: £229.99

Number of Months: 36

Trek X-Caliber 7 2016

per month

£52.50
Bike Cost: £2,099.99

Deposit: £209.99

Number of Months: 36

per month

£48.75
Bike Cost: £649.99

Deposit: £64.99

Number of Months: 12

FREE DELIVERY

To All UK
Mainland

PHONE ORDERS
Between

9.00am-5.30pm

Mon-Fri

ALL BIKES
Bulit &
checked
before dispatch

Cannondale Beast Of The East 1 2016

101 - 103 Altcar Road Formby, Merseyside L37 8DL  Tel: 01704 835720

The Uk’s No1

Bike Specialists
0%

APR
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Tucked away in a corner of Dorset sits

Swarf Cycles, owned and run by Adrian

Bedford, who designs and builds some

pretty special MTBs with just Billy the cat

for company. Beautiful bespoke bikes have

been emerging from his workshop since

2011, winning prizes and triggering grins.

I’ve been into bikes since I was a kid. I

remember chasing the older lads on BMXs

round the South Downs on my little racer.

Then along came my first mountain bike, a

Raleigh Mustang. It was heavy but I loved it.

My brother and I were always making

stuff. Model aircraft mostly, and bits for

our bikes. My granddad taught us loads

and had a great workshop. I completed a

degree in product design and went straight

into a job at Dyson. From there I moved into

military aerospace, where I spent 10 years 

as a mechanical design engineer.

I always had it in the back of my mind

that I might be able to make frames  

as a profession. I built my first one as

a personal project. It was a 150mm travel

full-suspension bike based on the Balfa

BB7, with a steel front end and carbon

swingarm. In 2012 I found myself

at a turning point at work – progress into

management or stick doing the same

design role. Neither was what I truly

wanted. An offer came to do a summer

guiding at Bike Verbier in Switzerland so

I quit my job and went, taking my frame

with me. I figured that if it could survive

the Alps I’d give frame building a crack!

I had an amazing summer and the bike

made it through with no troubles at all.

When I got back I started work on my

first original design. This was the Curve

trail bike. I made a total of seven frames,

but I’ve parked them for the time being

because they’re too complex for one man

in a tiny workshop to sensibly produce.

I’m now concentrating on custom steel

hardtails, with two models to choose from.

I’m not just a fabricator or a designer, I

can design and manufacture pretty much

anything in-house. That makes Swarf

different. As well as making custom frames

I’ve got a small CNC machine for one-off

parts. I want to be known for no-nonsense

products that are both elegant and well

engineered, with the focus on performance

and fun rather than just looking fancy.

Being a one-man band throws up its

challenges. Marketing is something I have 

a long way to go with – I’ve no real

experience but I’m learning fast! The

hardest thing is staying motivated when

things aren’t going to plan. Billy is fairly

useless at solving engineering problems!

Since that first frame I’ve experienced

lots of highs. I won the Best Offroad Bike

award at the Bespoked handmade bike

show with my Spline 29er hardtail in 2015,

and Best New Builder with the Curve in

2014, when I also came second in the Peer 

Award category. My more personal

highlight has to be the first ride on the

second generation Curve. It was such a cool

feeling to be riding something I’d put so

much into – better than I’d ever hoped for!

I’m about to start work on an aggressive

26in hardtail for a customer in the Alps

and I’m also working on a 29er full-sus. In

the short term, I want to continue with more

custom steel hardtails. In the long term, I’d

love to push more into carbon fibre, maybe 

with full-suspension frames. That’s the

material and challenge I really love.  

www.swarfcycles.co.uk 

Adrian Bedford

Owner,engineer,
designer,manufacturer 
and chief tea maker, 
Swarf Cycles

L I V I N G T H E D R E A M
INSPIRATIONAL STORIES FROM THOSE WHO’VE SUCCESSFULLY TURNED  

MOUNTAIN BIKING INTO MORE THAN JUST A HOBBY

The hardest thin is stayin

motivated when thin s don’t o to

plan. Billy the cat is fairly useless

at solvin  en ineering problems
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RETAIL THERAPY
Beanies & bobbles

Now winter has set in and Mother Nature is doing her best to keep 
us inside, a woolly hat is the perfect partner to battle the elements 

with. Chuck one in your pack in case of mid-ride emergencies!

1. VANS ELITE
BEANIE
£20 www.vans.co.uk 

2. ANTHONY ORAM
AOP TYPE BOBBLE
£28 www.anthonyoram.com

3. HELLY HANSEN
WOOL KNIT BEANIE
£25 www.hellyhansen.com

4. ZAINI DOUGAL
FLEECE LINED BEANIE
£25 www.zaini.com

5. SEALSKINZ
CABLE KNIT BEANIE 
£28 www.sealskinz.com

6. FINISTERRE
FISHERMAN BEANIE  
£25 www.finisterreuk.com

7. BIG BOBBLE HATS
BELGIAN BEAST
£20 www.bigbobblehats.co.uk

8. ARC’TERYX ROLLING
STRIPE TOQUE 
£25 www.arcteryx.com



David Vasquez is the most 

successful Spanish DH 

racer of all time, a regular 

on the podium during 

his 14-year career. He 

now works as the World 

Cup rider representative 

for the UCI, the sport’s 

governing body. 

Young gun

I started racing in 1994 as a 

Cadet and did my first World 

Cup a year later, when I was 

16, at Cap-d’Ail in France. My 

first podium was in 1997 as a 

Junior. Racing has changed 

so much since then. Our 

sport is still young so we 

don’t have grandparents 

to tell us stories about the 

early days. We’ll be the ones 

telling these stories to  

our grandsons. Haha!

Outdoor office

Being the UCI rider 

representative is a dream 

job most of the time, but it’s 

not a full-time job – that’s 

the bummer! All of my 

duties are on-site. I start my 

day briefing the marshals 

before training starts, then 

walk the course a few times. 

There’s a long list of things 

to check, on and off the 

course, plus team and TV 

meetings. The hardest part 

is that I’m responsible for 

any serious injuries. Once 

the race has started I can 

only pray that all goes well, 

relying on marshals and 

organisers, so preparation

before the race is key.

Insider tips

Ninety per cent of the riders

are pure hardcore, men

and women. As for spotting

who’s going to win, you

can guess a little bit, but

sometimes someone will be

incredibly fast in practice

and mid-pack in the race. 

The clock never lies. 

Not slowing down

I enjoy racing more now 

that I’m watching it from 

the sidelines (it’s amazing 

watching the best riders in 

the world) but I still race for 

fun, without that pressure. 

I’m the reigning Masters 

world champ (35 to 39).

Home sweet home

I love to ride spots and 

have been lucky enough to 

travel to unreal places, but 

nothing beats riding your 

home trails, especially in a 

place like Barcelona! In my 

spare time I ride bikes and 

motocross – I love anything 

with two wheels. 
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I N D U S T R Y  I N S I D E R

UCI RIDER REPRESENTATIVE  
AND EX WORLD CUP DH RACER

DAVID 
VASQUEZ

BAG  
IT UP!

Our awesome DMR 
20th anniversary 

helmet bag is useful 
for way more than 

just storing your lid. 
Here are a few 
alternatives…

1
Stuff your dirty g

there, do the drawstring up 

nice and tight and you won’t 

stink our your car or van on the 

way home from the trails.

2 
Don’t want to pay 5p for a 

carrier bag? We’ve got your 

back (and shopping)! It’s 

plenty big enough to fit a  

six-pack of beers, some cakes 

and frozen food for those  

post-ride munchies.

3 
If you get too excited on a ride 

and spoil your undercrackers, 

you can cut two leg-sized 

holes in the bag and wear it as 

emergency undies!

4 
With a couple of smaller  

holes it’ll make a brilliant 

balaclava – perfect when  

you need a new bike but are a  

bit strapped for cash…*

5 
New parent? Make four 

small holes in the bag 

and, congratulations, you  

just made a baby onesie and 

became parent of the year!

Got your own suggestion? Let 

us know on Facebook.

* Erm, don’t do this. Robbing banks isn’t big or cool, 

and besides, the cops will recognise you by your  

bow-legged cyclist’s gait and Five Tens.
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LATEST DEALS ONLINE@ WWW.PAULSCYCLES.CO.UK
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T H E  U L T I M A T E  M O U N T A I N  B I K E  S T O R E

Order & Payment  Phone 01287 610735 · Fax: 01287 637306  Email: sales@bikescene.co.uk    Maestro · Visa · Mastercard - Most credit cards accepted. Prices are correct at time of going to press. Any alterations in prices will be confirmed when you contact us. Sale prices are limited to stock availability. If you buy an item from us and you are not satisfied, return it to
us unused in the original packaging within 8 working days for a replacement or refund. (Carriage costs incurred for delivery or return of unwanted items are to be paid for and at the risk of the customer). Goods are despatched from Bike Scene by carrier or recorded delivery for next working day delivery. Stock items are normally despatched the day of your order.

Later despatch dates will be advised when placing your order. We will not charge your credit card until the date of despatch unless authorised by you. Carriage Bikes, frames & forks £19.95 (UK mainland only) Saturday delivery £15.00 extra. Carriage costs for other items or for delivery outside mainland UK will be advised prior to confirming your order.

Was £4600.00  Save £1300

Now £3300.00

2015 SPECIALIZED
ENDURO EXPERT

CARBON 650B

Was £4600.00  Save £1400

Now £3200.00

2015 SPECIALIZED
STUMPJUMPER EXPERT

CARBON  EVO 29

Was £3600.00  Save £1100

Now £2500.00

2015 SPECIALIZED 
ENDURO ELITE

650B

Was £4600.00  Save £1300

Now £3300.00

2015 SPECIALIZED
ENDURO EXPERT

CARBON 29

Was £850.00  Save £200

Now £650.00

2015 SPECIALIZED
ROCKHOPPER

EXPERT EVO 650b

Was £2600.00  Save £800

Now £1800.00

2015 SPECIALIZED 
ENDURO COMP 

29

Was £2299.00  Save£600

Now £1699.00

2015
WHYTE
T130S

Was £2199.00 Save£500

Now £1699.00

2015
WHYTE
T129S

Was £2699.00 Save£700

Now £1999.00

2015
WHYTE T129

WORKS

Was £2999.00 Save£700

Now £2299.00

2015
WHYTE T130
WORKSSCR

Was £3099.00  Save £700

Now £2399.00

2015
WHYTE  T129
WORKS SCR

THE OLD AMBULANCE STATION, PARK LANE,
GUISBOROUGH,TS14 6NT

TELEPHONE 01287 610735
Opening Times: Mon 9.30am - 5.30pm ·  Tue 9.30am - 5.30pm  ·  Wed Closed 

Thurs (Late Night) 9.30am - 7.00pm  Fri 9.30am - 5.30pm · Sat 9.00am - 5.15pm

Follow us on
Twitter
@bikesceneshop

Was £4600.00  Save £1600

Now £3000.00

2015 SPECIALIZED
STUMPJUMPER EXPERT

CARBON  EVO 650b

Was £1000.00  Save £250

Now £750.00

2015 ORANGE
CLOCKWORK

120

Was £1100.00  Save £350

Now £750.00

2015 
ORANGE

EXPRESS-O S

Was £1300.00  Save £250

Now £1050.00

2015 ORANGE
CRUSH

AM

Was £1000.00  Save £250

Now £750.00

2015 ORANGE
CLOCKWORK

100

Was £350.00  Save £120

Now £230.00

2015 ORANGE
CRUSH 
FRAME

Was £350.00  Save £120

Now £230.00

2015 ORANGE
CLOCKWORK
120 FRAME
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SENDIT!
Write to: MBUK Send it! Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN
Email: mbuk@bikeradar.com Visit: www.bikeradar.com/forumsC O N TA C T  U S :

Y O U R M A I L ,
P H O T O S , I D E A S 
A N D  R A N T S

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

Back in May my shed

was broken into and

my much-loved

mountain bike was

stolen, along with my wife’s. As

you can imagine, I wasn’t best

pleased. I followed the usual

procedure, was given a crime

number and that was where the

police’s involvement started and

ended. Or so I thought. Months

later I received a phone call from

the local police out of the blue

and got both bikes back, albeit a

little worse for wear. The police

had had a tip-off about a local

gang stealing bikes and storing

them in an unsavoury part of

town before transporting them to

Europe. My bike, along with 14

others, was found hidden behind 

If your letter gets picked as the Star Letter, you’ll receive a pair of DMR Vault pedals worth £99.99, courtesy of Upgrade  
(www.upgradebikes.co.uk). For full Mountain Biking UK terms and conditions, see p14.

Bike thieves are scum, pure
and simple. Buy a heavy lock to
keep the light-fingered at bay

a fake plasterboard wall. I suppose the

moral of the story is to never give up

hope – there’s always a chance that your 

bike will turn up!

ROBIN WOODBURN, LANCASTER

Glad your story had a happy ending, Robin. 

There are few things as gutting as having

your beloved bike nicked, and this was

the first of two emails about stolen steeds  

this month – keep

’em locked up

safe, people! 

None shall pass
I’ve been into bikes (motor and

pedal) since I was a child. Over

the last few years mountain biking

has taken over as my main obsession

and lots of my moto mates have

followed suit, although we still ride

the odd trail on our enduro

motorbikes. On one such day we

came up behind a dozen mountain

bikers on Rudland Rigg in North

Yorkshire. As we approached they

changed their formation from single

file to a trail-blocking bunch so we

couldn’t pass. We eventually

squeezed past their flanks and lined

up in front of them to show our

displeasure. Give some respect to 

It’s good trail etiquette
to make way for faster
riders (when safe),
whatever they’re riding



your fellow trail users and you’ll 

get some back! 

MICK HORSLEY, GATESHEAD

Come on chaps, we need to play

nice out there. Besides, even if

you think it’s fun to wind up

other trail users, you’re not

going to like it when the guy on

the moto finds enough room to

open up the throttle and leaves

you with a face full of roost.

Stop fat shaming
What’s the issue with

fatbikes? There seems to be

quite a lot of hate towards them

but they’re just a different sort

of bike, which happens to be

good fun. I don’t find my 2015

Trek Farley 6 any heavier, more

sluggish or slower than my 2014

Trek Remedy 8 and neither do

the people I ride with. Maybe

it’s because a large part of it is

just air and there’s no rear

suspension to weigh it down?

I wish people could appreciate

where mountain biking started,

be grateful for the massive

freedom of choice in the market

today and leave us chubby

chasers alone. You don’t hear us

banging on about how all the

naysayers are riding bikes that

are far more capable than they’ll

ever be. As for the people saying

they’ve tried fatbiking and had a

bad experience, maybe it’s them

and not the bike. What’s that old

saying? A bad workman...

MICHAEL LOVE, VIA EMAIL

Haters are always gonna hate,

and if it isn’t fat bikes it’ll be

something else. Anyone who

thinks they can judge a whole

category of bike after a single

ride is full of more hot air than a

5in tyre! Our Matt has ridden his

fatbike everywhere from Finland

to the ’Ard Rock, and been

impressed by its versatility.

S E N D  I T ! I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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SOCIAL STUFF

Are you a sender or

a wobbler?

Sender until I begin to

wobble – Thomas Scarth

Real Ale Wobbler me!

– Paul Davies

Sender! I’ll send on

anything you give me!

– Andrew Williams

I’m a sender for drops,

but on some jumps it

takes time to get past the

mental block. A bit too

long, TBH!

– Kieran Kenney

www.facebook.com/
MBUKMag

FACEBOOK

http://twitter.com/
mbukmagazine

TWITTER

Keen to try 650b+?

Not especially keen.

Interested by new slack

29ers with 650b+ option

for winter though

– @DawsonThom

I’ll join in. You send me a

bike for a while and I’ll tell

you what I think...

– @fengobrad

Not at all. When I get a

full-bouncer I’ll be looking

at 650b only. Still happy

on a 26in carbon hardtail

– @chrisivens

How do I stop my front

wheel lifting on climbs?

Lean forward, elbows

down – lostboysaint

Try moving your seat

forward on its rails

– Angus Young

Weight forward and low,

keep pedal strokes

smooth – BigMitch41

Enough weight over the

front to stop it lifting,

and enough over the

rear to stop it spinning

– JodyP

www.bikeradar.com/
forums

BIKERADAR
FORUM

The small print

Email your letters and photos to mbuk@bikeradar.com.

Q The‘Star Photo’winner will receive a Lezyne CNC Dirt Floor Drive pump worth £89.99.

Q The‘That’s Gotta Hurt’winner will receive a Lezyne Port A Shop toolkit worth £99.99.

Q The‘Hardcore Hero’winner will receive an Effetto Mariposa Caffélatex Tubeless

Conversion Kit worth £49.99

Turn to p14 for full Mountain Biking UK terms and conditions.

PATRICK PENNY celebrates on the shore of
Loch Arkaigg after a long ride in the Highlands

JOHN BALDWIN is 77 years old and still railing berms! 
He’s an inspiration to his son KEVIN, who took this pic 
at Llandegla in North Wales

It’s only his second day on a new bike and 10-year-old  
NED PALMER is already sending it in Greno Woods, 
Sheffield. Attaboy!

WIN Lezyne
tool package

This injury really burst 
SIMON DAVIES’ 

balloon just days before
delivery of his new 2016
Lapierre Spicy. He was 
out on the Blade trail at 
Afan in South Wales 
when he went OTB and 
was impaled on his own
brake lever, as well as  
fracturing his pelvis after
rolling down a rocky bank

BEN SAGE keeps it natural and sends it big at the 
Forest of Dean in Gloucestershire

THAT’S  
GOTTA HURT

WIN Effetto
tubeless kit

HARDCORE 
HERO



Step is

improving :-)

Thank you

@RJAH_NHS for this

amazing piece of

equipment – Two years

since he was paralysed, Martyn Ashton is back on

his feet thanks to a device called the ParaWalker

An amazing framed

photo of me with a

background of 20

years of race results! Thanks

Trek for making my career

such a success, with four

world titles in the last seven

years! – Tracy Moseley got a big surprise from her

sponsors after winning her third Enduro World Series

This was pretty

amazing! – DH

star Tahnée

Seagrave enjoys an

indulgent pud – you can tell

the pros are well into the off

season from their food choices!

Oh @rachel

atherton you won’t

like this! At

Birmingham Uni for some

tests with coach @Alan

Milway. 2016 has started!

OK, so not all of the pros are relaxing. For the

Atherton Racing machine it’s full steam ahead!

WHAT YOU COULD WIN…

The Lezyne CNC Dirt Floor Drive track pump is made from durable CNC machined aluminium and has an oversized barrel,
piston, hose and connectors to deliver twice as much air per stroke and quickly fill tyres or seat tubeless tyre systems. For
more info, visit www.upgradebikes.co.uk.

STAR
PHOTO

STACK IT

!

Here at MBUK we’re suckers for a good
sunset. Thanks to LUKE COLEMAN for
sending us this from the beautiful Isle
of Purbeck in Dorset

JAMES WATSON may just be the
youngest MBUK hat wearer, at only 16
hours old! Photo by his proud dad PAUL
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TWEETS
OF THE
MONTH

INSTAGRAM
http://instagram.com/mbukmagazine

2prycey can’t wait to get back to

these jumps. They look sweeeet!

jepalmer100 found out that it’s

 worth heading out on wet days

This month’s Star Photo was taken by
MARTIN LAMBERT on Nan Bield in the
Lakes. He says the conditions were stunning
but so cold that the fluid in his brakes cooled 
and they stopped working!

SAM BYRNE sent us this shot of a
five-rider pile-up at the Forest of Dean 
– a standard Sunday, he says!



TRY OUR BIKES AT THE

RADON TEST-TRACK

www.radon-bikes.com



RADON. THINK BIKE.

DROPPING INTO BRITAIN.

LANDING AT YOUR DOORSTEP.

JAMES SHIRLEY



 THE LOW TOP TUBE LETS YOU GET SUPER-FLAT

TABLES, AND PULLING THE BACK WHEEL 

AROUND FOR A MOTO WHIP IS EFFORTLESS
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back end – too high and the

balance point is easy to loop

past, too low and you won’t get

the front end up. The Voltage is

easy to spin, but unlike on some

slightly more BMX influenced

frames, you have to put a fair

amount of effort into the twist.

At the dirt jumps it took a

while to get used to the light

front end, resulting in a few

‘stem shagger’ step-downs and

rear wheel landings, but we

were soon flowing through the

trails like we’d had the bike for

years. The low top tube lets you

tuck your knee over to get

super-flat tables, and pulling the

back wheel around for a moto

whip is effortless. A few

overshot flat landings on the

super-stiff frame did leave us

with sore feet, but that’s

nothing a turn on the shovel

couldn’t remedy. JONNY

With the hub slammed in 
the dropouts, that’s one 

seriously short back end!

With its long and low frame, the  
Voltage is made for manualling

A
fter years spent watching

Scott’s pro riders fly

about on a Voltage

hardtail that wasn’t quite

the same as the one in

the shops, they’ve finally made

it available to us mere mortals.

Would it meet our expectations?

The frame
Jump bikes still use 26in wheels

and geometry only tends to

vary by 10mm here and a

degree there. A couple of things

do make the Voltage stand out

though. The seat tube ends in

front of the BB shell, not on top

of it, allowing for chainstays that

are just 375mm long (with the

hub slammed in the dropouts).

This makes for a back wheel

happy bike – something we

found a little tricky to get used

to, coming off longer machines

such as the NS Soda Slope. The

Scott is super-low too – the

261mm seat tube leaves plenty

of room to boost hops and

jumps, and adds to the massive

overall stiffness of the bike.

The kit
It’s a good sign when you see a

RockShox Pike on the front of

a bike – it’s one less thing to

worry about. Unfortunately the

cheap Shimano rear brake’s

lack of bite left us nervous that

we’d loop out when manualling

and the freehub felt like a bad

freecoaster, with massive gaps

between engagement. The

normally reliable Schwalbe

Table Top tyres were left fighting

for grip on some tarmac and

concrete surfaces, though they

were fine at the dirt jumps. The

35mm diameter Syncros

cockpit is well shaped and the

bar is wide enough at 760mm,

but a little too stiff for our liking

when matched with this frame.

The ride
After we got used to the short,

low frame and landing almost

every hop to a manual, we loved

the Voltage’s fun and lively ride.

It’s happiest on the back wheel,

for sure, but it’s still easy

enough to pull nose taps and

manuals over blocks and kerbs

– you’ll just want to land them

to a manual now!

The spacers on the steerer

tube meant we could get the

bar height just right, which is

important with such a short

SCOTT VOLTAGE YZ 0.1

FRAME Hydroformed 6061 aluminium FORK RockShox Pike DJ, 100mm (3.9in) travel DRIVETRAIN Scott three-piece cranks w/ 25t  

chainring and 12t sprocket (singlespeed) WHEELSET Syncros MD25 rims on Formula DC-20-N (F) and DC-42-N (R) nutted hubs, Schwalbe  

Table Top Performance 26x2.25in tyres BRAKES Shimano M396 BAR/STEM Syncros DJ1.5, 760mm/Syncros XM1.5, 40mm 

SEATPOST/SADDLE Syncros Pivotal/Syncros Pivotal VL-7121  WEIGHT 12.25kg (27lb), without pedals PRICE £1,349 (complete bike)  

CONTACT Scott Sports www.scott-sports.com

Super-stiff and compact frame lets you
try anything, but it’s let down by sub-par
components for the price

WE BASE OUR SCORES 

ON VALUE FOR MONEY 

AND PERFORMANCE

EXCEPTIONAL:

A genuine class leader

VERY GOOD: One of  

the best you can buy

GOOD: It’ll do the job  

and do it well 

BELOW AVERAGE: 

Flawed in some way

POOR: Simply put,  
don’t bother! 

Ratings

FEATURING: Scott Voltage YZ 0.1 // Giant Reign Advanced 27.5 0 // Kingdom Switch

RATED
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Ï The Maestro rear end eats up the bumps but
we’re less convinced by the custom-offset fork

FirstRides

T
he Reign Advanced 0 is

Giant’s ultimate long-travel

trail/enduro machine on

paper, but money can’t

buy you everything.

The frame
The long front end (620mm top

tube, 440mm reach) and slack

65-degree head angle of our

large sample are on-trend for

aggro geometry, and the belly is

low enough for regular sumping

of the MRP bashguard on rocky

trails. Giant’s twin-link Maestro

system gets a bearing at the top

of the shock for potentially even

smoother suspension action,

and all the cables and hoses are

tucked away internally. The back

end is alloy, not carbon, which

may surprise some on a £5,500

bike but gives practical damage

limitation with a very low 2.25kg

claimed frame weight.

The kit
The saddle and bar are carbon

Giant kit, and the lightweight DT

Swiss wheelset is wrapped in a

Schwalbe rubber double act.

The rest of the bike is all

top-ranking SRAM/RockShox

gear, including a Pike fork with a

custom 46mm crown offset and

dual travel settings.

The ride
The decreased trail of the fork

means the front tyre cuts a

tighter line than you’d expect in

corners, often scrubbing

inwards when most slack

160mm bikes with standard

forks will shunt outwards. The

Dual Position Air Pike also dived

under braking and cornering

load until we took advantage of

RockShox’s new ‘Bottomless

Tokens’ to increase progression.

Even with the super-grippy

Magic Mary front tyre, max

leverage 800mm bar and

forged-block Truvativ stem, the

front end still felt vague

compared to other carbon

150-170mm bikes we were

back-to-back testing it with, to

the point where it felt like we

were actually using a skinnier

32mm-legged Revelation fork.

Out back, the Monarch Plus

shock is super-supple and

linear, with a greedy impact

swallowing, kickback free feel

when you point and shoot

through rock gardens with the

compression damping lever

fully open. Flick the lever to

‘pedal mode’ to stop noticeable

power bob and inject some pop

and corner support, though,

and the shock clatters and

catches on rock and root edges.

Running the shock open with 20

to 25 per cent sag and added

volume spacers gave a more

progressive feel for pushing the

pace. But repeated rear pinch

punctures during testing mean

a tubeless conversion and/or

fitting a sturdier back tyre is

recommended to access the

Reign’s full potential.

The upside is that the sharper

steering and 30mm travel drop

option on the fork are handy on

steep, twisty climbs. Despite the

super-light frame claim,

relatively skinny, tyre sliding

wheels, exotic kit selection and

under-muscled overall feel, the

Giant still isn’t particularly light

or lively overall though. That

makes the alloy Reign 27.5 1

with fixed-travel fork more

tempting, but it’s still not cheap

at £3,999. GUY

FRAME Advanced-Grade Composite front end, ALUXX SL aluminium rear, 160mm (6.3in) travel FORK RockShox Pike RCT3 Dual Position Air,

160-130mm (6.3-5.1in) travel SHOCK RockShox Monarch Plus RC3 DebonAir DRIVETRAIN SRAM XX1 (1x11) WHEELSET DT Swiss XM

1501 SPLINE ONE wheels, Schwalbe Magic Mary SnakeSkin TL Easy TrailStar (F) and Hans Dampf Snakeskin TL Easy PaceStar (R) 27.5x2.35in

tyres BRAKES SRAM Guide Ultimate BAR/STEM Giant Contact SLR DH Carbon, 800mm/Truvativ Holzfeller, 50mm SEATPOST/

SADDLE RockShox Reverb Stealth/Giant Contact SLR Neutral WEIGHT 12.97kg (28.6lb), large size without pedals PRICE £5,499

(complete bike) CONTACT Giant Bicycles www.giant-bicycles.com

GIANT REIGN ADVANCED 27.5 0

RATED

Luxury spec, super-light frame flagship,
but full-gas potential is undermined by
climb-friendly compromises

Ï Developed for Giant’s enduro team,
the Reign is fashionably long and slack

ÐA bearing, rather than bushing, is used at 
 the top of the shock for an extra-smooth feel

For all the latest breaking news check out48 Mountain Biking UK



ENJOY THE RIDE

on cycling’s most famous brands



FirstRides

For all the latest breaking news check out50 Mountain Biking UK

Ï Titanium full-sussers are an expensive 
rarity, and our test bike had a build to match

ÐThe Switch shares its twin-link suspension 
design with Kingdom’s shorter-travel Hex

Ï The handbuilt PUSH Elevensix shock is a 
fettler’s dream, with twin compression circuits

K
ingdom’s stunning 

titanium Switch frame 

builds on the success of 

their shorter-travel Hex 

and is designed to be 

ridden even harder. 

The frame 
Although it shares its twin-link 

suspension design with the Hex, 

the Switch gets an additional 

direct-mount shock linkage. 

Kingdom claim this makes it 

less progressive in the last part 

of its 160mm (6.3in) of travel. 

There’s a good choice of shocks, 

including the fancy handbuilt 

PUSH Elevensix damper we 

tested. The welds are neat, as is 

the internal cable/hose routing 

(if a little rattly). Other details 

include a threaded BB shell, 

replaceable dropouts and Ti 

pivot and shock bolts. The 

Switch has been designed 

around a single chainring, with 

no provision for a front mech. 

The kit
Kingdom weren’t shy of 

splashing the cash on our test 

bike, adorning it with some 

seriously spendy kit. ENVE 

carbon rims, Chris King hubs 

and SRAM X01 gearing are just 

a few of the highlights here.

The ride 

It took us a little while to get our 

heads around the Kingdom’s 

Elevensix shock. The twin 

independent compression 

circuits offer tool-free high and 

low-speed damping adjustment, 

and you can adjust low-speed 

rebound too. As we spent our 

time on the Switch winching up 

and razzing down, we opted for 

a firm, fireroad friendly ‘climb 

setting’ and a more supple, 

bump-eating ‘downhill setting’.

Our downhill setting took a 

while to get sorted. After playing 

about a bit we ended up with a 

back end that felt planted 

through smaller chunder but 

pattered through braking 

bumps with composure. When 

things got really ugly it ramped 

up pretty early though, and 

could feel unsettled on bigger 

repetitive hits. Upping the fork 

pressure slightly and increasing 

the low-speed compression 

helped balance the bike, but in 

really rough sections we didn’t 

feel we were getting the most 

out of the 160mm of travel. It 

was a different story on fast, 

undulating trails though, where 

the Switch felt lively but 

controlled, and was happy to 

skip and pop up and over 

obstacles with relative ease. 

The stiff ENVE wheels can be 

loaded hard into turns for 

maximum exit speed, and the 

quick pick-up of the Chris King 

rear hub means you can put the 

power down with almost instant 

results. In tightly spaced, linked 

turns the 350mm BB height did 

mean we had to work harder to 

keep things fluid, but you do 

adapt to it quickly. Point the 

Switch the other way and a 

quick flick of the shock’s lever 

means (in our setting, at least) 

next to no pedal bob and a 

relatively easy potter back up 

the hill. At 14.38kg (31.72lb) it 

may sound a little hefty, but it 

climbs easily enough. Our early 

sample was 6mm shorter than 

the production bike, and that 

extra length should make things 

even more comfortable during 

long, seated climbs. ROB

RATED

Coax out the Switch’s unique character 
and it’s a lot of fun to ride. Fettlers will 
enjoy getting to grips with the shock

FRAME Ti-3Al-2.5V titanium alloy, 160mm (6.3in) travel FORK RockShox Pike RCT3 Solo Air, 160mm (6.3in) travel SHOCK PUSH Elevensix  

DRIVETRAIN SRAM X01 (1x11) WHEELSET ENVE M70 rims on Chris King hubs, Schwalbe Magic Mary TrailStar 27.5x2.35in (F) and 

Maxxis High Roller II EXO 27.5x2.4in (R) tyres BRAKES SRAM Guide RSC BAR/STEM ENVE DH, 800mm/Burgtec Enduro MK2, 35mm 

SEATPOST/SADDLE RockShox Reverb Stealth/Fabric Scoop WEIGHT 14.38kg (31.7lb), medium size without pedals PRICE £3,799 

(frame and shock)/£2,899 (frame only) CONTACT Kingdom Bike www.kingdombike.com

KINGDOM SWITCH



EVEN MORE
BRANDS FOR
 YOUR BUCK
Our Sale is now on in-store

and online until 1st February.

Fox Clothing

Bionic LT Trail 

Softshell

was £110

£80

Shimano

CM-1000

Sports Camera

was £250

£175
ENJOY THE RIDE

on cycling’s most famous brands

Norco

Aurum Carbon  

7.3 2016

was £2900

£2320



Tasty bits of new kit to 
get excited about

  
Look
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F I R S T  L O O K

NUKEPROOF’S NEW DOWNHILL bike had 

its official debut at the Fort William World 

Cup back in June, when CRC team rider Mike 

Jones took it to 12th place. Not only has the 

2016 Pulse been designed specifically for  

650b wheels but it’s got a slacker head angle 

(62 degrees) and longer reach (445mm on 

the large size) than the outgoing bike. An XL 

model has also been added to the line-up. 

The frame’s still made from aluminium but 

looks much less industrial, with a curved top 

tube. Less metal means less weight, and the 

Team bike seen here weighs 16.4kg (36.2lb) 

on our scales.  With RockShox suspension, 

SRAM brakes and X01 DH drivetrain, and 

Mavic Deemax Ultimate wheels, this bike is 

race ready from the first beep.

£4,999.99 Hotlines wwww.hotlines-uk.com

NUKEPROOF PULSE TEAM

53 Mountain Biking UK

THIS NEW MTB kit from Remap is 

sure to make you stand out from the 

crowd and maybe even release your 

inner animal! They’ve got bibs, 

jerseys and gilets for those into 

racking up XC miles, and harder 

wearing, looser fitting tops for those 

who prefer drifting loose corners, all 

in a range of eye-catching designs. 

This little lot has been bagsied by  

Art Ed Jimmer – now we won’t just 

be able to hear him coming, we’ll  

see him too!

MTB jersey £39.99, gilet £64.99 

Remap Clothing  

www.remapclothing.com

REMAP CLOTHING
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SCOTT VIVO
PLUS HELMET

CLEAR VISION AND a massive field of view

are good selling points where bike eyewear

is concerned and Smith’s new Squad MTB

goggles seem to have these bases covered.

Adding to the list of features are vented,

cylindrical, anti-fog lenses, open ventilation

paths for maximum airflow and a three-layer

face foam construction to keep sweat well

and truly managed. There are a range of

vividly coloured designs, each one coming

with both a tinted and a clear lens. We’re

looking forward to seeing how these perform 

with both full-face and open lids.

£60 Saddleback www.saddleback.co.uk

SMITH SQUAD MTB GOGGLES 

THE VIVO PLUS trail lid combines

a MIPS layer (see page 32) and

extended side and rear coverage with

Scott’s ‘MRAS2’ dial-adjust cradle to

provide top protection and a secure

fit. Multiple vents, internal channels

and exhaust ports should help keep

your head cool, and you can adjust

the peak so it’s not in your eyeline –

a feature not found on all of Scott’s 

helmets. There are four colour

options to choose from, from

understated black camo to bright

blue with pink straps. We can guess 

which one will sell better...

£94.99 Scott Sports

www.scott-sports.com



F I R S T  L O O K

THE OVERSIZE LOOKS may be a bit

Marmite, but where tech is concerned (and

acronyms) it’s hard not to be impressed by

Oakley’s new Jawbreakers. The wide, tall lens

should provide an excellent field of vision,

there are ‘Surge Ports’ to allow cooling airflow

through, the ‘Switchlock’ system makes lens

changes a doddle and Oakley’s grippy

‘Unobtanium’ material stops the glasses

sliding down sweaty noses. The new PRIZM

Trail lens is designed to maximise contrast,

making it easier to read the terrain. The only

missing feature is a protective force field –

at this price, these specs are almost too 

precious to take out on the trails!

£180 Oakley www.oakley.com

OAKLEY JAWBREAKER PRIZM 
TRAIL GLASSES
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UP TO 36 MONTHS
0% FINANCE*

APPLY WITH OUR FULL ON-LINE PAPERLESS SYSTEM

ₔ�05:;(5;�+,*0:065�
ₔ�56�7(7,9>692�;6�:0.5
ₔ�56�7905;05.�69�76:;05.�7(7,9>692�
ₔ�-9,,�5,?;�+(;�+,30=,9@

Credit provided subject to status

Options from 6, 10, 12, 18, 24 & 36mths

Mail Order Hotline:

02920 371321
Info: 02920 390883

119-121 Woodville Road,
*H[OH`Z� *HYKP� *-�� �+A

www.sunsetmtb.co.uk
sales@sunsetmtb.co.uk

OUR PRICE

£2999

WAS £449 NOW £399
0% *Example £51 deposit

+ 12 payments of £29

WAS £999 NOW £749
0% *Example £77 deposit + 24 payments of £28

WAS £999 NOW £799
0% *Example £103 deposit + 24 payments of £29

 (*29ER S) WAS £1249 NOW £949
0% *Example £109 deposit + 24 payments of £35

 (*27.5” S) WAS £1249 NOW £999
0% *Example £111 deposit + 24 payments of £37

Quotations available online

Ŕ�$ZDMFTDIFNF

Ŕ�#JLF�XPSL�DP�VL

Ŕ�0O�ZPVS�CJLF�	#JDZDMFCFOJţUT


Ŕ�)BMGPSET�$ZDMF�XPSL

Ŕ�#JLFT�GPS�UIF�/)4�	4.&�)$*


Ŕ�4BMBSZ�&YUSBT

*Sunset Cycles acts as a credit intermediary for V12 finance via secure trust bank and only offer products for V12 finance, Credit provided subject to age and status.

We will endevour to

match any advertised

price like for like!

Online request via

our website!

13*$&."5$)�

FREE
DELIVERY

WAS £2849 NOW £2699
0% *Example £287 deposit

+ 36 payments of £67

'63: &91&35

53"*-�����&3

CLOCKWORK 100

29ER (*29ER S)

PROCESS 153 2016

2016 Five RS 27.5”

SA
LE

CLOCKWORK 120

27.5” (*27.5” S)

WAS £2499 NOW £2099
0% *Example £227 deposit

+ 24 payments of £78

OUR PRICE £3399
0% *Example £375 deposit

+ 36 payments of £84

FOXY XR 2016

2015 2015

FIVE PRO 27.5”MK2 2016 FIVE FACTORY

27.5”MK2

ALPINE RS 27.5” 2016 ALPINE 160

FACTORY 27.5”

SA
LE

SA
LE

2
0
16

SA
LE

SA
LE

2
0
16

OUR PRICE £1399
0% *Example £151 deposit

+ 24 payments of £52

OUR PRICE

£3699

OUR PRICE £2799
0% *Example £315 deposit

+ 36 payments of £69

SA
LE

OUR PRICE £4599
0% *Example £495 deposit

+ 36 payments of £114

SA
LE

OUR PRICE £3899
0% *Example £407 deposit

+ 36 payments of £97

SA
LE

OUR PRICE £4899
0% *Example £507 deposit

+ 36 payments of £122

SA
LE

$364)�4�����Ő�����4&(.&/5

2
0
16

OUR PRICE £2999
0% *Example £335 deposit

+ 36 payments of £74

£3699
£ 387 deposit +

36 monthly

payments of £92

£2999
£3335 deposit +

36 monthly

payments of £74

N
EW2
0
16

N
EW2
0
16



WHY IS THIS A
SUPERBIKE?

} 140mm of rear
wheel travel might
not sound at lot, but
coupled with the
smoothing effect of
Tracy’s 29in wheels, 
makes a big
difference on
rough tracks!

} The 2x11 drivetrain
bucks the current
trend but works
for Tracy

} Custom rocker link
to accommodate
a Fox Float X
piggyback shock

[ T H E M O S T D E S I R A B L E M O U N TA I N B I K E S O N T H E P L A N E T ]

Tracy Moseley’s talent and experience

when it comes to MTB racing is so vast she

could jump on a penny farthing and still be

quicker than most. Her Trek 29er isn’t the

most in-your-face bike, but it’s hardworking

and deceptively fast – just like its rider.

Take one look at Tracy’s Remedy and it’s

clear this is a race bike. Each part has been 

carefully chosen, with a clear purpose in

mind. The three-time enduro world champ

knows that to be successful at racing,

reliability and efficiency – both in terms  

of saving energy and maintaining

momentum – are key.

The energy conservation tour begins

with the frame. The front triangle and 

seatstays are made from Trek’s OCLV

Mountain Carbon, producing a stiffer,

lighter bike than the aluminium Remedy.  

For the second stop we pull in at the

29in wheels. “The 29er works for me

because it suits my riding style,” says

Tracy. “I’m pretty smooth and efficient

and love to keep as much speed as I  

Words Rachael Gurney Pics Steve Behr

Efficient workhorse for the Enduro World Series champ

Trek’s Remedy 

for success

#63 Tracy Moseley’s Trek Remedy 9.9 29
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WHO IS TRACY 
MOSELEY?

We’re not sure this box 
is really needed, but just 
in case you’ve been living 
under a rock, Tracy is 
arguably the most 
successful female 
mountain biker to have 
ever rolled onto the trails.
Racing for various teams 
since 1992, including Trek 
for the past seven years, 
she’s stood on numerous 
DH World Cup podiums, 
won the DH World 
Championships and 
taken this bike, plus the 
previous two 
incarnations of the 29er 
Remedy, to three 
consecutive Enduro 
World Series wins.

HIDDEN POWER
Custom battery 
holders let Tracy 
hide the power 
source for her 
Shimano XTR Di2 
transmission neatly 
inside the top tube, 
rather than leaving  
it in a vulnerable 
position on the 
outside of the frame.

GIVE AND TAKE
Tracy has worked 
with Fox since her 
early DH days, not 
only making sure 
her suspension 
works for her but 
also giving valuable 
feedback. She’s  
got similarly close 
and successful 
relationships with 
other sponsors too.

BIGGER AND BETTER
A custom rocker link 
allows the use of a 
bigger Fox Float X 
piggyback shock 
instead of the stock 
DRCV unit, giving a 
more progressive 
shock curve and  
improved damping 
consistency on  
long downhills. 

STIFFNESS BOOST
Wider ‘Boost’ hubs 
were introduced on 
the Remedy 9.9 for 
the 2015 race 
season, allowing the 
building of stiffer 
wheels for more 
precise handling.
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S U P E R B I K E

can, so the momentum you have on a 29er 

is the perfect thing.”

Different curves

Tracy’s Remedy is one of the shortest-

travel bikes on the Enduro World Series 

circuit, with 140mm (5.5in) at the rear 

and a 150mm (5.9in) Fox 36 Float fork up 

front. The stock bike comes with an inline 

shock but Trek’s engineers have designed 

a custom rocker link so she can run a Fox 

Float X piggyback damper with a more 

progressive spring curve. This modification 

gives a firmer, slightly less plush ride, 

but more big-hit capability for the high-

speed downhill sections of the EWS races. 

Tracy gets a base tune from Fox at the 

beginning of the year and then makes small 

adjustments at each race, working with the 

Fox technicians, depending on the terrain.

Bucking the current trend, Tracy sticks 

with a 2x11 Shimano XTR drivetrain. Don’t 

call 2012 to see if they want their bike 

back just yet though, because she has a 

good reason. Enduro racing is all about 

big ups and fast downs, and retaining the 

front granny ring means Tracy can spin 

up the climbs, saving her energy for more 

important matters while her competitors’ 

legs pump like pistons pushing ‘one by’ 

gearing. She’s not worried about losing her 

chain thanks to the added security of an 

e*thirteen chain guide.

Planning ahead

The eagle-eyed among you will have noticed 

that the bike in our photos is equipped with 

Shimano’s electronic XTR Di2 transmission. 

Tracy stuck with the mechanical version 

during the race season, simply because she 

didn’t feel she had enough time to get used 

to the new kit and its radically different feel. 

She’s a perfectionist and likes to know her 

gear inside out. After all, a World Series can 

be lost with a single poor result – a risk not 

worth taking. She’s now ready to give Di2  

a proper shakedown though!

Tracy uses a Garmin Edge 810 GPS unit 

to monitor her training and a Stages power 

meter to keep track of race data, both of 

which help her plan for future success. 

Talking to her, you quickly realise that racing 

at this level involves so much more than 

just going fast on race day. The amount 

of planning and preparation involved is 

phenomenal, not just for the racer but also 

their sponsors. Dylan Howes, an engineer 

at Trek, tells us that Tracy’s success on 

the Remedy and her continued preference 

for 29in wheels has enabled them to keep 

developing this category of bike. So Tracy’s 

ride and race results aren’t just personal 

to her – they have an impact for the wider

mountain bike community too, making this

a true SuperBike. c

PRICE: £2,400 (production frame and shock)
CONTACT: Trek www.trekbikes.com
ALSO LOOK AT: Specialized S-Works Enduro 29,
£3,000 (frame and shock), www.specialized.com

THE ESSENTIALS

NAME BRAND
Tracy has her own 
signature carbon 
bar, the Deity T-Mo 
Enduro. It’s not the 
widest, at 735mm 
with a 15mm rise, 
but works for her. 
 A 50mm Deity stem 
puts the enduro  
star in the perfect 
position on the 
17.5in frame for long 
days in the saddle.

FORK UPGRADE
This year Tracy 
swapped to a longer 
160mm fork for two 
EWS races. She told 
us: “I wanted a little 
more travel to sit me 
up slightly higher on 
the steeper, rougher 
tracks of Samoëns 
and Whistler.”

TEAM ISSUE
Reliable rubber is 
essential in enduro 
racing, and Tracy’s 
Bontrager SE5 and 
SE3 tyres keep her 
glued to the track  
all year round.
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S P E C I A L

ADVENTURE
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LOOKING FOR 

ADVENTURE

Fed up with riding the same stale trails? Whether you want 
to spice up your weekend or plan the overseas trip of a 

lifetime, globe-trotting snapper Dan Milner is here to help



Like grey, adventure comes in 50 shades. A Bear Grylls
expedition is suicidal insanity to some, so don’t think
anything less than hanging from a rope bridge isn’t worthy. It
all depends on your starting point. Mixing great trail riding,
different cultures and taste, smell and sight sensory overloads,
locations like Morocco’s Atlas Mountains or Nepal’s high-
altitude Annapurna region slosh adventure around by the
bucketload. That’s great. But a weekend romp off the beaten
track among the Cornish hills can deliver a real taste of
adventure too, depending on what you set out to do and when
you do it.

Making a ride into an adventure comes down to removing
yourself from your normal, predictable surroundings and
opening yourself up to new locations and the challenges and
rewards that come with them. A simple summer bivvy out in
the South Downs slides further along the adventure-o-meter
if you shift the trip to a wilder place, throw in some autumn
temperatures and a few challenges along the way.

Throw your bikes onto dinghies and tow them behind
kayaks to reach a trail, or float downstream on a lorry inner
tube. That way you’ll have a completely different adventure
wherever you do it – whether it’s on the River Ouse in
Bedfordshire or across Loch Morar in Scotland. The key with
choice of location is to kick off your adventure experiences
with a demanding but achievable target in an accessible
location, and build from there.

I
was pissed on by a horse in Afghanistan 
once. Not many people can say that. It 
happened at the top of a windy pass while 
resting ahead of our hard-earned descent, 
downwind of our equine support. Horse 
piss aside, three decades of adventuring has
led me to some incredibly good riding in
some unlikely places. I’m lucky, but I wasn’t

born with the know-how and experience to
track down these trail riding gems.

Our beautiful planet is jam-packed with
incredible flow trails and gobsmacking views,
but finding the Shangri-La of singletrack can
sometimes be a headache. The itch to ride new
trails has led me through highs and lows and
taken me to some of the most exhilarating
places to ride on the planet, from Ethiopia to
Chile. I have to confess that some trips were
a frustrating pain in the arse, but most have
delivered world-class trail riding washed
down with a sense of adventure and some
incredible life experiences.

To some this risk might not seem worth it,
but to many others the lure of the unknown is
enough to make them hanker after adventure.
After all, you won’t know unless you go. Where
to start though? How do you begin planning
your own adventure, fathoming out the ‘where,
how and when’ that can turn a bike ride into
the kind of odyssey that’ll have you boring
grandkids in years to come? Follow these six
steps and you can’t go far wrong.

Who is Dan Milner? 

Dan Milner, aka the Trail Ninja, is a British 
photographer based in the French Alps who has 
a penchant for epic expeditions into the back of 
beyond, from Afghanistan to Arctic Ocean islands, 
Morocco to Ethiopia. He’s a regular in these pages 
and also has his own series of video trail guides on 
Epic TV. www.danmilner.com

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Adventures don’t have to be exotic – they just have to take you to fresh 

places, deliver new experiences and push you out of your comfort zone
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There’s so much information at our fingertips that finding
adventure is easier now than ever before. The lure of winter
sun might lead you to pore over the Mediterranean island map
section in Stanfords until a staff member insists you ‘buy that
or leave’. Alternatively, entering phrases like “long-distance
hiking trail in [insert location idea here]” into internet search
engines can be a great way to start finding suitable routes.

A rummage through the websites of guided trekking holiday
companies can give you some ideas too – why not use their
hiking routes as the basis for your own day-long or multi-day
rides? Have a gander at the photo gallery of their trip to see
if you can work out the kind of trail (overly technical, easy,
steep, exposed?) they’re hiking on and how the riding might
be. It’s a gamble but it can pay off. 

Long-distance trail running forums can give you more
ambitious trail ideas, as can guided mountain bike holiday
websites. Of course these kind of guided trips have taken eons
for companies to plan and map out, so don’t expect to just
rock up and cherry pick the best trails on your own without
their superior local knowledge. 

Google Earth is a handy place to check terrain and trails
once you have an idea in place, but what has potential when
viewed from space doesn’t always translate to good riding
on the ground. Still, satellite imagery lets you get an idea of
where a trail leads and the kind of geographical challenges
it’s going to throw at you, whether you’re trying to follow a
100-year-old disused railway in Argentina or traverse the
Lake District using only ancient ‘coffin routes’.

WHERE TO START?
The search for adventure may seem bewildering, but there are lots

of places to go for inspiration, both online and on the high street

ADVENTURE
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Adventure starts where the comfort zone ends
and finishes where the word epic begins. The 
fact you’re being pushed physically, mentally 
and even emotionally, with an uncertain 
outcome, is the common denominator to all 
adventures. How far are you willing to go? 

Have a think about the kind of riding you 
like to do, find some appropriate trails to do 
it on and throw an extra challenge into the 
mix, such as needing to sleep out or find 
your way back in the dark. Your weekend ride 
just became an adventure, whether you’ll 
be strapping a bivvy bag to your top tube or 
planning an ambitious traverse of some hills  
to finish at a fishing port and get a ferry back. 
Is there a bothy or refuge en route? Do you 
need to carry a sleeping bag, or can you do  
with just day kit? Is there a pub you can eat  
in or a chippy you can eat outside? How  
much of the route can you ride? How much  
will you be hiking? 

The spectrum of adventure is vast and it’s 
the uncertainty that turns a simple trip into 
something more exciting, wherever you’re 
riding. See if you can wrangle an extra day or 
two to add to your trip – a week-long traverse 
of a range of hills adds some very different 
demands, physically and mentally, compared 
to a weekend loop, and your experiences and 
rewards at the end will be very different. 

With a destination decided on, the next step is to look at how you’re 
going to get there, when to go and what the heck you’re going to do
about sleeping and eating when you’re there.

If you’re heading overseas, the logistics can seem offputting and
impenetrable. But oddly enough, dragging a bike around far-flung
corners of the globe is ridiculously easy once you leave behind the
uptight attitudes, rigid regulations and lawsuit-fearing ways of the
UK travel network. You’ll get your bike on pretty much any bus, train 
or taxi roof in most countries outside Europe if you have a few extra
dollars in your pocket and a smile on your face.

A compact, wheeled bike bag makes hauling your kit about on
arrival a lot easier than a free cardboard box that’s rendered an
unusable soggy mess by the first Indonesian downpour. Throw in
the essentials of spare derailleur and hanger, gear cables, chain link,
brake pads and replacement spokes (that you’re not going to find on
location) and you’re set up to go.

Look at weather data for your planned trip. Does your destination
have a monsoon season, and if so, when? Even a month after the
rains, roads and trails may still be buried under landslides. What’s
the best time to go? Will the temperatures be too hot to ride in, or
too cold at night to camp? What special gear will you need to take,
such as a down jacket or a water filter, to make the adventure fun
rather than an ordeal?

Also, is your plan to traverse a range or day-ride from a village
hub? Staying in one place can make life a lot simpler, but moving
on from A to B to C can bring different rewards and a bigger sense
of achievement. A point-to-point does throw in the need to hire
a porter, mule or jeep though, or at least be willing to ride with
a bigger pack. And finally, do you need to learn a few words of
another language? They could spell the difference between endless
frustrations and being able to find food and accommodation.

WHAT KIND OF 
ADVENTURE?
Everyday rides can be made extraordinary if you add 

new elements that bring a healthy dose of uncertainty

THE LOGISTICS
Contrary to popular belief, taking your bike abroad is easy, but there’s plenty 

more to think about, from equipment to weather and language difficulties
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Nobody plans for an adventure to become an epic,
but it can when things go wrong. Depending on
what you’ve bitten off and where you’re doing the
biting, a change in the weather, a mechanical issue
or a person’s physical or mental collapse can rapidly
change a fun ride into a life-threatening situation. It
could mean being carried on the back of a mule for
days to the nearest village. So going equipped with the
tools, clothing and knowledge to get yourself and your
mates out of trouble is key to being able to recount
the beer-embellished anecdote down the pub later.

Mobile phones are good ‘get out of trouble’ tools, so
arm yourself with the emergency number for whatever
country you’re riding in. If you’re somewhere exotic
or remote without a phone signal, at least have a
group chat about what to do if things go wrong before
you set out. If you’re really pushing it, then think
about taking an emergency locator beacon. And get
some insurance before you go – helicopter rescues
aren’t cheap. If things go wrong in a moderate way,
then consider changing your plans. Unless you have
an expedition goal, a little flexibility might mean
living to ride another day.

If you’re an adventure virgin and want to
head further afield but are too wary of the 
unknowns, don’t be shy about booking a 
guided trip. Whether it’s a ride across the 
stunning West Highlands of Scotland with 
Go-Where or through the Indian Himalayas 
with Mountain Bike Kerala, it’ll deliver a  
real taste of adventure without you having  
to deal with all the planning and logistics. 

A guiding company’s resources and the 
planned feel of organised trips may lack the 
senses of uncertainty and achievement that 
accompany homegrown adventures, but they 
allow you to focus on the riding while  
dipping your toe into the dark, mysterious 
waters of adventure, all without too much 
risk. Guided trips are a great way to start, 
especially if you’re hankering after some 
exotic-location riding surrounded by rich 
cultural experiences. 

SAFETY MEASURES
Good preparation is essential if you don’t want to find

yourself up shit creek without the proverbial paddle

THE GUIDED OPTION
If planning your own adventure seems daunting,  

you can always call on some expert help

ADVENTURE

A fun ride can rapidly change 
into a life-threatening 
situation, so going equipped 
to get out of trouble is key
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Handling, efficiency, utility: These aren’t just words to us–they’ve been the hallmarks of the
Stumpjumper FSR since we started this whole trail thing. With fully integrated SWAT technology, a new geometry, 
and a proprietary shock tune, the Stumpjumper’s ready to push the envelope all over again.
Specialized.com/stumpjumper

THE TRAIL LEGEND REBORN





BASQUE  
LAID BARE

Massive grey vultures hang lazily on thermals 
high above us, making the drop into the canyon 
below even more forbidding. The ancient mine 
track we’re riding hugs a tall limestone cliff and 
takes us over rough bedrock pockmarking what’s 
essentially a scree slope. Switchbacks, tighter 
than tight, are a test of cramping hands and 
concentration. The hot sun brings sweat to our 
brows, nibbling at our ability to focus on what 
lies ahead. The trail is challenging our upper 
body strength and bike handling, yet somehow 
it’s used by local farmers to move their cattle 
to the high summer pastures. After 20 minutes 
of intense concentration the path opens out, 

allowing some flow, and the cool air under the 
trees brings our smiles back in earnest. 

Where mountains meet the sea
Most visitors’ experience of the Basque  
Country is of wide, crescent moon beaches, 
fantastic surfing, dry cider, and weird and 
wonderful tapas, all hemmed in by the tall  
peaks of the Pyrenees. Leave the perfect sand 
and the laidback vibe of the beachfront bars 
behind though and you’ll be welcomed by a  
cool Atlantic breeze, vast alpine pastures and 
the gentle clunk of distant cowbells. Known  
as El Pais Vasco to the Spanish and Euskal
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Strip away the surf beaches and tentacled tapas 
 and the western Pyrenees have lots to offer,  

from soaring peaks to coastal singletrack
Words Pete Scullion Pics Sam Needham



S P E C I A L

BASQUE COUNTRY
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Herria to the natives, this autonomous region is 
one of Europe’s finest mountain bike playgrounds. 
But despite having all the right ingredients for a 
great summer trip, it’s not high on most riders’  
list of destinations. 

It may lack the downhill pedigree of the Portes 
du Soleil, but that’s not what this place is about. 
If you’re prepared to earn your descents and make 
your way skyward under your own steam, it’s hard 
to beat soaking up the late afternoon rays after 
riding all through the morning and well past lunch 
from higher up than the UK’s tallest peaks. What 
makes this part of the world so good for a ‘normal’ 
holiday makes your downtime on a riding trip even 
more spectacular too. If you ever get the chance, 
try the squid ink risotto. It may look awful, but it’s 
delicious beyond measure! 

Coastal crew
Less than four hours after leaving Manchester, 
Joe Flanagan, Sam Needham and I are winding our 
way from the alder-lined avenues of Bilbao to the 
fishing port of San Sebastian to meet Doug from 
Basque MTB (www.basquemtb.com), our guide 

and fixer for the week. As we build our 
bikes under a scorching sun the sea 
seems very inviting, but before long 

we’re on our bikes and whizzing between ancient 
port buildings to our water taxi, then winching 
ourselves atop the tall sea cliffs.

We spend the day on a thin slither of 
singletrack that hugs the Atlantic coast for 
hundreds of miles. Here the high sun is countered 
by a constant sea breeze, making for ideal riding 
conditions. After climbing the steep, narrow road 
from the water taxi, we play cat and mouse for 
miles as the trail rises and falls, and the cliffs 
turn to inlets and then back to cliffs once more. 
Long, flowy traverses are interrupted by steep 
switchbacks that hug the hillside or more direct, 
technical pitches that take us more quickly to 
sea level. The climbs are just as severe, and our 
chains crunch noisily up our cassettes as we 
labour upwards. As the light fades and our legs tire 
we make an about-turn and enjoy the torturous 
climbs as sweet descents, and vice versa.

It’s only this first afternoon and our final day 
back on the clifftops overlooking the Bay of 
Biscay that are even remotely similar. Sandwiched 
between are five days of unrivalled variety, 
complexity and adventure, taking in everything 
from the baking hot, red sandstone interior 
to limestone mountains overlooking the sea 
and 2,000m peaks with epic descents through 

Getting 
There
EasyJet fly to 

Bilbao from 

Stansted, Bristol 

and Manchester. 

A bus to San 

Sebastian from 

the airport costs 

€16.50 and they 

run every hour 

from 7.45am to 

11.45pm. If you 

want to drive, 

Brittany Ferries sail 

from Portsmouth 

to Bilbao and 

Plymouth to 

Santander. There 

are few waymarked 

trails so your best 

bet is to book a 

guided trip with 

BasqueMTB.

Joe Flanagan makes some 
shapes on the coastal 

singletrack from San Sebastian
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It may be 1,200m up a cliff, but
people have been riding bikes along
this former railway line for decades

abandoned towns. More than one is the kind of
day that’ll live on in tall tales.

A trail to remember
A half hour, second gear drive takes us to a place
where the alder trees grow tall and unclipped, and
wild horses wary of our presence rustle noisily
under the canopy. These limestone hills above the
coastal towns are the seat of the Basque Country’s
ancient wealth. The iron kilns now sit silent, but
the access tracks, cut by hand centuries ago, make
great bike trails, and it’s here that we pick our way
down the cliff, watched greedily by the vultures
soaring above. As we wait for our ride back to
the apartment the pale blue sky turns dark with
thunder clouds – we timed our descent perfectly.

The next day is one that’ll remain in our
memories. El Cebollar sits some 2,200m above sea

BASQUE COUNTRY

We pick our way down the  
cliff, watched greedily by  

the vultures soaring above
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Essential
riding kit
A trail/enduro

bike with 140 to

160mm of travel

is best for the

Basque Country.

‘Lift-assisted’ isn’t

a phrase that’s

used often in

these parts, and

we only got a van

uplift once when

the trail started at

2,200m above sea

level. Knee pads

are a must, as are

full-finger gloves.

Go with a reliable

tubeless set-up

or bring plenty

of inner tubes. A

spare mech hanger

would be a wise

move as well.

Joe gets airborne on a natural
step-down – this lad’ll sniff out

airtime just about anywhere!

level and over a kilometre above the valley floor.
So steep is the mountain, the village below can’t
be seen from the summit. As we lift our bikes
from the van we find ourselves short of breath, and 
we’re again joined by large birds of prey.

Abandoned refuges tell of a trail walked long
before the arrival of bikes, and feet have worn a
ribbon of prime singletrack across scree slopes and 
alpine grassland, through broad-leaf woodland,
across exposed cliffs and into dark, damp scrub
forest. As we plummet back to the start point,
the swollen Rio Ara thunders towards the sea, its
waters so turquoise it doesn’t look real. We make
our way to Ainsa, high up above the mighty Ebro
river. This ancient medieval town hosted an Enduro
World Series round in 2015 and we sample grey
earth similar to that found in the Trans-Provence.

No rain on the plain
A long, late drive into the interior is accompanied
by impressive lightning. We spend the night in
an old staging post straight out of a Spaghetti
Western, and it’s as hot and sticky as the day that
follows. A pre-dawn start fails to take the edge off
the oppressive heat, and we wind our way past a
Moorish castle and up dry riverbeds to ‘Spanish
Utah’, where red sandstone cliffs rise spectacularly
out of fields of young corn. The stifling conditions
and our lack of breakfast are soon forgotten as
we start to descend. The airflow feels too good to
mention. A deep, rocky riverbed offers the dose of
exposure we’ve come to expect on this trip as we
vie to stay as close to the man in front as we dare.

Back in San Sebastian, the roasting heat is
soon forgotten as we kick back with a beer and
reflect on some of the most challenging and varied
riding we’ve ever done. The slow pace of life in
the Basque Country takes some adjusting to, but
once you’ve found the rhythm it all starts to make
sense. Just don’t go expecting an evening meal at 
7pm – you’ll feel very British indeed!

A deep, rocky riverbed offers the
exposure we’ve come to expect as
we vie to stay as close as we dare
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S P E C I A L

ICELAND

With its glaciers and volcanoes, Iceland
is home to some truly wild riding. We toured 

the south to get a taste of island life
Tom v P R B t

I
celand may not be the first place you think of

to go on a riding holiday, but this small

country just below the Arctic Circle is making

waves in the mountain biking world. An

almost unknown riding destination a couple

of years ago, this volcanic wonderland has had

some of the world’s best riders shred its virgin 

lines recently, from Hans Rey and Steve Peat to

Graham Agassiz. With endless deserted valleys,

fresh trails recently cut into geologically

newborn ground and views that take your breath

away at every turn, it sounded right up MBUK’s 

street so we headed over to check out the

tantalising riding that Iceland has to offer. 
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01

Broad braided river systems extend across 

the south-east of Iceland, with the glaciers 

above spewing rocks and icy water. Massive 

tour buses and 4x4s toil back and forth 

ferrying tourists to hidden valleys, but 

slinging a leg over a bike is the way to get 

there almost as fast. Just watch those river 

crossings – they’re nauseatingly cold!

01  VALLEYS OF ICE

Don’t go to Iceland if you’re looking for sun, 

sea, sand and, er, well... The weather is prone 

to turn at a moment’s notice, but when the 

sun’s out the rocky trails dry quickly, leaving 

billowing dust clouds behind you as the 

ever-present wind whips from the side.

03  DUST STORMING

Despite its name Iceland is, in parts, a lush 

green country. Enormous waterfalls that 

would be national landmarks elsewhere 

barely get noticed, because there’s usually 

an even bigger one around the next corner!

02  FALLS AND FIELDS
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ICELAND

03

The rocky trails dry quickly, leaving 
billowing dust clouds behind you as the 
ever-present wind whips from the side
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Loose, grey substrate forms 
interesting lines under constant 

pressure from wind and rain

A half hour’s hike-a-bike got us to 
an alien moonscape, complete with 
steaming vents and fluorescent algae



Thanks to Icebike Adventures (www.icebike

adventures.com) and WOW Air. WOW depart

Gatwick daily from £49 each way, and bike

carriage starts at £26. Visit www.wowair.co.uk 

for more details or call 0118 321 8384.

04

05

Away from the rocky mountains and

riverbeds, narrow singletrack threads its way

through the sparse vegetation. With such a

harsh environment trees rarely grow tall so

shelter from the elements is a rare luxury.

The trail network here is small but growing,

largely consisting of footpaths and animal

tracks that have been worn in over the years

by hardy farmers, their animals and, latterly,

adventurous tourists. Even in mid summer, 

the snowline lies low across the hills.

05 TWISTS AND TURNS

The highlands of Iceland are dotted with

ice caps and glaciers, and some enterprising

Icelanders have built a tunnel system in one

of them. It was a unique experience riding

bikes under the ice, with eerie blue light

guiding us around the subterranean

labyrinth. Fatbikes may seem a gimmick at

home, but on the snow and ice here their

low-pressure tyres mean grip and control.

04 BELOW FREEZING
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It was a unique 
experience
riding bikes
under the ice

Icebike Adventures’ modded
Land Rover took us to parts

other vehicles can’t reach

Star jumps became necessary
once we reached the limit of
our riding shoes’ insulation
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The range-topping
9.9 is a beauty, with

top-spec parts and a
light carbon frame

The 2006 Trek 
Session 10 was one 

burly beast!

The alloy Session 88 
is the budget – but 

still awesome –
version in the range
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Trek Session

EVOLUTION 
OF A CLASSIC

This long-travel bike hasn’t just evolved, it’s 

undergone a radical transformation, from 

chunky huck monster to sleek race-winning 

machine, writes Alex Evans

I
n this series we’re looking at the 
evolution of three bikes that enjoy 
enduring popularity with UK riders. 
Each fits into a different category 
– we’ve had a hardtail and a
full-suspension trail bike, so for this 

final feature it’s the turn of the 
long-travel bike. And few ‘big bikes’ 
have undergone such a transformation 
as the Trek Session, which had a bit of 
a confused birth at a time of 
overlapping disciplines but has evolved 
into a sleek, lightweight race bike with 
multiple World Cup wins to its name.

The Session has 
moved with the 

times, gaining 650b 
wheels in 2015



Martin ran the hugely 

successful Trek World 

Racing team for six years. 

Here’s what he had to say 

about the Session…

“A huge component for 

success in downhill racing 

is being able to attract the 

right riders for your 

programme, based on 

several key elements. One 

of those is the equipment 

you can offer, and there’s 

no quest ion that when we 

started the team the 

Session was an unknown 

commodity in World Cup 

racing. However, within the 

first two years, thanks to 

Tracy Moseley, Justin Leov 

and Andrew Neethling,  

we amassed 14 World Cup 

podium results. It didn’t 

hurt that Tracy won the 

first World Cup she raced 

on a Session! She also 

went on to win the World 

Championships after more 

than a decade of trying.

“That attracted a  

lot of attention from 

high-profile riders and 

assisted me as a team 

owner in being able to 

make serious offers to 

people we were looking to 

sign. Two years of 

domination by Aaron Gwin 

and Tracy followed. As a 

team we went on to notch 

up 44 World Cup podiums, 

of which 16 were wins. With 

the commitment from 

Trek’s engineers in 

Waterloo [Wisconsin],  

who attend many of the 

races and take a lot of 

feedback from the riders, 

the bike has become a 

much-admired and sought-

after ride in race circles. 

“The wind tunnel testing 

we did with the team early 

on was unheard of at the 

time, which is odd – we’re 

racing the clock outdoors 

so it made a lot of sense to 

us. What we gleaned from 

that has been carried 

forward to today, and if the 

bike was to have DNA, you’d 

be able to see traces back 

to our first team camp.”

Martin 
Whiteley 
Team manager 

2009-2015

Freeride king Brandon Semenuk 
helped develop the Session 

Park, with shorter chainstays 
and a little less travel

TWR racer Justin Leov played a 
significant role, not only standing on 
World Cup podiums, but also giving 

important feedback to the engineers

The Session 10 was less race and 
more freeride focused than its 

successors, with steeper angles and 
a whopping 254mm of travel

Former freerider Andrew 
Shandro has played a vital 
role in the development of 

several key Trek bikes, 
including the Session

Launched in 2009, the
Session 88 was a lightweight

race ready package at a
seriously competitive price
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D
ownhill racing is considered 
by many to be the Formula 1 
of the sport, with the most 
cutting-edge technology, the 
fastest riders and some of  
the tightest title battles in 
mountain biking. The bikes 
that help the top riders win 

have come a long, long way in a 
relatively short time, and although the  
Trek Session has been on the scene for 
over a decade, the 2016 bike bears little 
in common with its original namesake. 

Rewind to 2005 and Trek hadn’t had 
much success with their Diesel DH 
bike. It was heavy and cumbersome, but 
did have effective suspension – 
something that’s become key to Trek’s 
mountain bike DNA – courtesy of a 
high pivot location and rearward axle 
path. Abandoning the Diesel from 
2004, Trek had to come up with 
something new. When they debuted 
the Session in 2005, in the form of  

two chunky freeride bikes – the 
170mm (6.7in) travel Session 7 and 77 
– it was the obvious platform to
develop into a new downhill bike.

The Session 10, an absolute monster 

of a bike, hit the trails in 2006. With a 
massive 254mm (10in) of hard-hitting 
travel and weighing a lead-like 21.3kg 
(47lb) out of the box, it wasn’t for 
everyone. Despite its heft it did have its 
merits though – after testing it in 
Whistler, we awarded it 4/5 stars for its 
descending prowess. Retaining the 
Diesel’s high pivot and burly looks, it 
was a bike that could really be ‘sent’. 
But up against stiff competition such 

as the Iron Horse Sunday, Giant DH
Team (and soon Glory) and Intense M1/
M3 it was on the back foot, and by
2008 it was overdue fossilisation.

Its replacement, the Session 88, was
a revolutionary change in direction for
the line, boasting a sleek hydroformed
frame with a polished finish and
top-of-the-range components.
Suddenly the Session went from an
overweight dinosaur to an object of
desire for many riders. Touted as
being a hot ticket by pretty much the
entire bike industry, we gave it a full 5/5
stars on its release. This was no
accident though – the bike was three
years in the making, and heavy
prototyping and testing were an integral
part of its initial success.

Try and try again
The first prototype was a bit of a false
start, not incorporating any of the new
technology Trek had introduced on

Suddenly the Session 

went from an 

overweight dinosaur 

to an object of desire

Richard (Dick) Burke and Bevil Hogg set

up Trek in 1975 in a barn in southern

Wisconsin. In their first year they had five

employees and made 900 custom

hand-brazed steel frames.

In 1983 Trek built their first mountain

bike, the steel 850. Shortly afterwards

they began producing aluminium frames,

enjoying success on the XC circuit.

1992 saw the introduction of their first

full-susser, the 9000. A year later their

first carbon MTB frames were unveiled.

The unique-looking Y bikes caused a stir

in the late ’90s but it was in the 2000s

that Trek really hit their stride with the

Fuel series, Remedy and Session.

Trek Facts

Tracy Moseley is one of Trek’s
most accomplished riders, racking
up numerous titles, including the

2010 DH World Champs

The suspension
platform has remained

fundamentally the
same since 2008

Young Laurie Greenland has 
gone from strength to 

strength aboard his Session

In Aaron Gwin’s two 
seasons on the Session 

he won a staggering 
nine World Cup races
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previously run the Global Racing and
G-Cross Honda teams, formed Trek
World Racing (TWR), with the Session 
88 as the centrepiece. The bike’s racing 
pedigree was soon proven, with Tracy
Moseley, Justin Leov and Andrew
Neethling amassing a total of 14 World 
Cup podiums in the first two years.

The Session remained unchanged
for 2008 and 2009. In 2010 there were 
some minor changes and the range was 
split in two, with an entry-level model 
making the bike a little more
accessible to the average Joe – a
sensible move, given that people were 
chomping at the bit to get their hands 
on such a capable bike. The following 
year saw TWR update their roster 
with emerging US star Aaron Gwin, 
who would pilot the Session to two 
consecutive World Cup overall titles, 
making “Gwinning” a household term 
(among mountain bikers, at least)! We 
also got a teaser of what Trek had in 
store for 2012 – the bike that was to 

their trail bikes, like the Active Braking 
Pivot (a rear pivot concentric to the 
wheel axle, isolating the suspension 
from braking forces) and Full Floater 
suspension (where the rear shock isn’t 
mounted to the mainframe but instead 
‘floats’ between two links attached to 
the rear triangle). The second stage 
brought these elements to the bike, 
while the final two phases of 
development saw improvements in the 
bike’s strength, rigidity and overall 
design, with two models being decided 
on – one for DH and one for freeride. 

Suspension tuning wasn’t taken 
lightly either. Trek worked tirelessly 
with Fox and their testers to develop a 
system that really delivered the goods, 
with plenty of time being spent 
fine-tuning the shock to complement 
the bike’s leverage ratio and other 
suspension characteristics. Andrew 
Shandro, long-term Trek-sponsored 
rider and tester, was blown away by the 
bike. “The suspension technology, the 

platform’s efficiency and the bike’s
[low] overall weight allowed me to
carry so much more speed than I’d ever
thought possible,” he said at its launch.
The Session 88 weighed an impressive
17.7kg (39lb) – nearly 4kg less than the
Session 10! – and became the
benchmark for people wanting to build

a lightweight, race ready machine. It
was so light that sporadic reports began 
to filter in of frame failures, but Trek 
were quick to address the problem and 
it failed to taint the Session’s success.

Podiums ahoy
In 2009, Martin Whiteley of 23 
Degrees Sports Management, who’d 

Kiwi World Cup racer 

Brook rode the Session 9.9 

for two seasons with Trek 

World Racing and is a big 

fan of the bike. 

“To be honest, when I 

came to the team the 

bike’s development was 

already nearly as good as 

it could be. The best part 

for me was moving from 

26in to 650b wheels, along 

with small changes to the 

geometry and the 

chainstays going from 

alloy to carbon. The

biggest improvement

would have to be the

wheels though.

“Second at the Fort

William World Cup in 2013

was a huge result at my

first big race on the team.

Since then I’ve been run

down with an injury and

haven’t really achieved the

goals I wanted to. I was

also fourth and fifth at the

Leogang and Windham

World Cups last year.”

Brook 
MacDonald
World Cup  

downhill racer

It became the 

benchmark for people 

wanting a lightweight, 

race ready machine 

Brook MacDonald 
looking very much  

at home aboard  
the Session!

This bike is at home at 
races and freeride comps 
– and Red Bull Hardline, 

which is a bit of both

Brandon Semenuk’s 
wild style contrasts 

with his murdered-out 
Session
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Trek’s C3 Project riders, including
Brandon Semenuk, Brett Rheeder and
Cam McCaul, had already proven the
bike’s freeride capabilities at events like
Red Bull Rampage.

This year’s bikes once again see some
changes, with 26in wheels being
ditched altogether in favour of 650b.
The alloy Session 8 and 88 return for
those on a budget, while the top-of-
the-range 9.9 remains an object of
desire for many – including the
Athertons, newly signed to Trek and
pretty much guaranteed to pilot the
Session to some big wins this season.

Since the Session’s basic DNA was
established back in 2008, lots has
changed but one thing has stayed the
same – the bike’s overall look. How
often have you seen the comment,
“Looks like a Session” on bike
websites? Perhaps this is testimony to
the bike’s greatness – it’s become a
benchmark for people to judge all
other downhill bikes by.

become the benchmark, the carbon 
fibre Session 9.9. 

The 9.9 had been in development for 
two years and marked another turning 
point in the design and construction of 
Trek’s downhill rigs. Featuring changes 
to the suspension and geometry 
inspired by the team’s aluminium 
bikes, the 9.9 was a totally different 
beast to the outgoing 88. The carbon 
mainframe shaved around 800g off the 
weight, bringing the complete bike 
down to around 16kg (35lb), and the 
63.6-degree head angle and long 
wheelbase were progressive for the 
time. The Session 8 and 88 still existed 
as cheaper alternatives, but the 
improvements in suspension, geometry 
and weight on the 9.9 made the 
decision about which one to buy fairly 
simple, assuming you had enough cash!

In 2014 another new bike was 
introduced, the Session 9.8. Using the 
same frame as the 9.9, it offered all the 
benefits of carbon with a reduced price 

tag. Trek were introducing 650b wheels 
across their range in 2014, but this was 
something the Session would have to 
wait until the following year for.

Setting the bar high
The new Session 9.9 debuted in 2015 
stayed as close to the 26in version as 
possible, while incorporating the 
advantages of the bigger wheels – 
better rollover and increased grip. The 
rear stays were also changed from alloy 
to carbon, saving 300g. Two British 
riders, Laurie Greenland and Greg 
Williamson, signed to the TWR team 
and both rode their Sessions to some 
impressive victories, with Laurie taking 
the Junior World Cup overall title and 
the coveted Junior World 
Championships rainbow stripes.

As for the 26in-wheeled bike, it 
remained in Trek’s line-up rebranded 
as the Session Park, with shorter stays 
and 20mm less travel. It was an obvious 
divergence for the range, given that 

Laurie Greenland took 
the Junior World Cup 
and World Champs 
titles on his Session

Gee Atherton shows off 
his new race bike – we 
can’t wait to see how 

fast he is on this thing!

Semenuk has proven the
Session can stand up to some
serious abuse, sending it off
cliffs at Red Bull Rampage

Ruaridh Cunningham 
sends the Red Bull 

Hardline road gap on 
his Session
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The fastest family in 

mountain biking, the 

Athertons, have just 

signed a three-year 

deal to ride for Trek. 

This means that in 

2016 we’ll see Gee, 

Rachel and their 

young protégé Taylor 

Vernon racing the  

Session 9.9 on the  

DH World Cup circuit, 

with brother Dan 

representing the 

brand at Enduro  

World Series races. 

Dan Brown, manager 

of the new Trek 

Factory Racing team, 

says: “We have 

substantial goals and 

we’re really excited to 

have Trek’s support 

and partnership.” 

Trek’s new star signings



WIN!

TREK
SESSION  9.9

WORTH
£7,300!

I
n the final part of our ‘Evolution of a Classic’ series we’ve

looked at the rise of the Trek Session downhill bike – and

now we’re giving you the chance to win one of these podium-

bagging machines! Trek have provided us with a range-topping

Session 9.9 complete bike worth £7,300 to give away to one

lucky reader. This race-ready rig has an OCLV Mountain Carbon

frame decked out with top-spec kit including a Fox 40 FIT RC2

fork and DHX2 SLS shock, and Shimano Saint drivetrain and

brakes. For a chance to win, enter the URL below into your web

browser, answer the question and cross your fingers! Good luck!

Trek have just signed a famous

mountain biking family to their 

team. Who are they?

A. The McCauls

B. The Athertons

C. The Seagraves

Question 

http://competition.immediate.co.uk/evolutionsessionEnter here

TERMS & CONDITIONS: The Promoter is Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited, of Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN. Entrants must be UK
residents aged 18 years or older, excluding the Promoter’s employees. By entering, you agree to be bound by all the rules of the promotion. Only one entry per
person is allowed. The closing date for entries is 11.55pm on 4 February 2016. One winning entry will be chosen at random from all eligible entries. Winners will be
notified by email by 11.55pm on 11 February 2016. The draw is final and no correspondence will be entered into. For details of the winner, send an SAE to MBUK,
Immediate Media, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN, within two months of the closing date. If any winner is unable to be contacted within one month
of the closing date, the Promoter will offer the prize to a runner-up. The Promoter reserves the right to substitute the prize with one of the same or greater value 
but there is no cash alternative. Full T&Cs: http://competition.immediate.co.uk/evolutionsession.
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Over 35 countries covered

Mapping exclusive to Satmap

Perfect for Cycling, Hiking and Off-road enthusiasts

Street names, walking/cycling routes and contours

 Free Online route planning at: satmap-Xpedition.com

PLAN YOUR NEXT

ADVENTURE

satmap.com/cycle
sales@satmap.com | 0845 873 0101

available from Cotswold Outdoor and other leading retailers
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P L U S

F I V E R E A S O N S W H Y O U R T E S T S A R E T H E B E S T

HOW WE TEST

Detailed product check in
the MBUK workshop

Strip and rebuild, checking
for potential problems and
improvements

Hit the trails… hard!

Test in real riding
conditions till we know
everything there is to  
 

know about the product

Re-test product with 
another tester

OUR TEST TEAM

Our Technical Editor in
Chief, Rob Weaver, gets
new products in as soon
as they’re available
and coordinates all the
testing through our vastly 
experienced band of

reviewers. Our main bike
tester, Guy Kesteven, has
ridden nearly 3,000 bikes
over the past 26 years.

01

02

03

04

05

Our test team is made up of the most respected bike and kit testers in the world

We have unrivalled knowledge and experience

We spend a vast amount of time and money making sure we get it right

We care more about telling you the truth than anyone else anywhere!

We aren’t influenced by PR or advertisers

Relevant

Comprehensive

Independent

Fair

Accurate

OUR TESTS ARE

WE BASE OUR SCORES ON VALUE FOR

MONEY AND PERFORMANCE

EXCEPTIONAL:

A genuine class leader

VERY GOOD: One of the

best you can buy

GOOD: It’ll do the job

and do it well 

BELOW AVERAGE:

Flawed in some way

POOR: Simply put,
don’t bother! 

Ratings

The best product on
test in terms of quality,
performance and price

An exceptional product
for the money you’re
getting a fantastic deal

A truly outstanding
product, regardless

of the pricetag 

MOST
WANTED

VALUE

WINNER

PLUS-SIZE

HARDTAILS

} Charge Cooker 4} Orbea Loki H-Ltd

} Norco Torrent 7.1} Scott Scale 710

P106 BIKE TEST

100 SIX OF THE BEST

Winter gloves tested

102 MBUK MACHINES

Introducing our 2016 rides

122 GROUP TEST

Single-ring cranks rated



THE MINAKI HAS one of the best cuts of any jacket

we’ve tried. There’s decent length in the arms, the

cuffs are thin but deep and comfy and don’t irritate,

the dropped rear provides a bit of extra protection and

the collar is tall enough to keep chills at bay without

getting in the way. There are also well-positioned

stretch panels across the back and around the lower

arms, which help to keep movement free and easy.

Primaloft insulation on the shoulders and front really

makes a difference when it’s bitter out (there’s none

on the back to stop things getting too hot). It’ll easily

shrug off a shower and can just about be stashed in

a pack but will get sweaty if it’s not Baltic out. ROB. 

Vaude Minaki jacket

£135

Vaude www.vaude.com

£95

i-ride www.i-ride.co.uk

THE CHOICE OF good flat pedal

shoes is pretty limited, so when

we spotted the Trail Crosses with

their Stealth soles (the same

rubber used by Five Ten) we

were intrigued to see how they’d

fare in the dirt.

In case you didn’t know,

Adidas own Five Ten, which

explains the sticky sole. The

tread is deeper than on Five

Ten’s shoes though – and flat

pedal footwear in general –

which helps if you’re pushing

back up slippery slopes. The 

upper might look like it’s from a

running shoe but it’s surprisingly

tough, standing up well to the

elements and offering a bit of

toe protection when things don’t

quite go to plan. It keeps the wet

at bay reasonably well too, and

when the Trail Crosses do get a

soaking they don’t take long to

dry, which is handy if you’re on a

multi-day riding trip.

They’re easily some of the

most comfortable, best fitting

flat shoes we’ve tried too. That

comfort, which is partly down to 

the flexible upper, does mean

they don’t feel quite as

supportive as some of their

rivals, especially around the

heel. On the pedals there’s some

flex in the sole but they’re stiff

enough to remain comfy on long

rides. Grip is plentiful too, and

we’ve yet to slip a pedal. ROB 

Adidas Terrex Trail Cross shoes

Properly comfy, with decent grip and a

stiff enough sole, but they don’t feel as

sturdy as some of the competition

V FOR £20 MORE TRY:

Five Ten Impact VXi £115  
www.fiveten.com

W FOR £5 LESS TRY:

Specialized 2FO Flat £90
www.specialized.com

ALSO TAKE
A LOOK AT

Brand New Kit

Test Team

James Blackwell
Short and fast, pinned or binned, Art
Editor Jimmer has been testing kit
longer than he’ll happily admit to

Seb Stott
Seb’s passion for engineering helps
him pick products apart, and he’s no 
slouch on the race track either

Guy Kesteven
Our ultra-experienced northern test
engine is the ultimate exposer of kit 
that doesn’t measure up

RobWeaver
With two decades of riding and
racing experience, Rob knows what 
works and what doesn’t

Jake spends every day riding, and his
injury list proves he’s pushing the
limits to provide the very best testing

Jake Ireland

Alex Evans

Our new Features Editor is back in the
UK after seven years in the Alps and
has a reputation for wrecking bikes
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IN THE MOST simplistic terms,

the new Lyrik is much like

RockShox’s renowned Pike fork,

but better. While it shares the

Pike’s Charger damper and SKF

seals and sticks with a 35mm

chassis, there are some subtle

but significant differences that

you can feel on the trail.

Available with 160 to 180mm

of travel (6.3-7.1in) in its 650b

guise, this fork is going to be

ridden hard. That’s why

RockShox have beefed up the

stanchions (they’re still 35mm in

diameter but have thicker walls,

so you have to use new, smaller

grey Bottomless Tokens instead

of the old red ones), beefed up

the arch and used their new

Torque Cap technology (wider 

31mm hub end caps that  

increase the contact surface

between fork and hub) to

improve stiffness and steering 

precision when tackling

bigger, nastier hits.

Another change for the Lyrik

(and the cheaper Yari, which

shares the same chassis) is that

it has asymmetrical lower legs.

This is because the side with the

air spring in has been

lengthened to accommodate a

larger negative chamber, making

the fork more sensitive at the

start of its stroke. You can also

tweak the rebound damping by

adjusting internal shims, as on

the Boxxer downhill fork.

What about weight? The Lyrik

is roughly 100 to 120g heavier

than a Pike of the same travel,

with our 180mm 650b sample 

(29er/650b+ versions are also

available) weighing in at 2.02kg.

On the trail, it feels superbly

supple off the top, tracking the

ground’s undulations well and

helping with front wheel traction

on those flatter, loose turns that

can prove tricky.

It was through high-speed

braking bumps that the fork

seriously impressed us though.

It remained so composed when

tackling some seriously heavy,

repeated hits and removed so

much of the initial sting that our

hands and arms could survive

run after run – a real bonus on

lengthy descents.

Really hard hits are dealt with

in a controlled fashion too, and

although we managed to use

all of the allocated travel on 

more than one occasion, the

bottom-out never felt harsh. As

we’ve come to expect from the

Pike, good mid-stroke support 

and effective low-speed

compression damping

adjustment lets you ride steep

tracks with awkward chutes,

compressions or catch-berms

with confidence too.

All in, the new Lyrik feels closer

to the Fox 36 (although not as

adjustable) in performance than

the Pike. We’re now wondering

why you’d buy a Pike if you’re

looking for a hard hitting fork. ROB

£824

Fisher Outdoor Leisure www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

RockShox Lyrik  RCT3 Solo Air fork

Smooth, controlled and stiff

hard-hitting fork. We’re big fans  

of the new Lyrik

B R A N D  N E W  K I T

V FOR £75 MORE TRY:

Fox 36 Float RC2 FIT £899  
www.mojo.co.uk

W FOR £274 LESS TRY:

Manitou Mattoc Pro £550
www.hotlines-uk.com

ALSO TAKE
A LOOK AT

MOST
WANTED



£60

Paligap www.paligap.cc

IF YOU’RE AFTER a properly stout stem this

could be the solution. The 45mm long AmX Trail

combines the increasingly popular 35mm bar

clamp diameter with a decent width (63mm) to

hold the handlebar like a vice. The traditional

four-bolt faceplate design means you need to

take care during fitting to ensure the bar is central

in the stem and the bolts are evenly tightened.

The AmX Trail felt flex-free on the trail and didn’t

twist on the fork steerer, even after the occasional

off. At 174g on our scales it’s no lightweight

though. It’s available in grey or red as well as the 

black seen here. SEB

£49.99

Haven Distribution www.havendistribution.co.uk

Loaded AmX Trail 35 stem

THE FLUXES ARE Madison’s

priciest mountain bike gloves

and offer impressive overall

comfort. The thin, perforated,

multi-panel palm fits

reasonably well, with a bit of

bunching when holding the

bar that, fortunately, goes

almost unnoticed in use.

We’re big fans of the stretchy

cuffless wrist, which leaves

movement free and easy. You

can definitely feel the extra

purchase courtesy of the

silicone print on the index

finger when grabbing the

brakes too. One of the pairs

circulating between our testers

has some stitching coming

away near a fingertip after a

couple of months’ use. ROB 

Madison

Flux gloves

£24.99

Madison

www.madison.co.uk

THE MKII SLIP-ONS are a

simple, strapless design,

consisting of an Armourgel-

padded kneecup attached to

an elasticated, neoprene-like

sleeve. Amplify sell an

alternative version with twin

Velcro straps if you want a bit

more security (also £60).

The flat sections of Armourgel

give the MKIIs a nice low profile,

so they sit well under shorts and

don’t feel bulky on longer rides.

But the lack of shaping means

the padding sits close to your

kneecaps and can chafe if 

you’re doing lots of pushing or

on really sweaty rides.

There’s decent coverage

around the knee and enough

padding to take the sting out of

trail spills. Despite the lack of

straps, the Slip-Ons are

surprisingly stable – they

stayed in place throughout

testing and didn’t need to be

pulled up even after long

descents, thanks in part to the

silicone gripper inside the upper 

and lower openings. BEN

Amplifi MKII

Slip-On knee pads

Rocket Man returns

Sheffield-based Cotic have unveiled

a new version of their hard-hitting

steel trail bike. The Rocket275 has

– you guessed it – 650b (27.5in)

wheels. The Reynolds 853 front end

gets a 66-degree head angle,

599mm effective top tube (medium

size) and 73.5-degree seat angle,

and the bike continues to use

Cotic’s droplink suspension layout,

which pumps out 150mm (5.9in) of

rear wheel travel, controlled by

either a Fox or Cane Creek shock.

For all the info on the Rocket275,

head over to www.cotic.co.uk.

Dropping in

Cast your mind back an issue and

you’ll remember we featured a new

British brand, Airdrop Bikes. Well,

their website has just gone live and

it showcases their Edit trail/enduro

bike. Framesets start at £949 with a

RockShox Monarch RT3 shock, you

can buy a bundle with cockpit kit,

cranks and a RockShox Yari or Pike

fork from £1,499, or Airdrop offer

four full builds, topping out at

£3,499. Check out www.airdrop

bikes.com for the full lowdown.

More momentum

The 29in wheel size looked like it

was losing momentum but it seems

there are still believers out there.

Rumour has it that Evil Bikes have

a new prototype long-travel 29er in

the making. Considering the praise

that their current 29in trail bike, The

Following, has received, we’re not

surprised. We’ve no idea when, or if,

we’ll ever actually see it, but with

Nukeproof launching a new 29in

Mega too, we’re sure we’ll be seeing

more big-wheelers in future. Keep

an eye on www.silverfish-uk.com 

for all Evil related news.

Brand New Kit
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CrankBrothers Mallet E pedals

IF YOU’RE A fan of CrankBrothers’ pedals, 

their new Mallet Es have some great

trail-orientated features, making them

worth taking a look at. While they look like

miniaturised Mallet DHs, they actually have

a similar width cage. What does differ is the

Q-factor, which is identical to that of the

standard Mallets. This means the Es sit

5mm closer to the crank arms than the

DHs. On the trail, this means careful cleat

spacing is required on clumpier, skate style

shoes to ensure adequate crank clearance. 

That’s our only small issue with these

pedals though, and CrankBros say you

may soon be able to upgrade to the same

length axle used on the DHs.

Everything else about the Es ticks all the

right boxes. The pedal platform has six

adjustable pins per side, which come in

handy if you’re struggling to clip in, and

enough girth to offer decent support for

flexier shoes. One significant new feature is 

the ‘Traction Pads’. These small clip-on

plastic inserts sit on either side of the

spring mechanism and let you tailor the

contact between the pedal and shoe.

Though they’re tight to get off after use,

switching between the included different

thicknesses does have a subtle effect on

feel when clipped in and clipping out.

Where the Es really shine – just like most

CrankBros pedals – is in the mud. The big

openings in the platform clear mud well

and we had no issues clipping in or out

even when our shoes were caked. After

some hard use, our sample pedals are still 

spinning smoothly with no play. ROB

£129.99
Extra UK www.extrauk.co.uk

Careful cleat placement is needed with wider shoes,

but otherwise the Es offer some great features and 

work a treat when the going gets muddy

£109

Silverfish www.silverfish-uk.com

THE SIXC RISER is an old

favourite, winning the ‘best

carbon bar’ accolade in our last

group test. Upping the clamp

diameter to 35mm has enabled

Race Face to make this new

version 15mm wider but even

lighter (220g for our 10mm rise

sample). On the bike, the extra

chunkiness disguises the fact it

has a full 800mm span. It’s a

comfortable shape, with eight

degrees of backsweep and five

of upsweep, and higher 20mm

and 30mm rises are available  

if required. The 10mm version

suited our 29er test bike just fine

though, keeping the front end

low and providing plenty of

steering leverage to offset the

extra inertia of the big wheels.

It feels slightly stiffer than the

31.8mm version, though still with

that trademark carbon buzz

absorption. In fact, we ended up

fitting thicker grips after a

particularly rocky ride to provide 

a bit of extra comfort. JCW

Race Face SIXC 35 bar

V FOR £95 MORE TRY:
Mavic Crossmax XL Pro Ti
£225 www.mavic.co.uk

W FOR £30 LESS TRY:

Shimano XTR M985 Trail
£99.99 www.madison.co.uk

ALSO TAKE
A LOOK AT

B R A N D  N E W  K I T

MOST
WANTED



£24.99

Ison Distribution www.ison-distribution.com

Looking Foxy

While Fox’s DOSS dropper post has

proven tough and reliable, there are

definitely a few refinements that

could be made. Recent pictures

posted by Fox on their social media

channels shows a new stealth-routed

post with a black (not Kashima

coated) upper. It also appears that

Fox have tidied up what was one of

the biggest dropper remotes out

there, switching to what looks to be a

single rather than double lever design.

There are no official details just yet

but we’ll fill you in as soon as we know

more. Until then, get over to www.

mojo.co.uk for all Fox related news.

Less is more

Renthal have started shipping a

stumpy 31mm version of their Apex

stem, saying it’s in response to the

lengthier top tubes we’re seeing with

modern geometry. To make it so short,

they’ve reduced the gap between the

steerer tube and handlebar to just

0.8mm. It uses the same twin

handlebar clamps as the standard

Apex, but because of its dinky size is

claimed to weigh just 108g. It’ll set

you back £79.99. Check out www.

ison-distribution.com for availability.

Goreblimey

Looking for a lightweight jacket that’ll

keep out the worst of the weather?

Gore have combined their knowledge

of bike and running wear to develop

two new jackets featuring what’s said

to be the lightest and most

breathable Gore-Tex membrane yet,

and the only one that’s permanently

waterproof, with no need for a

water-repellent coating. Keep an eye

on www.goreapparel.co.uk for more

details of the Gore One project.

Renthal Ultra Tacky Lock-On grips

RENTHAL’S KEVLAR GRIPS

have long been a hit, but with

the new Ultra Tackys they’re

attempting something a bit

special. When you remove these

UK-made grips from their

packaging they’re sticky to the

touch. Wrap your fingers around

them and there’s noticeably

more adhesion than normal.

For gloveless pilots they’re

superb, offering leach-like

adhesion, particularly in the rain.

Moisture removes dust and grit

that’s become stuck to them

too, renewing their stickiness. 

With a medium diameter and

just over 130mm of grip surface 

the Ultra Tackys should suit

most hands, though the

outboard lock-on collar (many

companies are pressing forward

with just an inboard one) won’t

please everyone.

If you ride sans gloves then

these are the grips for you.

They’re also a superb ‘ride all

winter’ option if you’re fed up

with your grips turning to soap 

at the first drop of rain. RIC

£159.99

Upgrade Bikes www.upgradebikes.co.uk

THE BIGGEST OF Lezyne’s

three new GPS computers can

compile ride, rider and other info

from all sorts of sources, but its

bulk, Bluetooth battery life and 

limited display options are

potentially frustrating.

By using the ANT+ and

Bluetooth Smart communication

protocols the Super can ‘talk’

simultaneously to pretty much

any wireless device, including

speed, cadence or power

sensors and heart rate monitors.

You can even pair it with your

smartphone to give text and

incoming call ID notifications,

which potentially saves a lot of 

stopping and pocket fumbling.

The more devices it’s connected

to the faster it rips through

battery life though, particularly if

using Bluetooth. While one

sample we’ve used has remained

better connected to devices than

most competition, the other has

been irritatingly forgetful.

While you can choose from

two to four lines of data on the

display, only the bottom line is

scrollable, which means you

can’t always get all the

information you want at the

same time. Post-ride data

browsing through the GPS Ally

app or GPS Root website with 

Google Map linking is

satisfyingly comprehensive

though, and easy to sync with

Google Earth and Strava

directly, or Training Peaks, etc,

via .fit files.

The dedicated childproof-top

‘press down and twist’ bracket is

very secure but the computer

sits high on your stem or bar

unless you get Lezyne’s £14.99 

front mount. GUY

Lezyne Super GPS

Good price for a ton of data collection

and communication, but battery life, 

bulk and display issues

V FOR £10 MORE TRY:

Garmin Edge 500 £169.99  
www.madison.co.uk

W FOR £110 LESS TRY:

CatEye Strada Smart
£49.99 www.zyro.co.uk

ALSO TAKE
A LOOK AT

Brand New Kit

PRODUCT 
NEWS Continued
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THE HO2 PEDALS have been

designed to be as thin as

possible at the edges in order

to increase ground clearance

and avoid the pedal strikes that

are common with modern

slack-and-low bike geometry.

They run on sealed bearings and

DU bushings, which should keep

them spinning smoothly even in

the grimmest weather, and

they’re a good weight, especially

considering the cost, with our

pair weighing just 314g.

Measuring just 9mm deep at

the outer edge, the HO2s are

some of the thinnest pedals on 

the market, but this comes at a

cost. Rather than using a

concave platform (where the

middle is lower than the outer

edge) to cup your feet, Onza

have gone with a convex profile

(where the middle is higher than

the outer). And that’s not the

only unusual feature. The eight

pins per side are also short and

stout, rather than tall and thin,

so they don’t dig into the soles

of shoes particularly well.

These two factors add up to

a pedal with very little grip,

especially on wet and rough

terrain, where we found our feet 

constantly slipping and sliding. 

Instead of the reassuring

feeling of your foot ‘sitting

into’ the pedal that you’d get

with a concave platform, the

lower outside edge and raised

centre bulge over the axle

makes the outer pins even less

effective, leaving you feeling

perched rather than planted  

on the HO2s. BEN

£69.99

Todays Cyclist www.todayscyclist.co.uk

Onza HO

2

 flat pedals 

A wide, thin profile is nice in theory,

but the central bulge and short, stout 

pins mean the HO2s lack grip

V FOR £30 MORE TRY:

DMR Vault £99.99
www.upgradebikes.co.uk

W FOR £35 LESS TRY:

Deity Compound
£34.99 www.hotlines-uk.com

ALSO TAKE
A LOOK AT

B R A N D  N E W  K I T

More gear and kit reviews



£145

Fox www.foxhead.com

THE GRADIENT JACKET will

get you noticed on the trail,

but it’s not just the lairy looks

that make it stand out for us.

The lightweight two-way

stretch material gives a close

fit and excellent mobility, and 

there’s room to layer up

underneath. The slightly

dropped rear gives a bit of

bum coverage, the under-

helmet hood stashes away to

form a comfy collar, and we

love the laser-cut underarm

vents, which help with cooling

without the bulk of a pit zip.

Despite the jacket

weighing just 182g it’s got 

abrasion-resistant panels on

the shoulders and elbows,

and the obligatory media

pocket too. The taped seams,

elasticated hem and cuffs

and waterproof zip combine

to seal out the elements

without things getting too

stuffy. In fact, water

resistance and breathability

were way better than

expected. After an hour’s

mud plugging in driving rain

we only had damp patches

at the top of our arms and

under our pack straps. JAMER

£52.99

Hotlines

www.hotlines-uk.com

REINCARNATING A

CLASSIC like the ATAC stem

was never going to be an easy

task, but Answer have done it,

and done it pretty damn well.

We tested the 40mm version

of the ATAC but there’s a size

for just about everyone, with

10mm jumps from 30 to

80mm. The two-piece bar

clamp is widely spaced to

bolster stiffness and uses

stainless 4mm Allen bolts to

clamp things tightly in place

– the same size used on the

steerer clamp, so there’s no

need to switch tools. On the

trail, the ATAC feels plenty

stiff enough, with no notable

flex even with a 780mm bar

installed. There’s even a nice 

top cap and a couple of

spacers included. JAKE

Answer ATAC  

AME stem

£169.99

Forcefield Body Armour www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com

THE MODULAR DESIGN of the

X-V-S shirt makes it very

versatile. You can go for

maximum protection with back,

shoulder and chest pads, or

slim it down to just a back

protector. The fitted shirt that

the armour slots into is made

from stretchy and highly

breathable BeCool material,

which dries quickly and helps

stop you overheating.

The fit of our medium shirt

was very snug but the full-length

off-centre zip makes it easy to

get on and off. The first thing 

you notice when riding is just

how long the back protector is

– it extended below the

waistline of our shorts and

poked out a little at the top too.

A few inches off the top and

bottom would help here,

because the length makes it

distracting and at times

uncomfortable to ride in. All

of the padding stayed in place

during some pretty wild riding

though, and the X-V-S was

otherwise fairly comfy. BEN

Forcefield Pro Shirt

X-V-S body armour

Fox Gradient jacket

THE SMALL STUFF

MTB BITS AND PIECES

Brand New Kit

GT ALL-TERRA

FRONT LIGHT

£59.99
GT Bicycles

www.gtbicycles.co.uk

The nicely finished and very compact

All-Terra puts out a claimed 300

lumens and its USB rechargeable

battery lasts for four hours in high-

power mode. Bar and helmet mounts

are included, adding versatility. JAKE

WICKENS & SODERSTROM  
NO.4 TUNED

SUSPENSION LUBE

£14
Jungle Products

www.jungleproducts.co.uk

This clear fork and shock lube was

developed with suspension fettlers

TF Tuned. Apply it to your seals, cycle

your suspension and dirt is quickly

displaced. It’s proven itself really 

useful this winter. ROB

MORVÉLO
VESTIARIO SOCKS

£9
Morvélo www.morvelo.com

These super-comfy socks don’t get too

clammy, wicking sweat well and

stopping your feet overheating. The fit

around the toes is spot on and the small

seam on top goes unnoticed. They slip 

down quite quickly though. ROB
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£9.99

Zyro www.zyro.co.uk

SKS’S X-BOARD FRONT

mudguard is held in place under

the down tube by two reusable

rubber straps. Neat little rubber

spacers are included so you

can tweak the fit for different

frames or space the ’guard out

so it sits over cables without any

interference. The rubberised

front section is designed to

deform if your fork crown hits

it on really tight turns, which

means you can sit the X-Board

right up towards the bottom of 

your head tube so it deflects as

much of the spray from your

front wheel as possible. On our

local test loop the X-Board did

a reasonable job of keep spray

and slop to a minimum, and it’s

well priced too. The lack of

coverage in front of the fork

means spray from the front

wheel still gets flicked in your

face though, and not everyone

was into the aesthetics. ADAM

SKS X-Board mudguard 

£64.99

Hotlines www.hotlines-uk.com

NUKEPROOF’S NEW

DOWNHILL pads offer a lot of

coverage. The kneecup itself is

made from preshaped foam

with a plastic cap on top,

there’s additional padding

stretching well over halfway

down the shin plus smaller

sections of foam on either side

of the knee, and the entire front

section is covered with tough,

abrasion resistant Kevlar.

The stretchy sleeve hugs

your leg tightly and the mesh

panel at the rear helps you

ditch heat. Velcro straps at the

top and bottom, plus silicone

gripper strips on the inside of

both openings, meant we

never managed to budge the

Critical DH Pros, even after a

good couple of knee-sliding

tumbles. The pads’ secure

feel and impressive padding

left us feeling well protected

and confident that our legs

would be OK should things

go wrong again.

We did have one issue with

the pads though. Because the

lower strap is right at the

bottom of the sleeve it tightens

over the widest part of the calf

muscle and can feel tight,

restrictive and, after a while,

uncomfortable. We’d prefer it if

the strap sat higher on the pad

and looped over the top of the 

calf muscle instead. ROB

Nukeproof Critical DH Pro knee pads 

The Critical DH Pros offer plenty of

protection and stay secure on your 

legs, even when you crash

V FOR £5 MORE TRY:

Dainese Hybrid £69.95
www.windwave.co.uk

W FOR £20 LESS TRY:

Fox Launch Pro £45
www.foxhead.com

ALSO TAKE
A LOOK AT

B R A N D  N E W  K I T
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Scott RC Premium LF
Scott Sports www.scott-sports.com

SO GOOD… With a tight fit and thin palm, the

RC Premium LFs provide the most sensitive

bar feel of all the gloves here. The highly

pre-curved shape and snug fit make them

really comfortable too, with no bunching of

the palm when you’re grabbing the bar. The

gel pad is small enough that it doesn’t

affect feedback or grip, and the fingertips

work on touchscreens.
NO GOOD… The nylon/polyurethane palm is

slightly slippier than most when wet, and

the thin Gore Windstopper upper may keep

the wind at bay but provides little in the

way of insulation. These are fine for fairer

weather riders, but not true winter warriors. 

SixSixOne Storm
Hotlines www.hotlines-uk.com

SO GOOD… These tough gauntlets combine

a heavily insulated upper with a leather

palm. The neoprene knuckles and fleecy

lining make them the warmest here, but

they don’t have the vague and baggy feel of

full-on winter mitts – in fact, the fit was

great for us. The thick snot wipe is handy

for cleaning eyewear as well as dealing with

your winter cold, provided you do it in that

order. The fingertips pass the all-important

touchscreen test too.
NO GOOD… The thick palm makes the fingers 

feel a little stiff, which numbs brake

feathering and grip. The leather is also 

quite slippery when wet.

Giro Blaze
Zyro www.zyro.co.uk

SO GOOD… Giro play down the cold weather

credentials of the Blazes but we found the

fleece-lined softshell upper to be nice and

toasty on chilly rides. The palm is tough

and mildly water resistant, the reflective

logos are useful at night and the fingertips

are genuinely touchscreen sensitive.
NO GOOD… While gel pads on the palm may

ease fatigue for some we found them to

give a vague, indirect feel when gripping the

bar, which hinders technical riding. Also,

the fit is a bit odd. We tested the large size

of all six pairs of gloves here and while the

others fitted well the Giros had a slightly 

baggy palm and short fingers. 

100% Brisker
Decade Europe www.decade-europe.com

SO GOOD… On test rides with a different

glove on each hand, the Brisker always

came out on top. The thin, pre-curved palm

didn’t bunch up, gripped even when sodden

and gave a really direct, sensitive feel. While 

the softshell upper keeps

them cosy even on cold,

wet rides, they remain

beautifully dexterous and

tactile, whether riding hard

or sending a text. The low

price is just a bonus.
NO GOOD… There are warmer

gloves, but none this comfy 

in our experience.

WINTER GLOVES

Shimano Windbreak Thermal Reflective 
Madison www.madison.co.uk

SO GOOD… Much to the displeasure of our

photographer, the neon Shimanos contrast

starkly with the slew of black gloves here,

but that’s not necessarily a bad thing in the

middle of short daylight hours. The long

neoprene cuff, and heat reflective lining

meant these kept us nice and toasty on

colder days. The tough but thin palm was

pretty comfy and gripped the bar well even

in wet weather.
NO GOOD… The palm could do with more of a

pre-curved shape to prevent it bunching on

the grips. Combined with the gel pads, this

makes the All Conditions feel a bit vague 

when riding aggressively.

POC Index Windbreaker
2pure www.2pure.co.uk

SO GOOD… Swedish brand POC tout these as

spring/autumn gloves, but they’re warm

enough for most winter days in the UK

thanks to the windproof upper and long

neoprene cuff. Not bogged down with

excessive insulation, they’re really comfy

on the bar, with a sleek fit and bunch-free

palm. The palm is grippy and pretty tough

too. Unless it’s seriously grim out they’re

among the best here for riding in.
NO GOOD… The Index Windbreakers were the

only gloves on test that gave us issues

using touchscreens – we had to take them

off to respond to all the Tinder matches 

that piled up while out riding!

Six of the Best

£29.99 £40 £34.99

£37

£40

£19.99

“In winter, the right gloves make all
the difference. In the UK, a little extra
insulation is important, but a secure
grip remains paramount. We’ve put
six pairs to the test to find the best
winter warmers for technical riding.” 

Why upgrade…?

VALUE





Way back when I first started

work at MBUK Towers,

Lapierres were about as hot as

trail bikes got. I was given a

beautiful black-and-white Zesty

to test, and as I rode it home that night I

couldn’t have been happier. Then I went for

a shower and threw up over myself. The

norovirus had struck and the bike was

subsequently disinfected and presented to

somebody else to test. That, sadly, was as

close as I ever came to riding a Lapierre. It’s

a disgusting rather than romantic anecdote,

but it did make rolling my new Zesty out of

her box that little bit more special.

I’ve gone for the 150mm (5.9in) travel AM

version after much beard scratching. It’s

slightly longer and slacker than the 120mm

(4.7in) Zesty XM but not as race focused as

the 165mm (6.5in), Nico Vouilloz fettled

Spicy. I’ve been on the bike for going on a

month now and have already passed the

100 off-road miles mark on her. Straight

away the feel was more ‘sniper rifle’, as

opposed to the bludgeoning ‘sawn-off

shotgun’ of my outgoing and much-loved

Vitus Sommet. The Lapierre can be flitted

between lines with ease and picked up and

set down pretty much wherever you choose.

It’s taken a bit of fettling to get the

RockShox Pike fork where I want it and

there’s probably still some work to be done,

but two Bottomless Token volume spacers

have translated into a bit more composure

and support already. The big fly in the

ointment is the Schwalbe Tough Tom tyres

– they leave as bad a taste in the mouth as

that mid-shower vom did. Available online

for less than £15, they stifle the Lapierre’s

ebullient personality in just about every

situation and are a real disappointment on  

a bike that costs north of £3,000. My first

order of business is to get some quality

rubber on board and see how much time I

can knock off on my favourite descents.

RIC’S LAPIERRE ZESTY AM 527

£3,199.99

Hotlines www.hotlines-uk.com

S P E C D E C K
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Team Bikes

He’s not had it long, but Ric’s already 
been giving the Zesty a good 
thrashing in the name of testing

FRAME Carbon fibre, 150mm (5.9in) travel

FORK RockShox Pike RC Solo Air, 150mm (5.9in) travel

SHOCK RockShox Monarch RT

DRIVETRAIN SRAM GX w/ Race Face Æffect cranks (1x11)

WHEELSET Race Face Æffect wheels, Schwalbe Tough Tom 
K-Guard 27.5x2.35in (F) and 27.5x2.25in (R) tyres

BRAKES SRAM Guide R

BAR/STEM Lapierre Nico Vouilloz, 760mm/ Lapierre Nico 
Vouilloz, 55mm

SEATPOST/SADDLE KS LEV Integra/SDG Duster

WEIGHT 12.6kg (27.8lb), XL size without pedals  



I’ve been busting

to tell you all about

my new steed for

weeks. The urge to

post some ‘sneak

peek’ photos on Instagram has

been hard to resist, but I was

asked to keep it under wraps

until now. I’m stoked to finally

reveal that I’ll be slipping and

sliding my way into 2016

onboard an Orange Five Pro.

To say the Five is an icon of

British mountain biking is a bit

of an understatement. That’s

one of the reasons I wanted to

try one, along with the fact that,

having never ridden a Five, I was

keen to find out what all the fuss

is about. The bike’s industrial

looks have always divided

opinion – especially that big

swingarm – and the single-pivot

suspension design has its fans

and detractors too.

I’ve stuck with 140mm (5.5in)

of travel because it’s the sweet

spot for my kind of all-round

riding. The Pro is the base model

in the Five range, with a

reasonable spec considering the

UK-made frame. The Fox 34 fork

and Float DPS EVOL shock are

both mid-range Performance

series models. It’s good to see

Maxxis High Roller II tyres and

a 1x10 drivetrain, but a shame

there’s no dropper (although

you can add a KS LEV when

ordering for an extra £220).

My first outing on the Orange

was a covert night ride before

the shitty weather hit and my

previous long-termer’s time was

up. I was struck instantly by how

planted and stable it felt at

speed. Maybe it was the

excitement of having a new bike,

but it was a hell of a lot of fun to

ride. I got up all the climbs, albeit

at a slightly slower pace than on

the 2x10 Marin, and the fact that

I’m on a properly sized medium

frame is something of a novelty!

JIMMER’S ORANGE FIVE PRO

£2,800

Orange Mountain Bikes www.orangebikes.co.uk

Jimmer’s been getting some 
sneaky advance rides in on  
his new mint green machine
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We ride these long-term test bikes hard for a year, constantly scrutinising 
new kit, to bring you nothing but the truth about their performance
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£2,500

Paligap www.paligap.cc

RACHAEL’S MARIN 

ATTACK TRAIL 8

September

was a good

time to join

the mag as

its new staff

writer, just as the orders

were going in for the 2016

long-termers – in my

case, a Marin Attack Trail

8. This mid-range alloy

model is a good-looking

beast, with a lovely

straight line flowing from

head tube to rear axle. It

comes decked out with a

RockShox Pike fork and

Monarch DebonAir shock,

Shimano SLX brakes,

own-brand cranks, an

11-speed cassette and

Maddux rims on Formula

hubs – an average build

kit for a bike at this price.

I’m only 5ft 4in but

have gone for a medium

frame because the Attack

Trail sizes up very small.

It’s got a relatively short

wheelbase and effective

top tube for – buzzword

alert – an ‘enduro’ bike, at

1,151mm and 592mm

respectively, as well as a

steeper head angle than 

most at 66.5 degrees. I

have a feeling it may need

a bit of an overhaul to

bring it more in line with

the longer/lower/slacker

bikes I’m used to riding.

First impressions of the

ride are that the QUAD 3

suspension platform is

very active and the bike

loves being chucked from

corner to corner,

changing direction on a

sixpence while a smile

tugs at the sides of my

mouth! My favourite

riding is on steep, tight

and twisty trails between

the trees – routes that

get the grey matter going

and keep me on my toes!

With the Attack Trail’s

compact geometry

seemingly being better

suited to slower, more

technical riding than

speeding down

‘motorway’ trails, maybe

the Marin and I will be

quite well suited. I’m a

keen enduro racer so it’ll

be interesting to see how 

the kit performs over 

the year too.

Yes, you read it

right, that price is

for the frameset

alone. Ooooft!

Luckily Yeti can

back up the price tag with two

consecutive Enduro World

Series titles, courtesy of Jared

Graves and Richie Rude. Why’s

it so pricey? Look closely and

you’ll see Yeti’s Switch Infinity

system lurking just behind the

main pivot. This twin-tube unit 

lets the main pivot slide up and 

down as the bike moves

through its travel. Lots of

people have asked me how it’ll

hold up in grotty UK conditions,

and now I can find out. I’ve

already got a smattering of the

kit to go on the SB6c, including 

Shimano’s new 1x11 XT

transmission, Hope’s Tech

Enduro wheels and a BOS

Deville fork. I can’t wait to hit

the hills on this little beast!

£3,099 (frame and shock)

Silverfish www.silverfish-uk.com

ROB’S YETI SB6C

When I tested

this Canadian

enduro warrior

last year its

descent

dominating potential was

obvious even in budget build

kit format. I struggled to get

the Split Pivot suspension

working as I wanted it to

though, particularly when it

came to consistent rebound

under power. When Cane 

Creek announced a ‘Climb

Switch’ option for their Double

Barrel coil shock I knew the

perfect bike to fit it too, and a

quick call to Haven Distribution

meant I was hooked up with a

frame I’ve been aching to ride

for months. To reflect the fact

that the price has dropped by

£440 for 2016, making it a

bargain as carbon frames go,

I’ll be trying to keep its build

equally competitively priced.

£1,749.99 (frame and shock)

Haven Distribution www.havendistribution.co.uk

GUY’S DEVINCI SPARTAN CARBON

T E A M  B I K E S

New girl Rachael is keen to
see how the Marin stands up
to a season of  enduro racing



Coming back

from the Alps, I’ve

had to adjust my

riding style and

expectations to

make the most of what the UK

has to offer. I’ve quickly learned

that one bike can do it all, but

if you expect a bike to descend 

as well as it climbs, you’re

dreaming. The riding here

seems to suit having a

cross-country bike and

something a little beefier (that

can still climb) – assuming

you’re lucky enough to be able

to afford a two bike-stable.

My new Giant Anthem is the

XC whippet I’ve been hankering

after while trying to beat PRs 

and smash KOMs on trail centre

loops. It touts 100mm (3.9in) of

travel, delivered by Giant’s

twin-link Maestro suspension 

system, which should be

enough to gobble up any

accidental (or purposeful)

punishment I can throw at it. It’s

also running a full Shimano XT

11-speed transmission, which is

something I was keen to have,

giving me plenty of gears for

grinding up long ascents and

pinning it on the way back

down, and also making the bike

look clean and sleek.

At 5ft 11in, I’ve gone for a

large frame. With a 1,119mm

wheelbase, the Anthem is

relatively long for an XC bike. 

The head angle sits at a fairly

steep 69.5 degrees, which is

better suited to riding up rather

than down, but the chainstays

are 433mm long, which should

make the bike nice and nippy in

the turns. One other thing that

attracted me to the Giant is its

650b wheels. Cross-country

bikes tend to be 29ers, so these

smaller wheels hint at a slightly

more aggressive element to the

Anthem. I’m hoping this is a

bike that’s just waiting to be

ridden hard despite its limited

travel! The smaller wheels also

open up a wider choice of tyres.

I’ve already swapped the

rather lengthy 100mm stem for

something shorter – a 50mm 

Burgtec Enduro MK2 – to get

the bar closer to the steerer

tube. I’m also used to running a

dropper post on my bikes, so

that’s something I’ll be looking

to add further down the line. For

now, I can’t wait to get the Lycra

on and smash the local trails.

£3,249

Giant Bicycles www.giant-bicycles.com

ALEX’S GIANT ANTHEM ADVANCED 27.5 1

Al gets top marks for
colour matching, but
where’s the Lycra?

S P E C D E C K

FRAME Advanced-Grade Composite carbon fibre,
100mm (4in) travel

FORK Fox 32 Float FIT4 Factory, 100mm (4in) travel

SHOCK Fox Float Factory

WHEELSET Giant XCR 1C wheels, Schwalbe Racing 
Ralph EVO TL Ready 27.5x2.25in tyres

BRAKES Shimano Deore XT

BAR/STEM Giant Contact SL, 730mm/Giant
Contact SL, 100mm

SEATPOST/SADDLE Giant Contact SL/Giant
Contact SL Forward

WEIGHT 11.3kg (24.8lb), large size without pedals 
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Guy Kesteven

Our northern test 
engine and his team 
are as focused and 
uncompromising as 
they come, but love 
finishing a ride with 
a pie or cake. Does 
fat agree with them 
on the trail too?

THE

TESTER

P
lus-size bikes are the latest 
wheel-related trend to hit the 
trails. Their 27.5x2.8-3in tyres 
are lighter, more responsive 
and faster rolling than 
26x4-5in fatbike rubber, but 

the lump and bump swallowing extra 
volume means they can still be run at 
much lower pressures than 
conventional tyres for a potentially 
smoother, grippier ride. That’s the 
positive spin, but what do they 

actually ride like? Are they faster, 
more capable or more fun than a 
conventional 650b bike or 29er? Do 
they suit one type of rider or terrain 
more than another? Should you jump 
onto this latest bouncing bandwagon 
as soon as possible or is it a balloon 
that’s likely to burst? We’ve tested 
four very different plus-size hardtails, 
from new size old-school to racy and 
radical, to find out where ‘plus’ adds 
up and where it’s a minus. 

Words Guy Kesteven Pics Mick Kirkman

ADD UP?

‘PLUS’

DOES

NORCO TORRENT  7.1  

£1,599

ORBEA LOKI H-LTD  

£2,159

CHARGE COOKER 4  

£1,499.99

SCOTT SCALE 710 

£1,899

T H E  L I N E - U P
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BikeTest
P L U S - S I Z E  H A R D T A I L S

£1,500-£2,159 
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SO GOOD

Smooth, stable-
handling frame

High-control fork
and cockpit

Custom options

NO GOOD

Serious rub from
the wide stays

Potential low BB
and slow steering
handling issues

Tyres are useless on
wet off-piste trails 

N
amed after the Norse god of

chaos and mischief, this long

and low, custom configurable

hardtail is a lot of bike. But does

that mean it’s too much in places?

The frame
The Loki frame has some neat touches

but also causes potential rear end

clearance issues for rider and rubber.

The tapered head tube is backed up by

stout curved main tubes to hold the

15x110mm axle Boost fork on target.

A conventional threaded bottom

bracket (BB) shell with ISCG chain

guide mount makes for a versatile,

durable transmission centre. The side

exit for the internally routed cables at

the bottom of the down tube gives

smooth-looking lines, the rear mech

sits on a forged direct-mount arm and

there are fixtures for a front mech in

case you should tick the £79 extra

2x10 gearing option on the build

menu. You can also select which of

the three colour options (pale blue,

yellow or black) is applied in Orbea’s

in-house paint shop.

The decision to make the Loki work

with either plus-size or taller 29in

wheels means the BB is very low in

default trim. Despite a driveside 

chainstay plate and relatively long

rear end the Orbea has surprisingly

tight mud clearance too, and leg 

rub is a real issue.

The kit
As well as offering colour choices,

Orbea’s online bike builder lets you

switch to a double crankset, add an

MRP chain guide or upgrade the bar,

stem and brakes. The standard kit list

was fine for us though. The direct-

mount rear mech and XTR shifter

mean ultra-crisp shifting from the

1x11 Shimano XT based transmission,

and the 28t Race Face chainring gives

proper crawler gears for the climbs.

The slick Kashima-legged Fox 34

fork adds stiffness and smoothness

up front, and the well shaped Race

Face cockpit, fi’zi:k saddle and

RockShox Reverb Stealth dropper

post are quality control and comfort 

enhancing components. 

The ride
It’s obvious straight away that the Loki

is ready to look for trouble. The wide,

35mm diameter bar and short stem

mean maximum feedback through the

cockpit as well as plenty of light-touch

leverage. The 34mm-legged Fox fork 

with its broad Boost stance gives a

connected feel to the front wheel too.

Add a relatively relaxed head angle

and very low BB and the Orbea has

confident swagger on the trail. If

conditions are dry enough to keep the

bulbous Maxxis tyres hooked up, that 

means you can throw it down the

throat of the steepest, twistiest

descents with reckless confidence.

The short stem means you can

Scandinavian Flick the front wheel off

line to drop the weight of the bike hard

into turns. The long wheelbase and low

centre of gravity then mean extended

slide control as you twist your hips to

rip it round as hard as possible.

Despite the big Maxxis tyres and

flattened rear stays the Loki is

relatively rigid, with a thumping ride

feel on harder, rockier trails compared

to the Scott and particularly the Norco.

That makes correct tyre pressure

setting even more crucial, but once

you’ve found the sweet spot (we

settled on 10-12psi, with slightly less

up front) it still lets you plough down

seriously rocky descents with a much

more planted, impact ignorant feel

than you’d get from a hardtail running

smaller volume 650b or 29in tyres.

The lively ride feel extends up the far 

Is the big-tyred Basque bike as much fun as it looks?£2,159 

ORBEA LOKI H-LTD 

SMOOTH & STIFF

The Fox 34 fork should
mean extra tracking
precision up front, but
only if the Maxxis tyre
is gripping, not slipping

Direct-mount mech

Shimano design that
replaces the small
linking arm between
rear mech and mech
hanger with a longer
hanger for a stiffer,
more accurate shift.

Scandinavian Flick

A rallying term –
snap steering in the
opposite direction to
an upcoming turn to
unbalance the bike
inwards for maximum 
commitment.

JARGON BUSTER

BikeTest
P L U S - S I Z E H A R D T A I L S

£1,500-£2,159

LOW RIDER

Orbea have made the
Loki low enough to
work with 29er wheels
too, but additional
stability comes at the
cost of frequent crank 
and pedal strikes

FAT OUT BACK

It’s a smooth ride but the wide-spaced
rear stays mean inevitable leg and shoe
rub, which isn’t great for your comfort or 
the Orbea’s cosmetics
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YOU CAN THROW IT DOWN THE THROAT OF

THE STEEPEST, TWISTIEST DESCENTS 

WITH RECKLESS CONFIDENCE

Impact and precise-line ignorant option

that’s fun on dry, technical trails but

has serious rub and rubber issues

side under power too, and while their

bulbous volume means they can start

bouncing at low revs, the Maxxis tyres

roll surprisingly fast, with excellent

rock and root swallowing speed

sustain. Grip in the dry is impressive,

allowing the tiny 28t chainring to winch

you up some crazy climbs.

While the Loki is a lot of fun on

steep, techy stuff, it’s frustrating in

other places. For a start, the tyres are

treacherously useless in wet wintery

conditions, sliding wildly and spinning 

out just when you think their big 

footprint might be a bonus. There’s

no shoulder on them to even try to

initiate the counter steer needed to

lurch the ultra-stable bike into turns,

which tends to mean multiple coaxing

tweaks to get it onto target on flat or

climbing trails. There’s no tyre change

option on the Orbea menu either.

While it’s an issue with all plus-size

bikes, not just the Loki, the wide tyres

also catch rocks and rut edges,

scrubbing or twisting you off line on

sections you hadn’t even registered as

a challenge. That’s compounded by 

the super-low BB, meaning regular

sumping out or crank clatter

moments. The super-wide rear stays

regularly contact your calves and

shoes when pedalling too, and we’d

polished all the paint off them and got

raw patches on our legs within just a 

few hours’ riding.

B I K E  T E S T
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SO GOOD

Steep angles take
stubbornness out of
plus-size steering

Simple frame means
better kit for the cash

Narrower tyres are
less fumble-prone
for general riding

NO GOOD

Taller, twitchier
geometry is less
confident at speed

WTB treads are
sketchy in the wet

Heavy wheels and
limited tyre room 

C
harge’s Cooker serves up a

refreshingly different yet

traditional ride that minimises 

some of the downsides of

bigger tyres without

undermining their basic advantages.

The frame
The Cooker frame even looks retro,

with simple round main tubes behind

the tapered head tube and an

open-ended throat gusset to assure

correct stress transfer. The BB uses

threaded external cups, the rear gear

cable and brake hose are clipped onto

the outside of the frame for easy

servicing, and it’s the only bike here

with two bottle cage mounts. Sticking

with a 135mm wide, open dropout,

quick-release rear axle makes the

frame and rear wheel much cheaper,

so Charge can start the geared Cooker

range at just £799.99. 

The kit
It also means this full SRAM GX

equipped bike (albeit with the cheaper

solid-armed crankset) comes in at

£1,500. That includes a RockShox

Reba fork with Boost Maxle axle too,

and while the TurnKey damping is

relatively primitive, it’s hard to tell 

through the big WTB tyres. Keeping

the travel to 100mm (3.9in) limits the

effect of braking and turning twist on

the 32mm legs, but the frame can

handle a 120mm (4.7in) fork upgrade

if you want a bit more stroke. The bar

is narrow and the stem long by fashion

standards, but for what Charge have

designed the Cooker for – a global

recreational trail riding market, not

UK style gravity rioting – they make  

a lot of sense.

The ride
Compared to the three slacker bikes

on test, the Cooker feels shockingly

different at first. The bar seems tiny

next to those on the Orbea and Norco,

and something really weird happened

as we coasted down the road to our

test trails. Rather than feeling like the

front wheel was stuck in glue as we

tried to twist the combination of slack

fork angle and extra-large tyre

footprint, the Charge actually steered.

It steers fast too, shifting the tyre

one way or another freely rather than

tramlining along the trail. While it feels

nervous and sketchy at first it doesn’t

take long to start making sense,

particularly on flat or uphill singletrack.

Rather than having to Scandi Flick the 

steering off line to trick the bike into

falling the right way into a corner, you

can simply steer it the way you want to

go. Add a rounded tyre profile that’s

already keen to turn in, and suddenly

we were only having to make one,

effortless steering move to get round

slower speed corners – a big difference

to the constant re-adjustments and

heaving needed to get the Orbea and

Norco to even follow the trail or dodge

obstacles at slow speeds.

At 63mm wide, the WTB tyres are

8 to 10mm narrower than the other

rubber on test, so they’re less likely to

scuff rocks and ruts and drag you off

line. While there’s less natural

self-correction, the quicker steering

allows faster traction-saving

adjustments and the front end is less

likely to flop or wander when climbing

or tiptoeing through slow-speed

technical sections. That meant that for

every moment the Charge tucked

under, there was another when the

slacker bikes slid their front tyres wide

while the Cooker turned in and held on.

A good job too, considering the

centre-ridge rubber can twist and slip

without warning on greasy roots and

rocks, making a more heavily-treaded 

tyre – on the front at least – an 

Charge’s anti-fashion handling swaps lazy swagger for lively steering£1,499.99

CHARGE COOKER 4 

RETRO REAR WHEEL

The narrower tyres and 1x-only
design mean the Charge doesn’t
need the extra clearance of
Boost or even 142mm spacing,
and the QR rear hub is fine for
the Cooker’s intended use

Centre-ridge tyre

Rubber with an
almost continuous
tread on the centre
line to make it roll fast.
Notoriously slippery
on wet roots though.

Maxle

RockShox’s original
screw-in through-axle.
Now replaced by the
Maxle Ultimate on
higher-spec bikes.

JARGON BUSTER

SLICK OPERATOR

Charge have designed
the Cooker around
WTB’s 2.8in Trailblazer
tyre, but you’ll want
more tread up front if
you ride in the wet
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COMFY PERCH

There are no fixtures
or ports for a dropper
but Charge’s classic
Spoon saddle and the
skinny 27.2mm rigid
post are natural
comfort boosters



THE TYRES’ SUPPLE

CARCASS GIVES AN

OBVIOUSLY SMOOTHED,

COMFORT ENHANCING

RIDE OVER STUTTER BUMPS

A refreshingly simple and distinctive,

good value option that delivers

plus-size gains for old-skool riding

essential investment for winter. Even

with a grippier tyre, the shorter,

steeper geometry makes the Charge

fundamentally less stable than the

longer, slacker bikes here. Add the

shorter travel, less sophisticated fork

and it’s definitely at a disadvantage on

swooping trail centre tracks or fast,

rough off-piste descents. The bolted

seat collar makes the saddle awkward

to drop, and the lack of internal routing

ports and 27.2mm diameter seat tube 

severely limit dropper seatpost

upgrade options too.

The skinny seatpost adds more

compliance under the saddle for

smooth long-distance cruising or

scampering through local singletrack

though, and that’s clearly what the

Cooker was designed to do. In these

situations the fast-rolling WTB tyres

offset the high wheel weight, so it’s not

too much of a chore to accelerate and

it holds onto speed well once you’ve 

got it. Despite a significantly smaller

volume than the other tyres here, the

Trailblazer’s supple carcass still gives an

obviously smoothed, comfort enhancing,

speed sustaining ride over stutter bumps 

compared to conventional rubber.

BikeTest
P L U S - S I Z E H A R D T A I L S

£1,500-£2,159
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SO GOOD

Enthusiastically
responsive for a
plus-size bike

Far more impact
ignorant than a
regular race hardtail

Surefooted long
wheelbase handling

Light parts suit
‘fast fatty’ character

NO GOOD

More stubborn
acceleration and
low-speed handling
than a trad XC racer

Pricey for a GX bike 

S
cott’s Scale is potentially the

ultimate off season, off piste fun

bike for racers who want to relax

a bit or epic rough riders who

don’t want the extra weight and 

complexity of full suspension.

The frame
The highly manipulated, super light,

broad and flat main tubes of the front

end come straight from Scott’s alloy

Scale race frames. Internal cable

guides (with ports for Shimano’s XTR

Di2 in case you want to posh up your

‘plus’ bike with electronic shifting) spit

the controls out ahead of the PF92 BB,

while a small chain guide sits on the

front mech post on the kinked seat

tube. A quick-release clamp lets you

drop saddle height manually for now,

but the frame is ported for an internally

or externally routed dropper. Bridgeless

chainstays and flattened and snaked

seatstays give masses of mud room

and space for a 29er wheel, though the

Boost spacing means you won’t be

able to just chuck your old race wheels 

in (at least, not without adaptors). 

The kit
The XC vibe is reinforced with a

lightweight Fox 32 fork with three-

position compression damping control

lever on the bar. The 71mm wide

Schwalbe Rocket Ron tyres are a fast

rather than high-traction choice, and

the 40mm Syncros rims create the

lightest overall wheel package on test.

The 740mm wide bar and 65mm stem

are a good balance for XC/trail riding,

and the Shimano Deore brakes get a

180mm front rotor for amplified power.

While we can’t fault the functionality of

the 1x11 transmission, the Scale 710 is

expensive for a SRAM GX equipped

bike, especially as the cranks are the

cheaper GX-1000 version with solid 

rather than hollow arms.

The ride
Even before lifting it up and

discovering it’s at least a kilo lighter

than the other bikes on test, it’s

obvious straight away that the Scott

is a proper performance machine.

While the skinny rear stays take the

edge off big hits well it’s got a more

precise and power-friendly feel that

you can feel clearly even through the

fat tyres. The Schwalbe rubber and

light wheels are eager to turn that

efficient feel into an enthusiastic

response on the trail too. Add the

fork-firming or complete-lockout 

options from the under-bar lever and

that made it the only bike on test that

was competitive with a mixed herd of

conventional hardtails and full-

suspension bikes on smoother climbs.

Having ridden 650b and 29in

wheeled Scales, we’re well aware that

they wouldn’t just be keeping pace but 

a clear country mile ahead on the

climbs. It’s where there’s a rapid

succession of blunt-edged roots and

rocks that’ll make a hardtail with

conventional, higher pressure tyres

stumble and stutter that the plus-size

Scale really shows its colours. Speed

sustain is much better and traction a

lot more surefooted but there’s still

enough responsiveness to keep you on 

track rather than getting gradually

bogged down with drag.

The steering feels more prompt and

direct on climbs and flat technical

singletrack too, so you don’t have to

make as many repeated corrections

as with the slacker, shorter-stemmed

bikes on test to keep on track. The fat,

flaccid tyres still sometimes drag off

in irritating directions if they scuff

something you’d normally miss

though, and ground clearance is

limited on rocky terrain. That means

it’s generally better just ploughing 

Scott’s race-bred Scale delivers high-volume high performance£1,899

SCOTT SCALE 710 

MADE FOR SPEED

The lightweight, race
bred Fox 32 fork has
cut-away segments
in its hollow leg tips
as well as a neat
remote compression
damping adjuster

Boost

The latest change to
wheels/axles uses a
110mm front hub and
148mm rear for a wider
spoke stance and
laterally stiffer wheel.

Strava

Software/app that
uses your GPS or
smartphone recorded
ride to rank your
times on user-created
‘segments’ of trail.

JARGON BUSTER

ROOM TO SPARE

The wide-spaced
Boost back end will
take seriously chunky
27.5x3in rubber as
well as 29er wheels
for faster rolling

DROPPER READY

It comes with a rigid
seatpost but the Scale
frame has routing for
an internal or external 
dropper post 
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RATHER THAN TIPTOEING DOWN

WE WERE SOON BARGING THROUGH

BOULDER FIELDS AS THOUGH ON A

HEAVILY SAGGED FULL-SUSSER

Scott’s Scale is impressively fast and

light for a ‘plus’ bike but still loves 

blasting technical descents

through the straightest option rather

than trying to do something clever

at slow speeds.

While it can help with lazy climbing,

plus-sizing the tyres absolutely

transforms the descending abilities of

the Scale. Rather than tiptoeing down

waiting for the rear tyre to pop if we

got it wrong, we were soon barging

through boulder fields as though we

were on a heavily sagged full-susser.

The noticeably less stiff fork than on 

the other bikes here and flaccid  

tyres inevitably mean an approximate

rather than accurate approach to

specific lines, but the long back end

keeps it fundamentally stable and it’s

light enough to hop and pop into the

right spots when the trail turns faster

than it naturally wants to. This all

meant that post-ride Strava analysis

showed some impressive segment 

speeds for rocky descents and

technical power sections alike.

Although the Schwalbe Rocket Rons

are a lot more surefooted in the wet 

than the WTB and Maxxis tyres of the

other bikes here, we’d still try to find a

plus-size Nobby Nic to give more

winterproof control up front. We’d also

recommend fitting a dropper to liberate

its more lairy side without having to

constantly mess with the seat clamp.

BikeTest
P L U S - S I Z E H A R D T A I L S

£1,500-£2,159
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hargrovescycles.co.uk  tel: 02380 864832

hargrovescycles.co.uk

All information correct upon going to print, excluding genuine errors.

Please check website for latest pricing. We recommend that

you contact us prior to visiting our stores for stock availability.     

Hargroves cycles PRICE MATCH PROMISE
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TAX FREE CYCLES
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Free Delivery
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SALE

150 Commercial Road
Totton
Southampton
SO40 3AA
Tel: 023 8086 2011 

Southampton (Totton) :

Unit 1, Winchester 
Trade Park
Winchester
SO23 7FA
Tel: 01962 860 005

Winchester :

202 West Street
Fareham
Hampshire
PO16 0HF
Tel: 01329 231 751

fareham :

453 Millbrook Road
Southampton
Hampshire
SO15 0HX
Tel: 023 8078 9160 

Southampton (Millbrook) :

106 - 108 The Hornet
Chichester
West Sussex
PO19 7JR
Tel: 01243 537 33 

Chichester :

Unit 9, Penzance Drive
Churchward Park
Swindon
SN5 7RX
Tel: 01793 528 208 

Swindon :

50%

BIKES - CLOTHING - ACCESSORIES

SAVE UP TO

ONLINE INSTORE



SO GOOD

Big bar, fat tyres,
forgiving frame and
stable handling
allow daredevil
descending

Outrageous grip at
low pressures

Impressive parts
package for the price

NO GOOD

Feels far more
draggy, soft and slow
than it actually is

Lazy steering/tyre
scrub at low speeds

N
orco’s plus-size hardtail trades

labour-intensive laziness on flats

and climbs for outrageously

uncouth gravity-assisted

behaviour that’d shame many

full-suspension bikes. Production

packages will be even better than the

sample we tested too.

The frame
Norco have worked hard to squeeze

proper plus-size tyres into the Torrent

while keeping it bang on trend for aggro

handling. Complicated asymmetric

forgings allow a super-short Boost

back end without any of the calf or

ankle rub issues of the Orbea. The

heavily sloped top tube and long,

buttressed seat tube extension give

plenty of sack space even if you stall on

a stupidly steep climb. A long conjoined

main tube section keeps the head tube

securely attached to the rest of the

bike. Brake and gear cables run

through less-than-subtle brackets but

at least the remote control KS dropper

post cable only pops into view in the

bottom corner of the frame.

The kit
While the inclusion of a dropper is

impressive for the price it’s the tyres

that really make a difference to what 

this bike can do. Rather than trying to 

massage the ego of struggling muscles 

with fast-rolling semi-slicks, Norco 

have opted for chunky Nobby Nic 

tubeless rubber on super-wide 49mm 

rims for a full-fat 72mm carcass width. 

The bar is equally oversize at 35mm in 

diameter and 780mm wide, and the 

28t chainring is a sensible choice on 

the heaviest, slowest rolling bike here. 

The ride
As soon as we started rolling we 

noticed that we seemed to be working 

significantly harder on the Torrent than 

on the other bikes here. Tyre drag and 

a soft feel under power create an 

unrewarding response to any 

attempted injections of pace and make 

it hard to maintain morale. The slack 

head angle and grippy tyres mean you 

really have to haul on the big bar to get 

it to sullenly change direction on the 

flat, and even then it’ll often take 

several tugs to get the message 

across. Add a bit of upward gradient 

and the steering often stumbles and 

scuffs the side of the trail unless you 

just GPS the straightest course 

possible through stuff. All this meant 

we nearly turned round and headed for 

home before we even got to the tops 

on our first big moorland mission.

Get even a hint of gravity on your 

side though and the Torrent begins to 

flow. We’re not just talking a little 

trickle winding its way round boulders 

and skirting serious drops like you’d 

expect even on a fairly butch aggro 

hardtail. With barely double-figure PSI 

in the tyres the Torrent surges straight 

over everything with all the subtlety of 

a tsunami. Even on foggy nights with 

split seconds to react to incoming 

impacts, blind launches or ditches, it 

soon became obvious that the Norco 

would just plough straight through 

everything regardless. The noticeably 

soft, drive diluting frame feel helps 

damp and control impacts too. In fact, 

there’s so little sense of drama that 

only the fact we were casually sat on 

the shoulder of a very well piloted 

full-sus 29er suggested we were 

probably going pretty damn quick. 

The steeper, looser and loamier the 

trail, the more the Torrent loved it too, 

with the long front end and super-short 

back end allowing ridiculous lean 

angles and hip-controlled slides. That 

meant it wasn’t long before we watched 

the 29er drift wide, smelled our cheap 

Avid brakes burning as we dived inside 

Patience under power pays big dividends on descents£1,599

NORCO TORRENT 7.1

SLAMMED

Complex asymmetric 
sections at the head  
of the chainstays let 
Norco tuck the fat 
tyres right in tight  
for easy agility

PSI

Pounds per square
inch. We run regular
tyres at 25-30psi but
plus-size rubber only
starts to get smoother
and grippier – rather
than randomly bouncy
– at around 10psi.

Forgings

Frame sections made
from solid metal
crushed (cold forged)
or melted and cast
(hot forged) into shape.

JARGON BUSTER

BikeTest
P L U S - S I Z E  H A R D T A I L S

£1,500-£2,159
FORK UPGRADE 

Production bikes will 
get RockShox’s new 
Yari fork rather than 
the Manitou Magnum 
of our early-release 
test sample

TENACIOUS TYRES

Proper tread on the Nobby Nic tyres 
means consistent all weather, all surface 
grip, but rolling speed drops noticeably
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WITH BARELY DOUBLE FIGURES IN THE TYRES

IT SURGES STRAIGHT OVER EVERYTHING

WITH ALL THE SUBTLETY OF A TSUNAMI 

Lazy feel won’t suit everyone, but an

outrageously capable, chaos proof 

package at a cracking price

it on the steepest, tightest line and then

disappeared into the distance.

Our dramatic change from cursing

haters to complete converts even

followed us onto subsequent climbs.

With regularly rim-bumping pressures

and the realisation that the Norco

would only change direction with a big

lean rather than conventional steering,

we were free to crawl crudely up and

over anything in our path. The

reduction in rider input to just holding 

it on an approximate line and keeping

the tiny ring spinning wasn’t the most

rewarding sensation, but repeated first

time clears of ultra-technical climbs

meant the results were obvious. Strava

ride autopsies showed that even

sections we felt really slow on were

being thugged through at personal

record pace, and despite initial

concerns the tyres stayed inflated no

matter how careless our lines or

bruising the geology. The Torrent’s 

descending capability will potentially

be boosted even further on production

models, which get the new RockShox

Yari fork with super-stiff 35mm legs

rather than the slightly flexy Manitou 

Magnum our early sample had.

B I K E  T E S T



Below average:
flawed in some way

Good: it’ll do the
job and do it well

Very good: one of
the best you can buy

Exceptional: a 
genuine class leader

Poor: simply put,
don’t bother

WHAT OUR SCORES MEAN: We give each bike one overall score to sum up how it performs and its value for money. If a bike gets a score of five, it really is the best you can get in terms of both

THE SPEC DECK

BikeTest
P L U S - S I Z E  H A R D T A I L S

£1,500-£2,159
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ORBEA LOKI H-LTD CHARGE COOKER 4 SCOTT SCALE 710 NORCO TORRENT 7.1

PRICE £2,159 £1,499.99 £1,899 £1,599

DISTRIBUTOR www.orbea.com www.chargebikes.com www.scott-sports.com www.evanscycles.com

WEIGHT 13.06kg (28.79lb) 13.21kg (29.12lb) 12.1kg (26.68lb) 13.57kg (29.92lb)

FRAME Hydroformed, triple butted 

aluminium

Butted 6061 aluminium Custom butted ‘Superlight 

aluminium

Custom formed ‘X6’ 6061 

aluminium w/ double butted top 

and down tubes

SIZES S, M, L*, XL S, M, L*, XL S, M, L*, XL M, L*, XL

FORK Fox 34 Float Factory FIT4 Boost, 

120mm (4.7in) travel

RockShox Reba RL TK Solo Air 

Boost, 100mm (3.9in) travel

Fox 32 Float Performance FIT4 

Boost, 120mm (4.7in) travel

Manitou Magnum,  

130mm (5.1in) travel

HEADSET FSA (integrated) FSA No.42 Syncros Pro Feimin (sealed, internal)

WHEELS Hubs: Orbea Boost  

(110x15mm F, 148x12mm R)

Rims: Orbea Ready 27+ 40c 

Spokes: Double butted, stainless

Wheel weight: 2.39kg F/2.96kg R 

(including tyres)

Hubs: Charge Boost F (110x15mm), 

Charge QR R (135x9mm)

Rims: Charge SOAC

Spokes: Double butted, stainless

Wheel weight: 2.54kg F, 3.37kg R 

(including tyres)

Hubs: Syncros CL811 Boost 

(110x15mm F, 148x12mm R)

Rims: Syncros X-40

Spokes: Double butted, stainless

Wheel weight: 2.25kg F, 2.75kg R 

(including tyres)

Hubs: Novatec Boost  

(110x15mm F, 148x12mm R)

Rims: WTB Scraper i45

Spokes: Double butted, stainless

Wheel weight: 2.34kg F, 2.85kg R 

(including tyres)

TYRES Maxxis Chronicle TR EXO 

Protection, 27.5x3in

WTB Trailblazer, 27.5x2.8in Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO TL Easy 

PaceStar, 27.5x3in

Schwalbe Nobby Nic SnakeSkin TL 

Easy, 27.5x3in 

CRANKSET/  

BOTTOM BRACKET

Race Face Æffect, 28t/ 

Race Face external 

SRAM GX, 30t/Truvativ GXP SRAM GX, 30t/SRAM GXP PF Race Face Æffect, 28t/ 

Race Face external

DERAILLEURS Shimano Deore XT M8000 SRAM GX Type 2 SRAM GX Type 2 SRAM GX Type 2

SHIFTERS Shimano XTR M9000 (1x11) SRAM GX (1x11) SRAM GX (1x11) SRAM GX (1x11)

CASSETTE/CHAIN Shimano Deore XT M8000, 11-42t/

Shimano HG700

SRAM XG-1050, 10-42t/KMC X11 SRAM XG-1050 10-42t/KMC X11 SRAM XG-1050, 10-42t/ 

SRAM PC-1130

BRAKES Shimano M506, 180mm/160mm Shimano SLX M675, 

180mm/160mm

Shimano Deore, M506, 

180mm/160mm

Avid DB5, 180/160mm

BAR/STEM/GRIPS Race Face Æffect 35, 760mm/Race 

Face Æffect 35, 55mm/ 

Race Face Atlas lock-on

Race Face Evolve, 725mm/Charge 

Lite, 80mm/Charge Square

Syncros FL1.5, 740mm/Syncros 

FL1.5, 65mm/Syncros Pro lock-on

Norco Lite DB, 780mm/Norco, 

55mm/Norco lock-on

SADDLE/

SEATPOST

RockShox Reverb Stealth dropper/

fi’zi:k Gobi M5

Race Face Ride rigid/Charge Spoon Syncros FL2.0 rigid/ 

Syncros XM1.5 Ti

KS eTen Integra dropper/Norco XC

DIMENSIONS

FRAME ANGLES Head67° Seat73° Head70° Seat73.5° Head67.5° Seat73° Head67° Seat73°

VERDICT

A refreshingly simple and 

distinctive, good value option that 

delivers plus-size gains for old-skool

Scott’s Scale is impressively fast 

and light for a ‘plus’ bike but still 

loves blasting technical descents

Lazy feel won’t suit everyone, but an 

outrageously capable, chaos proof 

package at a cracking price

Impact and precise-line ignorant 

option that’s fun on dry, technical 

trails but has serious rub and 
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FINAL VERDICT

T
he introduction of a new concept, 

component or technology always 

makes for an interesting shake-up in 

opinions. That’s certainly been the 

case for our first in-depth experience 

of ‘plus’ bikes, and we still aren’t sure if we 

like them or not. Stumbling steering, 

slower acceleration and a general lack of 

the accurate feedback and visceral feel 

that make ragged-edge MTBing rewarding 

will definitely be a downside for some. Tyre 

choice is also an issue, with so few 

replacements available. The impact-

ignorant speed sustain of 2.8 to 3in tyres 

undoubtedly lets you hit trails far harder 

than normal for a hardtail though, and gets 

you further up technical climbs too.

Whatever your opinion, this test shows 

plus-size bikes vary just as much as other 

breeds. Orbea’s Loki is a super-confident, 

big-hitting hardcore trail rager if the wide 

stays don’t bother you. In total contrast, 

Charge’s Cooker minimises the lazy 

handling feel of plus-size tyres for general 

riding but still delivers their trail-smoothing 

advantages. Scott have retained most of the 

lightweight enthusiasm of the Scale while 

delivering reckless rough terrain ability. 

There’s only one bike here that comes 

ready to exploit the max traction, minimum 

descending drama potential of ‘plus’ tyres 

though, and that’s Norco’s Torrent. Just be 

prepared to be patient under power to 

access its outrageous roost spraying, bar 

dragging, boulder proof technical trail 

insolence on the way back down.

Budget full-suspension 
Can you get a decent trail bike for under £1,000?  
ON SALE 5 FEBRUARY

 NEXT MONTH 

WINNER
NORCO  

TORRENT 7.1 
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Group Test

SINGLE-RING
CRANKS

CRANK ARMS
Can be alloy, carbon 

fibre or a hybrid of 

both. Either material 

can be solid or hollow, 

and alloy can be 

forged, machined or a 

combination of both. 

Lengths range from 

165 to 180mm.We’ve given 15 sets a good stomping, from 
affordable alloy to cutting-edge carbon

AXLE
Standard cranks use a 

24mm diameter steel 

axle but 30mm alloy 

axles are increasingly 

common. Axles can be 

permanently fixed to 

the driveside or 

non-driveside crank 

arm, or bolt on 

separately. Some DH 

bikes, Boost-hubbed 

bikes and fatbikes need 

specific longer axles.

BOTTOM BRACKET
There are three main 

types of BB shell on 

frames – traditional 

threaded, press-fit 

BB92 and oversize 

BB30 or PF30. Some 

cranks are designed  

to fit a 30mm axle  

into a small diameter 

BB, but not all 

manufacturers support 

all BB/axle standards.

SPIDER
The bridge between the 

crank arms and 

chainring. Some 

spiders are formed 

from the same block as 

the arms, some are 

permanently fixed in 

place and some are 

removable/replaceable.

CHAINRING
Most single chainrings 

are made from 

machined or forged 

alloy of varying recipes, 

with alternating 

narrow/wide teeth to 

retain the chain. 

Shimano use 

same-width but  

deeper-scooped teeth 

made from steel or 

titanium in a  

composite sandwich.

Words Guy Kesteven Pics Mick Kirkman



Ratings
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WE BASE OUR SCORES

ON VALUE FOR MONEY

AND PERFORMANCE

> Anodised

Electrochemical cosmetic 
protection of alloy components. 
Sometimes coloured.

> Armature

 An internal skeleton used inside  
a composite structure such as  
a carbon crank arm to increase 
strength and/or stiffness.

> Drive side

The right-hand side of the bike 
(viewed from the saddle), where 
the chainrings and other drivetrain 
components are mounted.

> Forged

Metal that’s been melted (hot 
forged) or crushed/pressed (cold 
forged) into a mould to shape it. 

> Machined

Metal shaped from a block (billet) 
by a cutting machine.

> Non-drive side

The left-hand side of the bike, 
where the brakes are.

> Preload

Pressure added to stop movement  
 

– for example, by a threaded and 
clamped cap designed to stop 
adjustable bearings loosening.

> Press-fit

BB bearings that are pressed, 
rather than screwed, into the frame.

> Spline

Ridges on an axle, spider or crank 
 

arm that mesh with grooves on the 
adjoining part of the crankset and 
stop them rotating in relation  
to one another.

JARGON BUSTER

What to look for

Which 1x crankset is right for you?

it does with other bike parts. What

you will notice is any flex or

weakness, because the cranks are

the first line of power transfer and

traction/control feedback through

your feet. We’d always err on the side

of strength over weight loss.

Not all brands deliver a linear

progression in performance as prices

rise. Some make great basic cranks

but fail with flexy or not particularly

light flagship models. Others make

outstanding premium cranks but

disappointingly anonymous

affordable ones. Don’t forget to factor

in BB and chainring lifespan too,

because that affects value over time.

If the cranks, BB and chainring are

offered separately it can be worth

mixing and matching parts to get the

best complete package price.

Double-check everything is definitely 

compatible to avoid ending up with a 

Frankenstein’s monster of a crankset 

though. For practical long-term 

reasons we’d be wary of models that 

require special tools for fitting or 

servicing – you don’t want to find 

yourself stranded mid roadtrip 

because the local bike shop doesn’t 

have the right equipment to help you. 

W
HETHER YOU GO for a

factory 1x11 transmission or

build your own 1x10 set-up

by throwing away your front

mech and shifter, single-ring

transmissions are a great idea. They

increase tyre and bar space, reduce

weight and leave less to go wrong. Of

course, you can just stick a single

chainring on standard cranks and

throw the other rings away. But a

1x-specific crankset should hopefully

be lighter and neater.

The first thing to check is what

cranks fit your bike. If you have a

press-fit or BB30 bottom bracket it

makes sense to get cranks with a

matching oversize axle. Some crank/

BB systems (Race Face Cinch, FSA

BB392, Hope, e*thirteen, Rotor) let

you fit a fat 30mm axle into a regular

BB shell. The more standards your

cranks are compatible with, the more

transferable they’ll be to future

frames/bikes. Once you’ve narrowed

down which cranks will fit your frame,

it’s a question of the usual low weight

versus high strength balance.

While cheaper narrow/wide-ringed

cranksets are likely to appear from

Shimano in the wake of the new XT,

£150 is the current bottom line. For 

upwards of this we’d expect to get 

cranks that are either lighter or 

stronger, or slightly lighter and 

slightly stronger if going for a 

compromise. There’s a big variation 

in weight between different cranks, 

but their position at the bottom of  

the frame means this makes less of  

a difference in dynamic terms than  

EXCEPTIONAL:

A genuine class leader

VERY GOOD: One of the

best you can buy

GOOD: It’ll do the job

and do it well

BELOW AVERAGE:

Flawed in some way

POOR: Simply put,
don’t bother!

Guy Kesteven

Nobody rides more 
bikes and cranks 
than Guy, but really 
focusing in on these 
vital components 
revealed some clear 
differences in 
performance and 
practicality, 
resulting in some 
surprise winners 
and losers.

THE

TESTER

OUR TESTING IS DESIGNED to 

mimic the likely life of your cranks, 

but in the most demanding and 

occasionally deliberately dumb 

way possible. That starts from 

opening the box and seeing if 

fitting is self-explanatory and any 

special tools required actually 

work. Then it’s just a case of giving 

each set of cranks as much abuse 

as we can, exposing them to 

brutal landings, ankle-jarring 

boulder strikes and mile after 

murderous mile of winter grit. As 

well as getting as much time in as 

possible on our test sets, we 

harvest data from other trusted 

users in as many diverse riding 

environments as possible. Finally, 

we get them all back together  

and ride them back-to-back to 

compare stiffness, chainring feel 

and other performance indicators. 

We also check them for cosmetic 

and mechanical wear to see which 

have held up best over time. Then 

we double-check weights in the 

workshop, confirm available 

formats with manufacturers and 

turn months of hard riding into 

trail-proven reviews.

HOW WE  
TESTED THEM



no 30mm option. The arms are

noticeably flexible when you stamp

your foot down under power or rail

hard through corners. The rings are

flexible too, and the simple narrow/

wide tooth profile is slightly noisier

and less secure than others here. The

three-bolt fixing is SRAM compatible

though, so there are plenty of

aftermarket alternatives that’ll fit.

AEROZINE’S SINGLE-RING cranks

are a useful option for less aggressive

riders looking to save some weight

and money. The broad-but-shallow

forged arms and direct-fit ring make

them the lightest alloy cranks here

apart from Shimano XTR. Reversible

pedal plugs allow 170 or 175mm

effective lengths (172.5mm plugs are

£13.99) without changing the actual

arms. The price also includes a

decent external-cup BB, but there’s 

Aerozine XONE-A1

 £139.99 Nrg4 WWW.NRG4CYCLING.CO.UK
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£249.95 Windwave www.windwave.co.uk

Gravity GRID MegaExo Megatooth 

THE HOLLOW FORGED, rectangular

section arms of the new GRID cranks

are permanently fixed to a deep 3D

sculpted, square tipped spider. That

makes for a reassuringly solid feel

underfoot for accurate feedback and

direct power delivery even with the

conventional diameter MegaExo axle.

Gravity don’t offer BB30 or BB392

cranks so you’ll have to use adaptors

if you’ve got a large-bore frame. The

fractionally taller profile seems to 

make the ‘Megateeth’ more

vulnerable to snapped tips than

other narrow/wide designs if you

sump out on a boulder, but at least

the conventional 104/64mm bolt

circle diameter means the GRIDs are

compatible with most aftermarket

replacement rings. This crankset will

take an inner chainring too, but both

weight and price are relatively high.

£270 (spiderless) Hope Technology www.hopetech.com

Hope Cranks

after repeated removals. There’s a

choice of double or single-ring

spiders or the six-arm ‘spiderless’

ring option we tested, which saves

70g and £20. Hope’s BBs are

super-smooth and allow the 30mm

axle to fit in any shell. The cranks are

physically flexy under power though,

and depend on three different tools 

for crank and spider removal.

HOPE’S METICULOUSLY UK

machined cranks are big on

long-term durability and security but

low on stiffness and dependent on

proprietary tools. The solid, sculpted

arms are available in a wide range of

anodised colours, with extensive

laser etching keeping high-wear

areas raw so they don’t show

scuffing. The extra security plug that

fixes the cranks in place is designed

to stop creaking or movement even 

SRAM DESERVE A ton of credit for

freeing the MTB world from front

shifters, mechs and chain guides.

Unfortunately their carbon crank

arms are off-pace compared to the

best in the category. The 30mm axle

option (£340) adds stiffness but

there’s still noticeable arm flex when

you press the pedals hard. That’s

despite the fact they’re significantly

heavier than the carbon competition

from Race Face and FSA. They’re 

slightly cheaper though, and SRAM’s

X-SYNC chainrings are among the

quietest and most secure around.

Spiders are interchangeable if you

decide to double up on rings, or you

can lose weight and tune gearing

with their vast range (26-40t) of

direct-mount rings. The X0s last well

cosmetically too, especially now you

get rubber tip protectors as standard.

SRAM X01

 £315 Fisher Outdoor Leisure www.fisheroutdoor.com

WEIGHT: 614g

ARMS 170, 175mm

WEIGHT: 737g

ARMS: 170, 175mm

WEIGHT: 654g

ARMS: 165, 170, 175mm

WEIGHT: 584g

ARMS: 170, 172.5, 175mm
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£179.95 Silverfish www.silverfish-uk.com

Race Face Turbine Cinch 

RACE FACE’S TURBINE cranks

share the same pocketed back

casting as the super-sturdy Atlas but

with more metal machined off the

front to achieve a more trail friendly

weight. There’s no obvious loss in the

ample stiffness either, though there

is less metal around the axle end of

the arms to cope with particularly

brutal landings. If you’re happy with

black and a 30, 32 or 34t tooth ring,

and don’t need 180mm arms, this 

package saves £15 over separate

cranks and rings in a wider range of

colour and size options. Either way,

the 30mm axle carries useful

stiffness right through the frame and

the Cinch BB menu is all frames and

even fatbike compatible. The

removable driveside arm and simple 

BB-tool-driven lockring make

switching chainrings simple too.

£209.90 Silverfish www.silverfish-uk.com

Race Face Atlas Cinch

THESE LONG-RUNNING Canadian

cranks have been updated with Race

Face’s excellent Cinch system to

create a versatile and user friendly

hardcore crankset. The cold forged,

pocketed-back arms are heavy but

they’re solid underfoot for direct

torque transfer and traction feel.

The Cinch system uses a stiff 30mm

axle teamed with BB options

compatible with all frame standards,

from PF30 to old-school screw-in. 

Separate arm and ring adds cost

over complete packages like the

Turbine Cinch but give you more

colour and ring size options plus

180mm arm lengths. The axle is fixed

to the non-driveside arm so it’s easy

to remove the driveside arm to

replace worn rings, and the threaded 

Cinch lockring uses a relatively 

common BSA30 BB tool.

£349.98 Madison www.madison.co.uk

Shimano XTR Trail M9020 

SHIMANO’S FLAGSHIP TRAIL

cranks are mechanically ultra-

durable and biomechanically

versatile but heavier than the carbon

competition. The hollow arms and

spider are forged in one piece for

serious stiffness and increased

strength over the slightly lighter

bonded arms on the XTR M9000 XC

cranks. The spider works with single,

double or even triple chainrings but

the asymmetric pattern is unique to 

Shimano. You’re not likely to replace

them frequently though, because the

titanium teeth in a carbon composite

sandwich are showing no signs of

wear after a full year of use. The

multi-ring spider and big-ring

clamping blocks on the outside edge

make it 100g heavier than the

lightest carbon competition though,

and there’s no 30mm axle option.

£449.95 Windwave www.windwave.com

FSA K-Force Light ABS BB392EVO

FSA’S NEW FLAGSHIP single-ring

crankset is a great choice for

powerful riders wanting to save

weight. The boxy hollow carbon arms

with co-moulded spider and oversize

30mm axle are seriously stiff, no

matter how hard you brace yourself

against the bar and strain the pedals

round. The BB392 axle/BB standard

will fit BB30, PF30 and smaller

diameter press-fit or threaded

frames with the right adaptors. At a 

fraction over 450g, the K-Forces offer

a big weight saving over most cranks

too. The machined alloy chainrings

use a unique ‘ABS’ bolt spacing, but

FSA have a decent range of chainring

sizes (30-36t). The subtly hooked,

extended ‘Megatooth’ design is

acceptably secure but beware of

tooth-chipping boulder strikes. High

performance equals a high price too.
WEIGHT: 452g

ARMS: 170,175mm

WEIGHT: 565g

ARMS: 165, 170, 175, 180mm

WEIGHT: 707g

ARMS: 170, 175, 180

WEIGHT: 643g

ARMS: 170, 175mm



For thousands more reviews

tooth profile is amazingly secure too.

Installation onto the steel axle is

simple and secure, with Boost axle

versions now available but still no

30mm options. Double or single-ring

mount holes add weight over the

direct-fit competition too. The black

finish needs protective taping to stop

it looking six months old after only a 

couple of hours.

SHIMANO’S NEW XT crankset is

even more mechanically durable

than its legendary forebears but it

looks scruffy faster than ever. The

hollow-forged arms and fixed spider

are impressively stiff for powerful

torque transmission and precise trail

feedback. Separately bought

chainrings allow ratio choice and the

steel teeth set in a carbon composite

sandwich are super-durable even in

UK conditions. The low-scooped DCE 

Shimano Deore XT M8000

 £149.98 Madison www.madison.co.uk
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£229.99 Upgrade Bikes www.upgradebikes.co.uk

Turn GIRDER M30

DURABILITY KINGS PRAXIS have

joined up their BB and chainring

offerings with these bomber cranks.

The huge box-section arms can scuff

ankles if you pedal duck-footed, but

their massive stiffness is obvious as

soon as you put foot to pedal. Add an

oversize 30mm axle and they haven’t 

flinched or flexed under even our

most hardcore testers. Ground

clearance/low BB fans will be glad of

the short 165mm arm option, and 

they’re not as heavy as you’d expect.

The spider is fixed and UK distributors

Upgrade only offer a 32t version as a

complete package (30-38t options

sold separately), but the ultra tough,

impressively secure cold-forged

Praxis chainring won’t need replacing

any time soon. Praxis’s BBs (£34.99-

59.99) are equally durable, and 

available to fit all frames.

£155 Fisher Outdoor Leisure www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

SRAM GX-1400

aftermarket for high mileage/foul

weather use. The arms last much

better cosmetically than Shimano’s

rival XT cranks too, though protective 

tape is still wise. There’s a 30mm

axle version (£180) to increase

stiffness and lose 14g, or you can

get the same spider, direct ring and

axle options with the solid-forged  

GX-1000 cranks for just £95.

SRAM’S GX-LABELLED cranks offer

great all-round performance at an

affordable price. The hollow-forged

arms are plenty stiff and can handle  

a battering without obviously

suffering. The three-bolt splined

crank mount makes it easy to swap

between single or multi-ring spiders

or direct-mount rings. The X-SYNC

chainring teeth still set the standard

for quiet-running security, and steel 

versions are now available 

THE REX 2.1S are impressively stiff,

lightweight and multi frame

compatible, even if you don’t buy

into Rotor’s asymmetric chainring

concept. They’re made from 7075

alloy rather than the 7055 used on

the pricier REX 1.1s, which adds 42g.

But they’re still relatively light, and

the internally triple-drilled arms are

just as stiff under power. The

cunning reverse crank-cap makes

them easy to get on and off, and the 

oversize axle syncs with a selection of

BBs to fit all frames. Check spacing

and clearances though – the straight

arms don’t give much chainstay

space. The oval QX1 rings have to be

bought separately and can be moved

between three positions to alter their

unique, dead spot minimising feel. If

you’re not convinced, SRAM spiders 

are also available.

Rotor REX 2.1 QX1

 £268  Velotech Services www.velotechservices.co.uk

WEIGHT: 600g

ARMS: 170, 172.5, 175mm

WEIGHT: 691g

ARMS: 165, 170, 175mm

WEIGHT: 685g

ARMS: 170, 175mm

WEIGHT: 669g

ARMS: 165, 170, 175, 180mm



MOST
WANTEDVALUE

WINNER

Group Test

£179.98 Upgrade Bikes www.upgradebikes.co.uk

£99.95 Silverfish www.silverfish-uk.com £369 Silverfish www.silverfish-uk.com

DMR Axe 

Race Face Ride 

Race Face Next SL 

WINNERS

OFFERING ALL THE single-ring

essentials for £40 less than the

nearest competition, our Value

Award winning crankset was

obvious right from the start of

the test. Race Face’s Ride

cranks are slightly heavier than 

more expensive units and

there’s no oversize 30mm

Cinch option, but the steel EXI

axle doesn’t feel obviously soft

or flexy underfoot. The included

3D-machined narrow/wide

rings in a choice of 32 or 34t

sizes are secure, durable,

laser-etched items that would

cost you £36.95 if bought

separately. If single-ring life

turns out not to be for you then

the co-moulded spider also

works with twin or triple-ring 

set-ups. You even get a

half-decent threaded BB

included, which you can

always barter with even if you 

need a different standard.

WHEN WE STARTED riding

these ridiculously light carbon

cranks we tiptoed round waiting

for them to explode when we

rode off a kerb. But after a year

of increasingly abusive

behaviour on several different

sets that’s seen several wheel

breakages and cartwheeling

high-speed crashes, we’ve not

had a single issue with them.

They’re very stiff when sprinting

or driving through a berm, with

the Cinch BB system extending 

30mm axle rigidity to any frame. 

The user-friendly mount lets

you swap out the supplied

direct-mount ring for a twin-ring

spider and you can even get

fatbike width cranks. The naked

carbon fibre finish is protected

with thick name stickers to keep

them looking good, and they’re

not even excessively expensive 

considering their totally

outstanding performance.

 NEXT MONTH     Disc brakes
Fifteen sets of anchors lab and trail tested ON SALE 5 FEBRUARY

CONSIDERING THE HUGE amount

of experience some of the other

brands here have when it comes to

making cranks, DMR have done an

amazing job producing the set that

consistently impressed us most.

There’s more shared between the

Turn and DMR cranks than just their

UK distributor. The broad arm profiles

are similar, and the fixed-and-bolted

attachment hardware between the

arms and the stepped 30mm to

28mm axle are identical. The DMR

cranks are shallower though, which

means they don’t sting your feet as

much across rock gardens. They’re

still more than stiff enough for the

biggest cornering G-pullers or

pedal-bending sprinters though, and

the 30g weight loss means a closer

match to the SRAM and Shimano 

competition. While the dimensions

and oversize alloy axle are shared,

DMR have flipped the attachment

ends so that the driveside arm is

now the removable one. That

makes it much easier to change the

direct-mount rings. The scalloped

three-bolt attachment is compatible

with all SRAM-style direct-mount

rings and spiders too, making the

separate arms (£139.99) and ring

(£39.99) system even more versatile.

The Praxis BBs that the Axes are

compatible with are our benchmark

for easy ‘any frame’ installation and

smooth durability too, completing

a triumphant surprise win debut for  

the renowned UK dirt jump and 

hardcore riding brand.

Tester says…
Having taken the
cranks on most test

bikes for granted, focusing
on them individually threw up
some dramatic differences.
The good news is there are
more user friendly, long-term
tough cranks available than
ever before, and they don’t
have to cost a fortune.

WEIGHT: 661g

ARMS: 165, 170, 175mm

WEIGHT: 693g

ARMS: 170, 175mm

WEIGHT: 441g

ARMS: 170, 175mm
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N
o one wants to throw money away, but

choosing the wrong method to move your

money overseas means you’re doing exactly

that, losing pounds in the process.

People need to make international money

transfers for many reasons, and most will turn

automatically to their high street bank. The bank

will be happy to make these transfers, but often

offer a lower exchange rate, set that day – as well

as additional, expensive, transfer fees.

To maximise your money, why not use Smart

Currency Exchange for your money transfers?

Not only will you receive the best possible service,

thanks to their free specialist knowledge, but

you should also be offered a more competitive

exchange rate, and minimal fees – saving you a

significant amount of money.

Why use a currency specialist?

Better exchange rates
A currency specialist can offer you

significantly better exchange rates than

your local bank, giving you more money

to play with. For example, if you need to

transfer £200,000 to purchase a new

property overseas, you could save up

to £8,000. The transfer can be made

quickly too, saving you time and money.

Save money on all transfers
In addition to the money you save through

great exchange rates, Smart Currency

Exchange doesn’t charge any fees on

transfers over £3,000, and very low fees

on smaller payments. You’ll find that

high street banks, on the other hand,

typically charge a fee of around £20 to

£40 for each and every transfer they

make to an overseas account.

Outstanding customer service 
The currency market is constantly

fluctuating as political and economic  

events impact the exchange rates. 

Trying to understand the markets and 

make your transfer at the right time is 

very difficult. Through Smart Currency 

Exchange, you’ll gain access to your 

own personal currency specialist who’ll  

help you time your transfers and  

maximise your money.

G R E A T E X C H A N G E R A T E S 
A N D H A S S L E - F R E E  

M O N E Y T R A N S F E R S

Maximise  

your money and

receive great exchange 

rates –  use Smart

Currency Exchange for all  

your international

money  

transfers 

Don’t miss out on great exchange rates. 

Call Smart Currency Exchange now on 020 8003 1305 

or visit www.smartcurrencyexchange.com/mbuk

M O N E Y
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EXTEND THE
LIFE OF YOUR BIKE
Twenty-five tips to keep things running smoothly

HALDON FOREST
There’s a great mix of waymarked trails and
off-piste descents at this Devon trail centre

P146 WRECKING CREW

P131  HOW TO...

All our route maps 
are put together 
by route guru Max 
Darkins. Max 
loves travelling the 
country in search of 
the best trails and is 
also the man behind 
www.roughride 
guide.co.uk. 

MBUK’S ROUTE EXPERT

THE SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE & PLACES TO 
GO FOR A BETTER RIDE

Winterproof your bike by fitting full-length 
outers when you replace your gear cables

P142  GRIMETIME

We head to Rothiemurchus in the 
Cairngorms for a muddy winter blast

P136  THE BIG RIDE

Your questions, our answers, all of your 
mechanical problems solved

P144  ASK MBUK



R E A D E R  O F F E R

Terms and conditions: Book before 31/01/16.
Applies to new bookings only.
Cannot be combined with any other offer.
Subject to availability.

SPECIAL READER OFFER

£50 OFF
MOUNTAIN BIKING 

HOLIDAYS IN  
MALTA 

Call 0161 703 5819 to book and use the code MBUK. 
Visit www.wheel2wheelholidays.com or watch   
https://vimeo.com/104584056 for inspiration

M
alta is a wonderful island located off the 
coast of Sicily in the Mediterranean Sea. 
Despite its small size, it offers excellent 
riding on historic country roads, ridgeways 

and off-road trails, often with a sea view, through 
farming communities or past historic churches. You’ll 
also have the chance to ride on Gozo, the second 
largest island in the Maltese archipelago, which is 
quieter and full of history. Rough roads and hidden 
trails make it a unique place to ride. You can also go 
on non-riding excursions to Malta’s capital Valletta 
and the Three Cities on a guided/self-guided basis.

Ride 1 Malta West full-day bike tour (start and finish 
at guest house in the resort of Bugibba – 30-40km)

Ride 2 Malta North full-day bike tour (start and 
finish at Bugibba guest house – 30-40km)

Ride 3 Malta North full-day bike tour (start and 
finish at Bugibba guest house – 30-40km)

Ride 4 Gozo bike tour (transport to ferry terminal, 
boat to Gozo, start and finish in the harbour town  
of Mgarr – 30-40km) 

• Book before 31 January 2016 to receive the £50 
discount for MBUK readers.

• Offer available March to April 2016.
• Eight days staying in a guest house in Bugibba

on a B&B basis. Mountain bike hire and airport 
transfers included.

• Groups welcome.
• Local guide provided.
•Medium-difficulty terrain on sometimes hilly, rough 

and uneven roads and/or trails.
• Prices from £599 per person, including bike hire. 

You can bring your own mountain bike too.

WINTER MOUNTAIN BIKING IN
MEDITERRANEAN MALTA



oll up! Roll up! Do you wish

you could stick your bike in

a preservation jar to keep it

looking all shiny and new forever?

Or would you just like to eradicate

those annoying creaks and rattles?

Come right this way – w ’v

just the thing y

you’l c

Tips to keep 
your bike
running
smoothly
and looking 
pristine

M A N U A L
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HOW TO

Protect against  

chain slap

FREQUENCY: OnceCOST: £10+

Don’t want to ruin the sleek

lines of your frame by

wrapping an old inner tube

around the chainstay? Get

some dedicated protection

– a neoprene stay protector

or some of MarshGuard’s

durable Slapper Tape (€14).

Refresh your dropper

FREQUENCY: Once a yearCOST: VARIES

RockShox sell bleed kits for

their hydraulic Reverb post

(£29.99, www.fisheroutdoor.

co.uk), or you can take it to

your local bike shop (LBS).

On a mechanical dropper

it’s a simple job to fit a new

cable. You’ll want to do this 

as soon as the remote lever

stops behaving as it should.

Heli tape your frame 

FREQUENCY: OnceCOST: £15+

Sticking this transparent

film on your bike is a

laborious task, but it’s

tough enough to protect

vulnerable helicopter

blades so it’ll have no

trouble keeping your

paintwork pristine. You can

pick up a 100x10cm roll

online for about £15.

Give your bearings  

a bit of TLC

FREQUENCY: PeriodicallyCOST: VARIES

If you ride a lot in the wet

and mud, or over

particularly rough terrain,

it’s wise to keep an eye on

the bearings that keep your

bike cranking, pivoting,

turning and rolling

smoothly. If you feel up to 

the task of regreasing

them yourself, make sure

you’ve got the right tools

to do the job. If not, take

your bike to your LBS,

who’ll also be able to tell

you if your bearings need

replacing rather than just

servicing. A full service of 

all the bearings

(suspension pivots,

headset, bottom bracket

and hubs) should cost

between £50 and £100.

M A INTENANCE
BON A N Z A !

Check out the

BikeRadar

Hacks series

for more tips

and advice:

http://tinyurl.

com/neax63y

Tension loose spokes
FREQUENCY: PeriodicallyCOST: FREE

Keeping your spokes at the right tension
will help your wheels stay as straight as a
die. If any spokes feel particularly loose

(compared to others on the same wheel or a
wheel you know is good) tighten them with
a spoke key, turning it clockwise half a turn
at a time. Make sure you don’t overtighten
the spokes, because this could buckle your

wheel. Local bike shops will do this for 
around £15 to save you the pain.

Dry your bike 
FREQUENCY: After washingCOST: Free

Every time you wash your bike, make sure
to dry it off too. This will stop the chain and
gears going rusty. Be sure to lube up all the
moving parts, and some protective spray 

(see no. 15) won’t go amiss.

Bleed your brakes

FREQUENCY: PeriodicallyCOST: £15+

If your levers feel spongy or your
stopping power is inconsistent it’s a
sign that there’s air in the system and
your brakes are in need of some
attention. You can pick up bleed kits
from around £15 online, or take your
bike to your LBS for professional
treatment. Like a car that needs an
annual oil change, you should keep
the fluid in your brakes in good
condition so look to do a bleed at 
least once a year.
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M A INTENANCE
BON A N Z A !

The SRAM

website

contains a

wealth of

knowledge on

how to service

their brakes,

RockShox

forks and

Reverb posts

– www.sram.

com/service

Wash your bike

FREQUENCY: When dirty!COST: Free

This may be stating the
obvious, but if your bike is
caked in mud it won’t ride
as well. Ideally, clean it after
every outing, paying
particular attention to the
drivetrain, fork stanchions,
shock and dropper post (if
you have one), to prevent
them getting scratched.
Avoid using pressure
washers, because they
can blast the grease out of 
the bike’s bearings.

Check your tyre pressures 
FREQUENCY: Every rideCOST: FREE

Check your tyre pressures before every ride. Too low and you run
the risk of damaging your rims, pinch puncturing (with a tube) or
burping air (with tubeless tyres). Too high and it’ll reduce grip and
produce a jarring ride. The correct pressure will depend on your

weight and riding style, but as a rule of thumb start with 25psi in 
the front and 28psi at the rear, and tweak from there.

Keep your headset properly adjusted  

Check your headset for play regularly, tightening it when necessary. This
will prevent damage to the bearings, frame and fork. Don’t overtighten the 
top cap bolt though – this will cause the steering to go ‘sticky’.

01 Loosen the headset top
cap bolt and stem

steerer clamp bolts with the
appropriate size Allen key
(usually 4mm or 5mm), turning
it anticlockwise. Don’t remove
them, just slacken them off.

03
Retighten the steerer
clamp bolts until you

reach the stem manufacturer’s 
specified torque setting. 

02 Turn the top cap bolt a
quarter-turn clockwise.

Hold the front brake on and
rock the bike to check for play.
If there’s still play, turn the bolt
another quarter-turn and check 
again. Repeat until tight. 

Look after your BB

FREQUENCY: PeriodicallyCOST: Free

Like the rest of your bike’s

bearings, the bottom

bracket needs to be kept

clean and well greased.

Keep on top of this by

removing it after every

really soggy ride – you’ll

need to remove your cranks

first – giving it a good wipe

down and then greasing

everything before putting  

it back together.

Service your headset

FREQUENCY: PeriodicallyCOST: Free

Headsets need some love

too. Remove the stem and

drop the fork out. Give the

bearings and cups a good

clean, then reassemble

with plenty of grease. 

FREQUENCY: If there’s playCOST: Free
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HOW TO

Send our suspension 

off to be serviced

FREQUENCY: Once a yearCOST: £100+

Does your fork or shock feel 

ropey, sticky or like it’s filled 

with sand? It’s time to get it 

serviced. Specialists such 

as Mojo (Fox) or TF Tuned 

(all brands) will be able to 

give it a proper tune-up for 

around £100. If you ride 

hard it’s worth getting this 

done once a year.

Check your bolts

FREQUENCY: Every few ridesCOST: Free

Give every bolt on your bike 

a quick once-over to make 

sure they’re all done up 

tight. This’ll stop anything 

coming loose and causing 

damage or a ride-ending 

catastrophe. Do this at least

every five rides.

Follow instructions

FREQUENCY: Always!COST: Free

If you’ve bought a new bike 

part and want to fit it 

yourself, make sure you 

follow the instructions to 

the letter and use the right 

tools. Don’t be tempted to 

bodge it – you don’t want to 

break it right out of the box, 

or have it fail on you when 

you’re riding at speed,

Fit mudguards

FREQUENCY: OnceCOST: £7-£49

Blocking mud from hitting 
your fork seals, entering 
your headset bearings and 
splattering your rear shock 
is a good way to keep things 
running smoother for longer.
Whether you’re a weight 
weenie or a hardcore mud 
plugger, there’s a front 
mudguard  to suit, from the 
minimalist MarshGuard to 
the impressively protective 
POWA Products DFender. 

M A INTENANCE 
BON A N Z A !

See our 

step-by-step 

maintenance 

guide every 

issue. Turn  

to p142 for 

this month’s 

Grimetime

True your wheels
FREQUENCY: PeriodicallyCOST: £30+

Wheels that don’t run straight can make 
your ride feel like a bag of nails, but it’s easy 

to remove minor buckles and hops. Your 
LBS should be able to do this for around 
£30, or if you’re armed with a spoke key, 

some basic knowledge and a bit of patience, 
give it a go yourself!

Lube your fork wiper seals and stanchions

FREQUENCY: After washingCOST: £5+

Silicone spray is a super-slippery oil-based lube that won’t perish rubber, 
so it’s ideal for lubricating suspension seals and stanchions, keeping your 
fork running smooth. It works well on rear shocks too.

01 Start by cleaning your 
bike thoroughly. Then 

use a clean, wet rag to go over 
the fork’s wiper seals (at the 
top of the lower legs) and 
stanchions (upper legs) until 
they’re spotless.

03 Wipe off any dirt from 
the stanchions and 

around the wiper seals with  
a clean rag. Finally, apply a 
liberal coating of suspension 
lube, making sure not to get  
it anywhere near the disc  
rotor or pads.

02 Give the stanchions 
a good coating with a 

silicone-based suspension 
lube spray, starting at the top 
and working down. Cycle the 
fork up and down through 
its stroke to dislodge any dirt 
trapped under the wiper seals. 
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some basic checks every

time you go for a ride so

that you know your rig is

good to roll. This costs

nothing and could prevent

you having a serious

mechanical when you’re

20 miles from home with

no mobile reception and

the banjo tune from

Deliverance ringing in your

ears. A simple bolt, tyre

pressure, brake pad and

suspension check will do

the job. Don’t end up

stranded with a loose left

phalange – this could have

been averted if you’d done 

a pre-ride check!

Listen to your bike

FREQUENCY: All the timeCOST: Free

Keep an ear open for

untoward noises emanating

from your bike while riding

– it’s often a sign something

is up. Symbiosis with your

steed is a beautiful thing!

Use a torque wrench

FREQUENCY: All the timeCOST: £15+

Never over or undertighten

a bolt again. Have a torque

wrench to hand whenever

you tighten anything on

your bike or fit a new part.

Lock it or lose it

FREQUENCY: AlwaysCOST: FREE-£100+

If your bike’s relegated to the

shed/garage (the bedroom

is no place for lube and

rubber, apparently) then

make sure to secure it with a

good lock, ideally to a

ground anchor sunk into the

floor. It’s a good idea to add it

to the national Bike Register

(www.bikeregister.com) too,

photograph it and make a

note of the serial number.

Marking it with an ultraviolet

pen will mean that if it does

get nicked there’s more

chance of it being identified 

and returned to you.

Do some basic

pre-ride checks

FREQUENCY: Every rideCOST: FREE

Get in the habit of doing 

Oil your chain

FREQUENCY: Every few ridesCOST: £4+

Treat your chain with love, keeping it well lubricated for a silky
smooth transmission. Clean and lube it after every ride for best results. 

01 Thoroughly clean and
degrease your chain, then

hang your bike in a workstand
or prop it up in such a way
that you can turn the cranks 
without obstruction.

03 Wrap a rag around the
chain and, holding it

loosely while backpedalling,
wipe off any excess lube.
When finished, your chain
should be shiny and gleaming, 
and not dripping lube. 

02 While slowly turning the
cranks anticlockwise, drip

some lube onto the inner side
of the chain. You should be able
to see it work its way into each
link as you go. Do two complete 
revolutions of the chain.

Get some coaching
FREQUENCY: As neededCOST: £90-£240

If you’re casing jumps or hanging up on
roots, your bike will suffer. The quickest way

to improve your riding is to get lessons.
These start at around £90 a day for a group
session. You’ll find MTB coaches around the
country, but Pro Ride (www.proridemtb.com) 

are our go-to skills gurus.

Adjust your gears

FREQUENCY: Every few ridesCOST: Free

If your mech is out of alignment your
gears will skip and the chain will grind.
This causes a load of extra wear on
your drivetrain and can drastically
reduce its lifespan, as well as ruining
the good vibe while out riding. If
you’re struggling to shift down to a
lower gear, twist the barrel adjuster
on the shifter clockwise a half turn at
a time. If you can’t shift up very easily, 
turn the adjuster anticlockwise.
Repeat until your gears shift as
seamlessly as on a Formula 1 car. 

M A INTENANCE
BON A N Z A !

For more

maintenance

tips see our

Home

Mechanic’s

Essential

Workshop

Guide, free

with issue 321.

It’s available

online here:

http://tinyurl.

com/o2epuqw
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ROTHIEMURCHUS, 
SCOTLAND
THIS CORNER OF THE CAIRNGORMS MAY BE BUSY IN SUMMER, 
BUT IN WINTER WE’VE GOT THE PLACE TO OURSELVES

Words Max Darkins  Pics Reuben Tabner



M A N U A L
DOWNLOAD THE VIEWRANGER APP

TO RIDE AND SHARE THIS ROUTE
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

S
etting off from 
Aviemore with Sally 
Devlin and Bruce 
Smith from local 
shop Mikes Bikes, 
it’s an easy spin 
along a cycle route 
to Rothiemurchus. 
We pick up a good 

track in the woods that’s a 
mixture of hardpack and dirt, 
and it makes for a fast ride, 
with rocks and roots here and 
there to add some interest. 
As we head deeper into the 
woods I spy some slithers of 
singletrack wandering off into 
the undergrowth, which, being 
in Scotland, are fair game to 
ride. We’ve got other plans 
today though, so I have to resist 
my urge to explore. 

As the gradient increases so 
does our speed, and we’re soon 
racing along, rubbing tyres as 
we vie for position. With all the 
rain it’s a bit like Mario Kart, 
with riders occasionally sliding 

wide on slippery roots or losing 
momentum in soft patches, 
resulting in comedy overtakes 
and crashes. Eventually the 
finish line (a silver gate) brings 
a temporary halt to our antics.  

With the wet conditions, 
our brakes are singing as we 
round the corners, and Sally’s 
frame even whistles a tune as 
the wind whips through. Our 
cycling melody continues as 
we snake down to an S-bend 
to cross a small wooden 
footbridge before hanging a 
right onto an unmaintained 
path into the trees. 

Slip slidin’ away
This superb little loop around 
Loch Gamhna starts with 
some great, fast singletrack, 
before twisting around ahead 
of the dreaded bog trot. It’s 
usually wet here even in 
summer so we’re not surprised 
to find some wheel and foot 
swallowing sections, resulting 

Much of the 2,300-hectare 
Rothiemurchus Forest lies within
the estate owned by the Grant 
family, although the upper  
forest was sold to the Forestry 
Commission. It’s a popular area
for outdoor recreation and an 
important habitat for wildlife. 
www.rothiemurchus.net    

THE LOWDOWN
ROTHIEMURCHUS, SCOTLAND

Look closely and you’ll 
spot the footbridge…

Rothiemurchus

Aberdeen

Dundee

Inverness

All the ingredients of a proper 
Scottish ride – hills, heather, 
cloud and fantastic scenery
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WE SOON CLIMB OUT OF THE

LOWLANDS TO JOIN A LOVELY, 

TECHNICAL ROCKY TRAIL THAT 

WINDS ITS WAY BACK AROUND 

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE LOCH

There are some great 
technical sections to  

up the fun factor

ViewRanger is an app that 

lets outdoor enthusiasts 

discover, plan, navigate 

and share their adventures on 

smartphones, on tablets and online. 

With offline mapping (including 

Ordnance Survey maps), turn-by-

turn navigation and bike computer 

functions like ride time, ride distance 

and current, average and maximum 

speed, it’ll turn your phone into a fully 

fledged GPS unit. 

You can also use it to plan or 

download routes, access guidebook-

style information, broadcast your 

location and track your friends. It has 

a social platform too, where you can 

store and share their adventures. 

ViewRanger is used by more than 

400 official 

bodies, 

including 

search-and-

rescue teams  

in the UK  

and overseas.

WHAT IS VIEWRANGER?

The ViewRanger app is available to 
download for Apple, Android, Blackberry 
10, Kindle Fire and Symbian devices.

in some soggy dismounts, but 
it’s all taken in good spirits. 
We soon climb out of the 
boggy lowlands to join a lovely, 
technical rocky trail that winds 
its way back around the other 
side of the loch to the main 
track we were on earlier. 

We swiftly cover the ground 
through Rothiemurchus Forest 
and cross a footbridge. We’re 
soon flying along and into quite 
a different setting, which, if it 
weren’t for the cold and rain, 
I think would look somewhat 
like the Serengeti. I soon learn 
not to daydream while riding 
too close to Bruce’s wheel as he 
unleashes his signature move, 
the Brucey Slide. This involves 
suddenly grabbing a load of 
back brake and fishtailing 



Max takes the lead, keen  
not to be the victim of  
any more Brucey Slides
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his rear tyre across the path. 
Apparently it’s almost earned 
him a thump around the head 
on group rides. 

I take it as a sign that it’s 
been too long since the last 
challenging bit of trail, so, right 
on cue, we turn right on the 
Lairig Ghru trail just as we  
re-enter the trees. This is an 
out and back, up and down 
section, which starts with the 
up. It’s an engaging, twisty 
singletrack climb with enough 
roots and rocks to keep you 
distracted along the way, but 

not too taxing. It provides a 
good opportunity to take in the 
views – there’ll be no time for 
that on the way back down. 

Stumped
We stop at the top to regroup 
and eat some trail snacks before 
heading down. The descent is 
awesome. It starts with some 
interesting techy rocks, tight 
turns and roots, before opening 
up to become a fast and furious 
blast. Bruce gets a little carried 
away, launching off a stump 
before he’s decided which side 

ROOTS GALORE

This ride offers plenty of 
opportunities to hone 

your skills when it comes  
to negotiating wet roots



Forest track climbs provide  
a chance to catch your 

breath and have a natter

M A N U A L

 BEST EATING

Cobbs cafe in the visitor centre by 

Loch Morlich comes late on in the 

ride, but it’s worth the wait. With 

good fresh coffee, homemade 

cakes and freshly toasted paninis 

it’s a great place to refill en route 

and you’re welcomed however 

wet and muddy you may be. If 

you want to wait until the end of 

the ride though, the Druie cafe in 

Rothiemurchus and Mountain cafe 

in Aviemore are both great. For 

a proper evening meal, The Old 

Bridge Inn, between the two, is a 

great pub with lovely food and a log 

fire (www.oldbridgeinn.co.uk).    

to pass the next tree on. He 
slams into it, but thankfully 
nothing’s too badly damaged, 
including his pride – he lies 
giggling on the cold damp 
ground as we gather round.  
His front wheel isn’t looking 
too happy though, so we make 
our way along forest tracks  
to Loch Morlich. 

We decide to miss out the 
climb and descent back down 
to the loch, but it’s worth the 
detour. From here it’s an easy 
forest track climb, followed by 
another fun singletrack descent 

back to the loch. It’s only at 
the water’s edge that we have 
our first glimpse of anyone 
else who’s been brave enough 
to venture out today. After a 
good feed at Cobbs cafe we 
reluctantly drag ourselves back 
into the icy evening air. Once 
we’re warmed up we start to 
enjoy the riding again, popping 
off lips and railing corners as 
we race each another back to 
Aviemore. It may be cold, wet 
and muddy, and the days short, 
but today’s ride has been like 
music to my ears.
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REPLACE YOUR 
GEAR CABLES

DIFFICULTY

TIME 30 minutes 

COST £15 for all cables

Winter-proof your gearing by 
fitting new cables in full-length 
outers and you’ll be able to keep 
shifting smoothly through the slop.

05
Now to cut the outer cable to length. 
Place the free end of the cable against the 
shifter so that there’s a gentle loop when 

the handlebar is straight. There should be enough 
spare cable to allow the bar to turn through 180 
degrees. Use a set of outer cable cutters to cut the 
cable to length.

04
Next, remove all the sections of old outer 
cable from the bike. Once you’ve decided 
on the neatest route for your full-length 

outer cable to follow, sit one end in the mech’s 
cable port and route the rest along the frame, 
ensuring there’s enough slack to accommodate 
any suspension movement. Starting at the mech, 
secure the outer cable to the frame with zipties. 

06
Use a pick or spoke to open up the ends 
of the outer cable by wiggling it around 
inside. This will reduce friction when the 

inner cable is fitted. Lightly coat the new inner 
cable with lubricant by running it through a cloth 
or sheet of workshop paper impregnated with 
cable lube or ‘wet’ chain lube. Carefully feed the 
cable into the shifter in a reversal of step 3.

10
Hold the rear mech so the chain stays on 
the largest sprocket and spin the cranks. 
Adjust the front mech screw marked ‘L’ 

until the chain sits 1mm from the inner plate of 
the mech cage. Release the rear mech and pull 
the front mech away from the frame. Adjust the ‘H’ 
screw until the chain sits on the largest chainring 
and is 1mm from the outer edge of the mech cage.  

12
Check the front mech cage is in line with 
the smallest chainring and the cable is 
correctly routed to the clamp bolt. Tension 

the cable by hand and tighten the clamp bolt with 
a 5mm Allen key (clockwise). Let go of the cable. 
Click through the gears while turning the cranks. 
With the chain back on the smallest ring, loosen 
the clamp bolt, take up any slack and retighten.

11
Route the inner cable through the groove 
under the clamp bolt on the rear mech. 
Without moving the mech, pull the cable 

to apply a little tension. Tighten the clamp bolt 
with a 5mm Allen key until snug (clockwise). Let 
go of the cable. Click through the gears while 
turning the cranks to tension the cable. Loosen 
the clamp bolt, take up any slack and retighten.

01
If possible, clamp your bike in a workstand. 
Check that the rear mech and its hanger 
are straight, and that the bolt holding the 

mech onto the hanger is tight. Turn the cranks 
with one hand and use the other to shift into the 
smallest cassette sprocket and smallest chainring. 
Use a 5mm Allen key to loosen the cable clamp 
bolts on both mechs a few turns (anticlockwise).

02
Wind the barrel adjusters on the shifters 
fully in (clockwise), then back them off 
two turns to allow adjustment later. Cut 

the cable end caps off the old gear cables using 
a good quality set of inner cable cutters. Grip the 
outer gear cable next to the first shifter with your 
fingers and pull it out a few inches, exposing the 
inner cable. Repeat on the other shifter.

Visit our website at

www.muc-off.com

www.muc-off.com
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1 Inner cable cutters
2 Full set of new inner and outer cables,
including ferrules and end caps
3 Outer cable cutters
4 Phillips screwdriver
5 T25 Torx key (needed for newer
SRAM shifters only)

6 Allen key set
7 Pick (or old spoke)
8 Zipties

Not pictured

Cloth/workshop paper
Cable or ‘wet’ lubricant

Tools for the job Essential kit

3b
If you have SRAM shifters with a rubber
tab on top, use a 4mm Allen or T25 Torx
key to undo the clamp bolt (anticlockwise),

then remove the shifter from the bar. Peel the
tab upwards with your fingers. Push the exposed
section of inner cable into the shifter. When the end
pokes out from under the tab, pull the cable out 
and discard it. Repeat on the other shifter.

3a
If you have Shimano shifters, use a
Phillips screwdriver to unscrew the
plastic plug on the opposite side of the

shifter to the barrel adjuster (anticlockwise).
Put the plug somewhere safe. Push the exposed
section of inner cable into the shifter. When the
end pokes out the other side, pull the cable out 
and discard it. Repeat on the other shifter.

3c
Some older SRAM shifters have a winged
screw or Allen bolt cap on top. Use your
fingers or a 3mm Allen key to unscrew

this (anticlockwise). Push the exposed section of
inner cable into the shifter. When the end pops out
from under the spring, pull it out – taking care not
to dislodge the spring – and discard it. Repeat on 
the other shifter.

08
Now to check the limit screws. Turn the
cranks with one hand. With the cable not
yet anchored, the chain should sit on the

smallest cassette sprocket. If not, use a Phillips
screwdriver to turn the screw marked ‘H’ clockwise,
to move the rear mech towards the wheel, or
anticlockwise, to move it towards the frame. Adjust 
until the jockey wheel is below the sprocket.

07
Feed the inner cable through the narrow
end of a new ferrule, then through the outer
cable, then the wide end of another ferrule.

Push the ferrules onto the outer cable. Pull the inner
cable through until the cable head is seated inside
the shifter. Refit the plug/tab/screw/cap and bolt
the shifter back onto the bar, if removed. Repeat
steps 4 to 7 with the other mech and shifter.

09
While still turning the cranks, push the
rear mech towards the wheel until it’ll go
no further or the chain falls off the top

of the cassette. The top jockey wheel should sit
below the largest sprocket. If not, turn the screw
marked ‘L’ anticlockwise, to move the jockey
wheel towards the spokes, or clockwise, to move  
it towards the frame.

14
Turn the cranks and click through the
rear gears. If the chain is reluctant to
shift onto the bigger sprockets, turn the

barrel adjuster on the shifter anticlockwise. If
it’s reluctant to shift onto the smaller sprockets,
turn the adjuster clockwise. When the shifting is
smooth, cut the inner cable a few centimetres
from the mech and crimp an end cap in place.

13
Turn the cranks and click through the front
gears. If the chain is reluctant to shift onto
the bigger rings, turn the barrel adjuster

on the shifter anticlockwise. If it’s reluctant to shift
onto the smaller rings, turn the adjuster clockwise.
When the shifting is smooth, use your cable cutters
to cut the inner cable a few centimetres from the 
mech and crimp an end cap in place.
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W O R K S H O P  W I S D O M

If your rear shifting is
sloppy, first check that
the bolt securing the
rear mech to the frame is
nice and tight, because
this can often be the
cause. It’s a good idea to
use threadlock on it too,
such as blue Loctite.

While you’re at it,
check the B-tension
screw. This is located
at the rear of the mech
and determines its 

vertical distance from
the cassette. Shift into
the largest sprocket
and check that the
upper jockey wheel
is about 6mm below
it. Turn the B-tension
screw anticlockwise to
move the mech closer
to the cassette, or vice
versa. This can have a
small effect on shifting
performance, so it’s
worth getting right. 

Silence those annoying creaks and rattles 
Get your steed running smoothly ON SALE 5 FEBRUARY

 NEXT MONTH      

43
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Q

I’m in the process of doing
up my 2007 Specialized
Stumpjumper FSR Pro and

getting it back on the road. I’m
looking to replace the 184x44mm
rear shock (Specialized AFR with
Brain Fade) and would like to know
what you’d recommend as a good
upgrade. I’ve heard good things
about the RockShox Monarch, but
is there anything I’ve missed?
Jonathan Corbett, via email

A

The RockShox Monarch
RT3 and Fox Float DPS are
both fantastic shocks,

offering low-speed compression
damping adjustment as well as the
ability to add volume spacers to
tune the progressiveness of the
spring curve. But you may struggle
to find an off-the-shelf unit for
your bike, because Specialized often
use non-standard length shocks.

According to their website, the
2007 alloy Stumpy FSR used a
shock with a 197mm eye-to-eye
length and 44mm stroke. Replacing
it with a different length damper
will alter the amount of travel on
offer and the bike’s geometry. You
may require a custom-built unit, so
we’d recommend contacting TF
Tuned (RockShox) or Mojo (Fox) to
talk through your options. They’ll
also be able to give you some great
insight into what tune would work
best with your bike.

ASK
The Calibre 

Gauntlet looks 
great value for money

01
With the old hose still in
place in the frame, tape a
long length of inner gear

cable securely to the end furthest
from the handlebar. From the
front of the bike, pull the hose out,
ensuring that the attached cable
enters the frame without snagging.

03
Keep pulling the cable
gently until the end of the
new hose nears the exit

hole in the frame. Carefully fish it
out, then remove the tape holding
it to the cable.

02
With the cable now through
the frame, remove the tape
holding it to the old hose.

Tape the new hose to the end of the
cable nearest the handlebar. From
the rear of the bike, pull the cable
out, ensuring that the new hose
enters the frame smoothly.

Replace an internally routed brake hose

C O N TA C T U S :

Q

I have a limited 

budget of £550 for 

a new bike and 

have been looking at the 

Whyte 603. Do you have you 

any feedback on this bike, 

or is there anything else 

you’d recommend?

Nicholas Pinder, via email

A

We’ve no experience

with the 603, but

we’ve always been

impressed by Whyte’s bikes.

If you can stretch to £600

though (plus £5 for a discount

card), have a look at the

Calibre Gauntlet from GO

Outdoors. It comes with an

easily adjustable air-sprung

RockShox fork, a SRAM X5

2x10 transmission and Avid

brakes. The frame should see

you through a good few years

of hammering too.

Q

What does the blue

lever on my

RockShox Monarch

RL rear shock do? I know

when I move it the bike feels

different, but when should I

be using it?

Tim Stevens, Caerphilly

A  
The lever you’re 

referring to alters the 

amount of low-speed 

compression damping, 

affecting how the shock feels 

as it compresses, either as a 

result of trail impacts or rider 

forces such as weight shifts 

and pedalling. The Monarch  

RL has two lever positions – 

‘open’ and ‘pedal’. ‘Pedal’ 

mode applies more damping, 

which will help to calm the 

shock’s movement while you 

pedal or pump the bike 

through berms or over rollers. 

We’d say to use this for flatter 

or uphill sections for the most 

part, making sure to flick the 

shock into ‘open’ mode when 

you reach the downhills. 

Before upgrading your
shock, double check you’re

buying the right length

Q U I C K  F I X  M O U N TAI N  B I K E  T I P S

YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED BY OUR EXPERTS

Write to: Ask MBUK, 2nd Floor, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol
Email: askmbuk@bikeradar.com  Visit: www.mbuk.com



ON SALE NOW

2016 EDITION

EXPERT  
ADVICE  

GUARANTEED  
TO IMPROVE  
YOUR RIDING

GET FITTER,
RIDE FASTER

TIPS FOR EVERY SEASON

STAY ENERGISED THROUGH AUTUMN

BUILD SPRING STRENGTH AND POWER

WINTER-PROOF WORKOUTS 

SMASH YOUR SUMMER GOALS

FROM THE MAKERS OF

The  

ultimate 

guide to cycle 

training and 

fitness

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

GO ONLINE  http://www.buysubscriptions.com/cyclingspecials

OR CALL  01604 828744 and quote ‘ROAD CYCLIST MANUAL 2016’ 

For overseas please call +44 1604 828744)  

UK price £7.99, EUR price £9.99, ROW price £10.99. All orders are subject to availability. Please allow 28 days for delivery.
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D
riving along the M5 past 
Exeter, you can clearly  
see Haldon Forest to the 
south. This woodland 

mountain bike sanctuary 
lies just minutes off the 
busy dual carriageway, yet 
when you arrive you feel like 
you’ve been transported into 
deepest Devon – this feels like 
Wurzels and cider country! 

Haldon has been a haven 
for mountain bikers for years, 
and the trail centre has made 
it even more popular. After 

parking the van and unloading 
our clutter we meet up with 
South West local Ash Mullane, 
who’s been riding and racing 
around the UK for as long 
as we can remember and is a 
staple ingredient for a ride in 
this part of the country. He’s 
ready to roll and show us some 
of Haldon’s hidden delights. 

MBUK’s new Staff Writer, 
Rachael Gurney, has joined 
us on this trip and is keen 
to show us what she’s made 
of. Just back from a year of 

This trail centre nestled in the South West’s rolling 
hills has plenty of variety to keep you entertained
Words Alex Evans Pics Andy Lloyd 

Haldon Forest Park, Exeter



RAD…
}  Well made and maintained

trail centre tracks

}  Hidden off-piste riding that
has it all, from hucks to turns

}  Amazing facilities

BAD…
}  You have to pay for parking

}  Laps are a little short

WHY RIDE HERE?

A fantastic mix of flowy trail
centre loops and wilder
off-piste singletrack

DISTANCE: AS FAR AS YOUR LEGS WILL

TAKE YOU! APPROX 9KM PER LAP

CLIMBING: AS MUCH AS YOU DARE!

APPROX 100M PER LAP

TIME: APPROX 30 MINS PER LAP

GRADING: GREEN TO BLACK

(PLUS UNCLASSIFIED OFF-PISTE TRAILS)

THE LOWDOWN
HALDON FOREST PARK, EXETER

Weymouth

Yeovil

Exeter

Bristol

Minehead

HALDON FOREST PARK
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travelling and racing around the 
world, she’s got the skills to 
pay the bills!

The car park is conveniently 
situated at the top of the trails 
(and by the cafe) so you don’t 
need to get a sweat on right out 
of the gate. Adjacent to it is a 
skills area with a pump track to 
get you warmed up – handy if 
you’ve got some cobwebs that 
need blowing away or want to 
brush up your technique before 
hitting the trails. From here 
you cross a small road to the 
trailhead, and it’s all flow and 
fun from then on. 

Feel the flow
We head down the red-graded 
Ridge Ride first, to sample 
Haldon’s flowiest official track 
– and it doesn’t disappoint.
Mellow turns punctuate the 
undulating trail, which darts 
in and out of young pine trees 

like a chalky white ribbon 
through the forest. As it exits 
the first area of dense woods, 
it cuts across the hill above a 
clear-felled section of forest 
and a panorama unfolds before 
us, with the city of Exeter as 
the centrepiece and the sun 
sparkling off the River Exe  
in the distance.

Ash is leading the ride, with 
me in second and Rachael hot 
on my tail. As he accelerates 
out of a turn he just obliterated 
with his back wheel small rocks 
fly everywhere, peppering the 
front of my bike. Rachael gives 
a happy shout as she backs it in 
around one of the many flowy 
turns on the top section. 

After traversing the hillside, 
we enter the woods again. 
Ash’s back wheel lifts freshly 
fallen leaves into the air and 
they catch the sunlight before 
gently floating to the ground. 

AS ASH ACCELERATES OUT OF A TURN  

HE JUST OBLITERATED WITH HIS BACK 

WHEEL SMALL ROCKS FLY EVERYWHERE

Turns and berms are 
the name of the game 

on the red route
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The Wrecking Crew Who are we?

RACHAEL GURNEY
Staff Writer Rach is
an ex copper, but 
takes no prisoners
on the trail!

ALEX EVANS
Features Ed Alex is 
fresh from the Alps 
and ready to sample 
the UK’s finest trails

ASH MULLANE
This fast-riding and 
quick-witted South 
West hero is handy 
on two wheels

The peace of the beautiful 
forest is shattered by the 
clatter the three of us are 
creating as we tear down the 
trail though – this is stacking 
up to be an awesome ride! As 
we cross the fireroad we’re once 
again plunged into autumnal 
bliss. The light is perfect and 
our snapper Andy can barely 
contain his enthusiasm.  

Cutting corners
Once again we find ourselves 
pedalling along the flowy 
ribbon of joy. Rachael leads out 
this time, with Ash following 
while I make up the numbers 
out back. As the track cuts  
back across the hillside Ash 
goes for a transfer, missing out 
a turn completely. I cotton on 
and try my hardest to boost it 
over the shortcut too. 

The take-off is easy and so is 
the airtime, but on landing  

Ash goes for a cheeky 
corner-cutting 
manoeuvre 

ROB WEAVER
Tech Ed Rob is a 
racer at heart but 
loves a bit of 
downhill action

JAMES BLACKWELL
Five foot of trouble, 
Art Ed Jimmer rides 
quick and talks  
even quicker

JAMES C-W
Word wrangler JCW 
loves nothing better 
than a snaky slither  
of singletrack or two
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I realise that there’s a tree 
stump at handlebar height. I 
manage to manhandle my bike 
around, but only just! As the 
track descends below the quarry
it opens out and speeds up. We 
blast down hell for leather until
we hit the next fireroad where 
there’s a black option.

Hard hucker
Ash calls out a feature – a 
small but gnarly rock garden  
– and we watch on as he
sprints along the fireroad and 
hucks his meat, landing slap 
bang in the middle of the rocks.
His bike takes the punishment,
bottoming out hard, and he 
carries immense speed into 
the next turn. Ash’s skill and 
exuberance are impressive,  
and he rides everything with 
total commitment and style. 
Rachael and I decide to opt  
out of this bike cruncher,  

LOCALS DO…

}  Respect slower 

riders on the trail

}  Eat plenty of cake 

at the café!

}  Enjoy the 

awesome trails 

(wild and official)

LOCALS DON’T

}  Advertise the wild 

riding for all and 

sundry to destroy

}  Disrespect  

the Forestry 

Commission’s 

rules and 

regulations

}  Drop litter or 

cause damage

LOCAL 
KNOWLEDGE

IT’S FILLED WITH WELL-BUILT, 

BERMS, TECHY DH TRACKS AND 

SOME PRETTY LARGE SENDERS

WRECKING CREW 

WISDOM

The forestry team at Haldon contains 
some keen bikers who know the trails 
inside out. By their own admission, 
the red route has a ‘pink tinge’ and 
the blue is a ‘light blue’, making this 
the perfect place to razz round and 
hone skills or make that step up in 
your riding ability. We’d recommend  
a mid-travel trail bike – it’ll ensure 
you have fun on the graded trails and 
help you make the most of anything 
else you might find!

RACHAEL GURNEY   MBUK STAFF WRITER

and we all head back to the  
cafe for lunch.

Mid-ride pig-out
Ash and Lloyder order double 
carbs, going for chips and 
nachos. Rach and I keep it real 
for the salad munchers and 
get a healthy dose of greens. 
Cake is obviously always 
on the menu, and between 
us we gobble up brownies, 
rocky roads and millionaire’s 
shortbreads. With fuel in our 
bellies, Ash takes us to the Cafe 
Side trails, which are just a 
short drive away. 

Constructed and maintained 
by locals, these tracks aren’t 
officially sanctioned by the
Forestry Commission, but 
they’re tolerated – as long 
as people are respectful with 
their building and riding. The 
area is filled with well-built 
berms, techy downhill tracks 

There are plenty of 
hidden singletrack 
gems at Haldon
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and some pretty large senders. 
One particular jump tickles our 
fancy. It’s got over and under 
options, and Rachael opts for 
the latter – a floaty right-hand 
hip into a berm. Over the top is 
a nice booter that gives plenty 
of air. I push up the run-in, 
thinking about the best way to 
send it. Deciding to just pull 
up and hope for the best, I hit 
the set-up jumps and they 
propel me into the take-off 
with more than enough speed 

to sail over the gap and land 
safely – phew!

Haldon has it all
With the light fading, we 
decide it’s time to call it a day. 
On the short fireroad climb 
back up the hill to the car park 
we spot loads of tracks and 
features dotted around the 
woods. The guys up here must 
be passionate about riding, 
judging by the amount of effort 
they’ve put into building this 

great spot. Back at the van, 
we reflect on the day’s riding. 
Haldon Forest seems to offer  
it all – friendly people at the 
bike shop who are more than 
happy to give you pointers on 
where to ride, fun trail centre 
loops that are well maintained 
and intelligently built, plus 
plenty of off-piste trails  
crying out to be discovered if 
you’ve got your wits about you 
and are prepared to get a little 
more adventurous. c

Ash’s bike steels 
itself for some more 

punishment in the rocks

There’s plenty of  
airtime to be had on  
the off-piste tracks

G E T T H E R E

From the east or north, head
along the M5 towards Exeter.
After the M5 ends, at the A380/
A38 split, take the A38 up the
hill. After 30 seconds turn off to
Exeter Racecourse and follow
the signs to Haldon Forest Park.
From the south or west, head
along the A380 or A38, turn off
at Exeter Racecourse and follow
the signs to Haldon Forest Park.

F A C I L I T I E S  
Cafe, bike shop, car park, toilets,
play area, Go Ape! rope course

B I K E  S H O P S  

Forest Cycle Hire,  
Haldon Forest Park 
www.forestcyclehire.co.uk

Hardy Cycles, Exeter 
www.hardycycles.co.uk 

Exeter Cycles, Exeter 
www.exetercycles.co.uk

W H A T  E L S E  I S  N E A R B Y ?

Gawton Gravity Hub 
Great for a day out on big rigs if
you’ve had enough of pedalling.
Dartmoor National Park 
Offers everything from epic XC
rides to rock gardens. Make sure
to take a map! 
Exmoor National Park 
Like Dartmoor, Exmoor has loads
of great and varied natural riding.

Haldon is one of the South West’s
premier mountain bike spots,
with a great variety of riding to
choose from. Whether you’re into
DH, XC or a bit of enduro, you’ll
find a track or trail that you can
shred. With friendly staff at the
trail centre cafe and bike shop,
it’s an ideal destination for a
great day out.

VERDICT

THE DIRECTORY
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW  

ABOUT HALDON FOREST PARK
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ON SALE 5 FEBRUARY

LAKE DISTRICT
DIRTY WEEKENDER

A romantic weekend for two in the

Lakes – just you and your bike.

Ssh, don’t tell your other half!

CURE YOUR
EVERY CREAK

Easy ways to get rid of all

your bike’s annoying

 squeaks and squeals

BEST BUDGET
FULL-SUSPENSION

Can you get a decent full-suspension

bike for less than £1,000? We test  

four to find out

NEXT ISSUE

FREE GIFT

64 PAGES

EUROPEAN
RIDE GUIDE

THE BEST PLACES TO RIDE AND STAY,

AND HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR 

EUROPEAN RIDING BREAK



DIRECTORY

TRAVEL & ACCOMMODATION

RETAIL COACHING

201–203 Albany Road, Earlsdon, Coventry, CV5 6NF Tel: 024 7667 3353

LOADS OF OFFERS AVAILABLE IN STORE

BURTECH
Trailers
for
outdoor
pursuits
www.
burtechtrailers.
co.uk

North Wales
01492 641905

NEW to RANGE CUB 8 PRO Bike Trailer

YOU REALLY NEED THIS...+

£8

Always wanted your name on your bike just like the

pros? Now you can. These ultra high quality decals
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 Flandria Custom Name Decal Set:  

www.flandriabikes.com
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Mountain Biking on Exmoor
Join our experienced professional bike leaders and ride theJoin our experienced professional bike leaders and ride the
challenging routes across the contrasting scenery of Exmoor National
Park, alternating between dirt tracks, rocky river beds and some quiet
country lanes. We are pleased to offer a choice of Mountain Biking
Holidays – either 2 or 3 nights inc B&B, packed lunch and evening
meal, fully guided or self guided with route cards and maps. Staying
at the beautiful Simonsbath House, this is the perfect base for your
biking holiday with friendly service in a relaxed atmosphere and
comfortable en-suite accommodation.

14th to 18th March 2016 – £340.00 per person
25th to 28th November 2016 – £255.00 per person

Please contact us for more details or visit our website.

enquiries@simonsbathhousehotel.co.uk
Bookings: 01643 831259
www.simonsbathhouse.co.uk







Renthal’s new and exclusive Ultra Tacky™ grip compound

constantly produces and renews a sticky surface coating.

The resulting adhesive grip surface massively increases control.

www.renthalcycling.com


